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Foreword

Parallel Alternative Strategies for Students (PASS) books are content-centered
packages of supplemental readings, activities, and methods that have
been adapted for students who have disabilities and other students with
diverse learning needs. PASS materials are used by regular education
teachers and exceptional education teachers to help these students
succeed in regular education content courses. They have also been used
effectively in alternative settings such as juvenile justice educational
programs and second chance schools, and in dropout prevention and
other special programs that include students with diverse learning needs.

The content in PASS differs from standard textbooks and workbooks in
several ways: simplified text; smaller units of study; reduced vocabulary
level; increased frequency of drill and practice; concise directions; less
cluttered format; and presentation of skills in small, sequential steps.

PASS materials are not intended to provide a comprehensive presentation
of any course. They are designed to supplement state-adopted textbooks
and other instructional materials. PASS may be used in a variety of ways
to augment the curriculum for students with disabilities and other
students with diverse learning needs who require additional support or
accommodations in textbooks and curriculum. Some ways to incorporate
this text into the existing program are as

• a resource to supplement the basic text
• a pre-teaching tool (advance organizer)
• a post-teaching tool (review)
• an alternative homework assignment
• an alternative to a book report
• extra credit work
• make-up work
• an outside assignment
• part of an individual contract
• self-help modules
• an independent activity for drill and practice
• general resource material for small or large groups
• an assessment of student learning

The initial work on PASS materials was done in Florida through Project
IMPRESS, an Education of the Handicapped Act (EHA), Part B, project
funded to Leon County Schools from 1981–1984. Four sets of modified
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content materials called Parallel Alternate Curriculum (PAC) were
disseminated as parts two through five of A Resource Manual for the
Development and Evaluation of Special Programs for Exceptional Students,
Volume V-F: An Interactive Model Program for Exceptional Secondary Students.
Project IMPRESS patterned the PACs after curriculum materials developed
at the Child Service Demonstration Center at Arizona State University in
cooperation with Mesa, Arizona, Public Schools.

A series of 19 PASS volumes was developed by teams of regular and
special educators from Florida school districts who volunteered to
participate in the EHA, Part B, Special Project, Improvement of Secondary
Curriculum for Exceptional Students (later called the Curriculum
Improvement Project). This project was funded by the Florida Department
of Education, Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students, to Leon
County Schools during the 1984 through 1988 school years. Regular
education subject area teachers and exceptional education teachers
worked cooperatively to write, pilot, review, and validate the curriculum
packages developed for the selected courses.

Beginning in 1989 the Curriculum Improvement Project contracted with
Evaluation Systems Design, Inc., to design a revision process for the 19
PASS volumes. First, a statewide survey was disseminated to teachers and
administrators in the 67 school districts to assess the use of and
satisfaction with the PASS volumes. Teams of experts in instructional
design and teachers in the content area and in exceptional education then
carefully reviewed and revised each PASS volume according to the
instructional design principles recommended in the recent research
literature. Subsequent revisions have been made to bring the PASS
materials into alignment with the Sunshine State Standards.

The PASS volumes provide some of the text accommodations necessary
for students with diverse learning needs to have successful classroom
experiences and to achieve mastery of the Sunshine State Standards. To
increase student learning, these materials may be used in conjunction with
additional resources that offer visual and auditory stimuli, including
computer software, videotapes, audiotapes, and laser videodiscs.
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User's Guide

The Spanish I PASS and accompanying Teacher’s Guide are supplementary
resources for teachers who are teaching Spanish to secondary students with
disabilities and other students with diverse learning needs. The content of
the Spanish I PASS book is based on the Florida Curriculum Frameworks
and correlates to the Sunshine State Standards.

The Sunshine State Standards are made up of strands, standards, and
benchmarks. A strand is the most general type of information and represents
a category of knowledge. A standard is a description of general expectations
regarding knowledge and skill development. A benchmark is the most
specific level of information and is a statement of expectations about
student knowledge and skills. Sunshine State Standards correlation
information for Spanish I, course number 0708340, is given in a matrix in
Appendix D.

The Spanish I PASS is divided into eight units of study that correspond to
the foreign language strands. The student book focuses on readings and
activities that help students meet benchmark requirements as identified in
the course description. It is suggested that expectations for student
performance be shared with the students before instruction begins.

Each unit in the Teacher’s Guide includes the following components:

• Unit Focus: Each unit begins with this general description of the
unit’s content and describes the unit’s focus. This general
description also appears in the student book. The Unit Focus
may be used with various advance organizers (e.g., surveying
routines, previewing routines, paraphrasing objectives, posing
questions to answer, developing graphic organizers such as in
Appendix A, sequencing reviews) to encourage and support
learner commitment.

• Suggestions for Enrichment: Each unit contains activities that
may be used to encourage, to interest, and to motivate students
by relating concepts to real-world experiences and prior
knowledge.

• Unit Assessments: Each unit contains an assessment with
which to measure student performance.
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• Keys: Each unit contains an answer key for each practice in the
student book and for the unit assessments in the Teacher’s
Guide.

The appendices contain the following components:

• Appendix A describes instructional strategies adapted from the
Florida Curriculum Frameworks for meeting the needs of
students with disabilities and other students with diverse
learning needs.

• Appendix B lists teaching suggestions for helping students
achieve mastery of the Sunshine State Standards and
Benchmarks.

• Appendix C contains suggestions for specific strategies to
facilitate inclusion of students with disabilities and other
students with diverse learning needs. These strategies may be
tailored to meet the individual needs of students.

• Appendix D contains a chart that correlates relevant
benchmarks from the Sunshine State Standards with the course
requirements for Spanish 1. These course requirements describe
the knowledge and skills the students will have once the course
has been successfully completed. The chart may be used in a
plan book to record dates as the benchmarks are addressed.

• Appendix E lists reference materials and software used to
produce Spanish I.

Spanish I is designed to correlate classroom practices with the Florida
Curriculum Frameworks. No one text can adequately meet all the needs of
all students—this PASS is no exception. PASS is designed for use with
other instructional materials and strategies to aid comprehension, provide
reinforcement, and assist students in attaining the subject area
benchmarks and standards.
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To the Teacher

Written activities in the student book can be gone over in class or handed
in for correction. These activities can also be used for a quiz. Oral activities
can be repeated until the student has shown mastery. These materials can
also be used for an oral quiz if you so choose. You, the teacher, can best
decide when the material has been mastered by analyzing student
performance data.

Consider having students act out scenes for kinesthetic and oral
involvement. Fluidity of speech, accent, and effectiveness of
communication are some of the areas you may wish to stress. You may
also wish to consider emphasizing appropriate use of body language and
the use of props when applicable. If you have access to a video camera,
you may want to videotape the roleplaying and have the class view the
tape the following day.

Oral, aural, and written work should be a part of each day’s learning. The
review of information that has previously been taught is also essential. For
example, after the students learn to tell time, set a timer off and on during
the course of the class for the rest of the year. When the timer goes off, ask
students what time it is. The timer idea works well for many concepts
because the students begin to associate it with review of “old stuff” and
they tend to be more attentive in class.
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Unit 1: Welcome to the Spanish-Speaking World

This unit emphasizes the alphabet, greetings, numbers 0-59, dates,
months, seasons, punctuation, and time.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes and dislikes when asked simple questions
(e.g., about toys or other objects). (FL.A.1.1.1)

• Greet others and exchange essential personal information
(e.g., home address, telephone number, place of origin,
and general health). (FL.A.1.1.2)

• Use appropriate gestures and expressions (i.e., body
language) to complete or enhance verbal messages.
(FL.A.1.1.3)

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Use repetition, rephrasing, and gestures effectively to
assist in communicating spoken messages. (FL.A.1.3.4)

• Follow and give simple instructions (e.g., instructions to
participate in games or instructions provided by the
teacher for classroom tasks). (FL.A.2.1.1)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Listen and read in the target language and respond
through role playing, drawing, or singing. (FL.A.2.1.4)

• Organize information in spoken or written form about a
variety of topics of academic and cultural interest (e.g.,
by making lists, categorizing objects, or organizing
concepts). (FL.A.2.2.3)
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• Comprehend and respond to oral messages (e.g.,
personal anecdotes or narratives) based on familiar
themes and vocabulary. (FL.A.2.2.5)

Culture

• Participate in age-appropriate cultural activities (e.g.,
games, songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling,
dramatizations, and role playing). (FL.B.1.1.1)

• Recognize various activities and celebrations in which
children participate in the target culture (e.g., games,
songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling, dramatizations,
and role playing). (FL.B.1.2.1)

Connections

• Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify familiar
objects and concepts from other disciplines. (FL.C.1.1.1)

• Participate in activities in the language class designed to
integrate content-area concepts (e.g., mathematical
calculations or cause-and-effect relationships) into target-
language instruction (e.g., about countries or cultures).
(FL.C.1.2.1)

• Use target-language vocabulary or concepts to reinforce
knowledge of a related topic studied in another class
(e.g., geographical place names, parts of the body, or
basic mathematical operations). (FL.C.1.2.2)

• Use the target language to gain access to information that
is only available through the target language or within
the target culture (listen to a story told in the target
language). (FL.C.2.1.1)

Comparisons

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)
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• Recognize the similarities and differences between his or
her native language and the target language in terms of
the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms of written
expression. (FL.D.1.2.2)

• Distinguish the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreation, holidays, celebrations and the patterns of
behavior of the local culture. (FL.D.2.2.1)

• Recognize forms of the target language evident in the
local culture (e.g., signs, symbols, advertisements,
packages, displays, murals, songs, and rhymes).
(FL.D.2.2.2)

Experiences

• Know that many people in the United States use
languages other than English on a daily basis. (FL.E.1.2.1)

• Demonstrate an awareness of employment possibilities
(and other applications) for those who are able to master
the target language. (FL.E.1.2.2)
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Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Spend time at the beginning of the course teaching students how to
use a Spanish-language dictionary. A few weeks following
instruction, administer a Sample Student Dictionary Survey:

both

1. Do you use the dictionary?

2. Do you use a monolingual or bilingual
dictionary, or both?

3. In what setting do you use your dictionary
(while reading, in the classroom, etc.)?

4. Do you look at all the meanings of the words
or just the first plausible meaning?

5. Do you use the phonological information?

6. If you use the phonological information, do
you speak aloud and practice the
pronunciation?

7. How many times a week do you use your
dictionary?

8. Do you ever just read the dictionary?

9. Do you sometimes let yourself make
connections to other words, phrases, etc.,
through information found in the dictionary?

10. Do you use any of the information found at
the beginning and at the end of the
dictionary?

11. Do you think that you should look up every
word that you don’t know while reading?

12. Can you understand the abbreviations and
what they mean?

Do they help your understanding?

yes no

monolingual bilingual

all the
meanings of

the words
first plausible

meaning

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

0 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 9 more

Sample Student Dictionary Survey
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2. Have students write a Spanish
name chosen to use in class going
down the left side of a page. Then
have them use a Spanish
dictionary and write a Spanish
word and its meaning for each
letter. (Optional: Have the
students choose three synonyms
for each word by using a Spanish
thesaurus.) You can have students
add pictures about themselves
and use different colors for the
words.

3. Use the Cloze procedure with students. Replace words that can
easily be predicted based on their meaning with a blank line. Create
a list of alphabetized words in a word bank for students to use to fill
in the blanks.

Cloze Procedure Example:

4. Play the Spanish Dictionary Game. Choose a word from the dictionary
that no student can define. Each student will write a made-up
definition for the word as the teacher writes the correct definition.
All definitions should be on identical paper and handed to the
teacher. The teacher reads the definitions and instructs each student
to vote for a definition as they are read through a second time. A
student receives one point for each vote he or she receives and one
point for voting for the correct definition. The winner is the student
with the most points.

P

I

L

A

R

irrepetible

lucida

alentador

racional

(small)

(one-and-only,
unique)

(splendid,
brilliant)

(encouraging)

(rational)
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5. Review vocabulary or spelling words by having students play Beat
the Clock. Arrange the words in a pocket chart so all are easily seen.
Have the first student come up and read all of them as quickly as
possible while you time the reading. Challenge the other students to
see who can beat the first student’s time. Give a small prize to the
winner.

6. Assign dictionary exercises to students. Have them bring in
unfamiliar or unusual words and show other students how to use
the words in a sentence. Have students use one of the following
graphic organizers to teach the new words to other students.

Graphic Organizer
Vocabulary Word Map

New Term or Word

Category, Topic, or SubjectContext Definition

Characteristics or Elements

Examples Non-examples

What is it? (definition)

Graphic Organizer
Vocabulary Word Map

New Term
or Word

What are some examples?

What is it like?
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7. Have students keep a vocabulary journal and ask them to bring in a
word a week to share with the class.

8. Have students use a video recorder or tape recorder to make a three-
minute “spot” for a word or a phrase. Let them be as creative as
they want.

9. Use the Word Splash teacher-directed vocabulary activity to elicit
prior knowledge. Have students look at a list of teacher-selected
words and write down or tell a partner everything they know about
that word. See the following Word Splash chart.

Word Splash

Vocabulary Word Pair Responses

Then have each pair share their brainstorming with each other.
Write their explanations for the class to see all possibilities. Make no
judgements about the brainstormed responses, but do ask clarifying
questions: Why do you think that? After the class discussion of the
shared brainstormed connections, have students either compose a
short narrative based on the words or read a text with the words
and confirm their meanings of the words.

10. Write a “word of the day” on a chart. Use it in your directions,
explanations, or conversations with students. Ask students to
incorporate the new word in their conversations. Give extra credit to
students who use the specific words.

Introduce no more than five to six words at a time. Provide time for
a thorough discussion of words and their meaning(s) and
pronunciation. Keep words in a visible location throughout the time
they are being studied and beyond.
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11. Give extra credit for the correct use of vocabulary words in other
assignments. This can include the use of words in class discussions.
The more students use the words, the more likely they are to
remember their meanings.

12. Have students create a dictionary and add new vocabulary words as
they are learned. Ask students to draw illustrations or use magazine
pictures to represent each word. Create a scenario for which the
students can use the vocabulary. Name local stores or places that
your character is looking for, dancing in, or running to—exaggerate,
the more bizarre the better. Then have students use the dictionary to
create a mini-story.

13. After teaching students how to ask someone’s name, how old they
are, what they like to do, how many brothers and sisters they have
and where they are from, have students use the phrases and others
they have learned to interview and introduce their classmates.

14. Teach the Spanish phrases for “Good morning”; “How are you?”;
and “Fine, thank you, and you?” Play the game “Good Morning

Balls” at the beginning of class using three small, light-
weight, different-colored balls, a red one (the “Good
morning” ball), a green one (the “How are you?” ball)
and a blue one (the “Fine, thank you, and you?” ball).

Get the class to make a circle, giving three people
each one of the balls. Ask one student to pass or
gently throw a ball. The person who receives it says
the phrase associated with the ball in Spanish.
Continue until all students have had an opportunity
to pass and receive a ball.

15. Boost students’ Spanish vocabulary by having them translate
popular children’s songs from English to Spanish. Have students
work in groups to translate the songs and teach them to the rest of
the class. Examples of songs might include such favorites as “Happy
Birthday to You,” “The More We Get Together,” and “If You’re
Happy and You Know It, Clap Your Hands.”

,

,
?
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16. Mark the floor with two long pieces of masking tape. There should
be enough space in between the lines for the students to put their
feet. Ask students to stand up in random order between the lines.
They can only speak Spanish and they cannot step outside the lines.
Then pass each student a card with the name of a Spanish-speaking
country written on it. Tell the students to
organize themselves in alphabetical order
by country. Indicate to the students which
end of the room is A and which is Z. The
students will need to help each other in
order to move to the correct
alphabetical place. They can speak only
Spanish.

Variation: Prior to this activity, have the students look up one
unique fact about the country you have given them. The students
could then guess the country based on the stated fact. When the
country is guessed, the student takes his or her place on the line.
Ask students to use Spanish as much as possible when stating their
facts or guessing the countries. An example of a stated fact might be
as follows: This Spanish-speaking country shares a border with the
United States. (Answer: Mexico.)

17. Have students choose a Spanish-speaking country and use the
Internet to examine a Spanish newspaper from that country. Have
them compare and contrast sports in that country with sports in the
United States. Ask students to use one of the following Venn
diagrams or comparison diagrams to record their findings.

Mexico
Chile

Argen

A Z
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2 - Item Venn Diagram and Summary Paragraph

SimilaritiesDifferences Differences

Item 1 Item 2

Summary:

3 - Item Venn Diagram
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Compare and Contrast Diagram

Concept 1 Concept 2

with reference to

How Are They Alike?

How Are They Different?

with reference to

with reference to

with reference to

with reference to

with reference to

with reference to

with reference to

Comparison Diagram

SimilaritiesDifferences Differences

It
em

 1

It
em

 2

Summary:
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18. When students read works about a culture or setting that they might
not be familiar with, have them support their reading by
researching and reporting on specific aspects of the culture. Assign
groups of students to research individual Spanish-speaking
countries. The following Venn diagram is an example of a graphic
organizer to use to compare holiday traditions between two
countries.

Holiday Traditions in Mexico and the United States

Traditions in Mexico Traditions in the
United States
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19. Play El futuro. Choose any number between two and eight in
Spanish. Start in the top left-hand corner and go across row by row.
Write down all the letters that appear under that number. Put the
letters together to form one or two words to “read” your future.
Then choose another number and play El futuro again.

Start
tres

F
cuatro

B
ocho

M
siete

B
cinco

F
seis
A

siete
U

seis
M

cuatro
U

seis
O

ocho
U

dos
D

seis
R

ocho
C

tres
E

cinco
A

dos
Ó

siete
E

ocho
H

dos
L

siete
N

tres
L

cuatro
E

siete
O

cuatro
N

siete
S

cinco
M

cuatro
A

siete
A

ocho
O

cinco
I

seis
E

cinco
L

tres
I

cinco
I

dos
A

cinco
A

cinco
G

tres
C

cuatro
S

dos
R

ocho
D

seis
T

tres
I

cuatro
A

siete
M

seis
E

cuatro
L

siete
I

ocho
I

cuatro
U

dos
E

siete
G

seis
R

ocho
N

tres
D

ocho
E

cinco
R

siete
O

cinco
A

ocho
R

cuatro
D

tres
A

dos
S

cinco
N

seis
N

siete
S

tres
D

seis
O

cinco
D

ocho
O

cinco
E

Answers:

2 - DÓLARES (dollars)

3 - FELICIDAD (happiness)

4 - BUENA SALUD (good health)

5 - FAMILIA GRANDE (big family)

6 - AMOR ETERNO (eternal love)

7 - BUENOS AMIGOS (good friends)

8 - MUCHO DINERO (a lot of money)
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20. In order to practice written greetings in Spanish, have the students
create Spanish postcards. After students research (online or in the
library) a specific Spanish-speaking artist, have them duplicate (by
drawing, cutting out or cutting and pasting from the computer) a
design for the front of their postcard that is reminiscent of their
chosen artist and place it on a 4” x 6” index card. Have the students
divide the other side of the index card in half vertically by drawing
a line down the middle. On one side they are to write a greeting to
an imaginary Spanish-speaking friend. On the other side, they are
to address the postcard to their imaginary pen pal. Be sure to have
them write and proofread the address and greeting before putting
it onto their postcard. Display the finished products throughout
your room.

21. Have students make Spanish number flashcards out of index cards.
Have students work with partners to study Spanish numbers. It is
helpful to have a set of number flashcards to check students’
comprehension of numbers in random order. The same idea can be
extended to studying the sounds of the Spanish alphabet, the days
of the week, months of the year, and the seasons.

22. After studying the Spanish numbers one through 10, pair students.
Each pair will be responsible for making a page for the Spanish
book of numbers. Each page should be on brightly colored
construction paper, have both the English and Spanish names for
the number, and an illustration depicting the number. When the
pairs complete the work, laminate the pages and compile them into
a book.

23. Have the students write a Spanish alphabet book for younger
children. Bring a few children’s alphabet books into class and share
them with your students, brainstorming the characteristics of a
child’s book.

Have the students edit, illustrate, and print their books. When the
projects are completed, take them to an elementary classroom and
have your students read their books aloud to the younger students.
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24. After studying the numbers 0-59 in Spanish,
have the students play La lotería (Bingo).
Have students fill out blank Bingo sheets
with five boxes across and five boxes down,
marking the middle space LIBRE (free).
Have them randomly place their choice of
numerals 0-59 in the remaining 24 boxes.
Create teacher-held flash cards of the
numbers zero through 59 in Spanish to
randomly call out the numbers. Keep track
of the numbers called to aid in checking answers. When a student
looks at his or her Bingo chart and sees a number that has just been
called, the student covers that number with a marker. The first
student with five in a row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally
calls out “La lotería” and upon substantiation, wins the round.
Check for correctness by having the student call out the numbers of
the winning row in Spanish.

25. Have students construct clocks using paper plates. Each student
needs one paper plate, one marker, scissors, one piece of
construction paper, and one brad. Have the students write the
numbers one to 12 in Spanish in the proper position on their clocks.
The students need to cut out two arrows from the
construction paper, one long and one short, and
attach them to the center of the plate with the
brad. You can now use the students’ clocks to
let them practice telling time in Spanish. The
question for “What time is it?” is “¿Qué hora
es?” The Spanish respond by saying, “Son las
(the number for the hour).” Have the students
work in pairs using their clocks to practice asking
and answering questions about time.

uno

dos

tres

cuatro
cinco

seis
siete

ocho

nueve

diez

once
doce

LIB
RE

9 2 49 32 28

1 18 5 39 40

23 6 22 4 16

17 3 43 44 20

7 50 30 41
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26. Play the Magic Matchbox game so students can practice Spanish
numbers. Give each student a matchbox and 11 toothpicks. Divide
the class into two teams, giving each team a Spanish name, such as
the Tigres (Tigers) and the Leones (Lions). Each player secretly puts
no more than 11 toothpicks into his or her matchbox. The first
player from the Tigres stands up, shakes the matchbox in his or her
hand. His or her team members say together, “How many?” in
Spanish. The Leones then give the answer by replying, “There are
(guess a number),” also in Spanish. If the guess is the correct

number, the Leones win a point. If not, the Tigres get the
point. Then switch roles. The game continues until all the

players get a turn. The
teacher keeps a record of the

points on the board. The team
with the most points wins.

27. Using dice or large cards, have students call out in Spanish the
numbers on each die rolled or the card drawn. Instruct the other
students to stand if an even number is called and to sit when an odd
number is called.

28. Toss a beanbag (or a plastic blow-up ball) to a chosen student while
saying a number in Spanish. The student says the next number in
the sequence and then throws the beanbag to another student who
gives the next number, and so on. Then try the activity again, this
time counting by twos in Spanish. Try it again counting by fives.

29. Have students work in pairs and roll two dice. Ask students to take
turns rolling the dice and giving the sum (or product) of the dice in
Spanish.

30. Have students use the 3 - 2 - 1 chart below as they read the units.

Things You Found Out:

Interesting Things

Question You Still Have

3
2
1

3 - 2 - 1 for Chapter
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This gives students an opportunity to summarize some key ideas,
rethink them and focus on those that they are most intrigued by,
and then pose a question that can reveal where their understanding
is still uncertain. For a class discussion after each unit, use their
responses to construct an organized outline, to plot a Venn diagram,
to identify sequence, or to isolate cause and effect. Discussions are
then based on the ideas they found, that they addressed, and that
they brought to class.

31. Use the Say Something strategy to help students construct meaning
from text as they read by predicting, questioning, clarifying,
connecting, or commenting during the reading process. Have
students work in pairs and either read material aloud or silently.
Cue students to stop and say something to their partner. You may
direct “Say Something” by having students take a character’s point
of view, personally connect to the text, or state something they
remember from what was read. You may also locate places in
advance for students to stop and say something, such as making a
prediction, asking or answering a question, or summarizing and
clarifying; to make a connection; or to make a comment. Partners
then offer a response to what was said. If a student cannot say
something, then he or she will need to reread the selection. After
partners share, you may also have the whole group share. Use the
“stand and share” technique whereby everyone stands up. When
someone shares an idea of their own, they sit down. The “stand and
share” technique may be used for any type of brainstorming
activity.

Variation: Students may use the Say Something strategy as a
personal comprehension model and say something silently to
themselves.
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32. To access over one million titles of print and audio-visual (AV)
materials and more than 9,000 professionally selected web sites, use
the SUNLINK database (www.sunlink.ucf.edu). SUNLINK is
funded by the State of Florida and has a listing of more than 80
percent of the public K-12 school library media center materials in
Florida. All items (print, AV, and web sites) are searchable by
subject, title, and author keyword as well as language, format,
publication date, grade level, and interest level. SUNLINK schools
are encouraged to provide interlibrary loan services to teachers and
students in other SUNLINK schools. If a title is found in SUNLINK
that is not available in a local media library collection, the library
media specialist can order it from another media center in the
district, region, or state via interlibrary loan (ILL).

33. Use rubrics by RubiStar that can be customized by you on their
Web site to evaluate student performance on specific types of
lessons (http://rubistar.4teachers.org/). RubiStar is free and
supported by the US Department of Education and also provides a
way to analyze the performance of your whole class. By entering
your data from the student rubrics, RubiStar will determine which
items are problematic for the class as a whole, giving you the
chance to reteach the material, revise it before presenting next time,
or provide more examples and practice of the skill. The Web site
also has separate project checklists that can be customized for
students to know in advance exactly what is needed for the project.

34. Have students select content-related activities and write the
processes used to complete each activity. Have students scan the
Sunshine State Standards and identify all standards that apply to
the student behavior demonstrated in completing the selected
activities. Ask students to then revise their written explanations to
describe how each activity developed or reinforced each identified
standard. Collect the students’ work samples and the written
reflections to form a student portfolio.

35. Create a poster based on the suggestions in the student book on
pages 33-34.

36. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.
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Unit Assessment

Match each numeral with the correct number written in Spanish. Write the
letter on the line provided.

______ 1. 27

______ 2. 41

______ 3. 6

______ 4. 0

______ 5. 11

______ 6. 33

______ 7. 15

______ 8. 10

______ 9. 58

______ 10. 14

A. catorce

B. cero

C. cincuenta y ocho

D. cuarenta y uno

E. diez

F. once

G. quince

H. seis

I. treinta y tres

J. veintisiete
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Use the list below to translate the following sentences into Spanish.

Adiós.
Bien, gracias.
Buenos días, señor.

Hasta luego.
¡Hola!
¿Qué tal?

11. See you later. _______________________________________________

12. Good morning, sir. __________________________________________

13. Fine, thanks. ________________________________________________

14. How’s it going? _____________________________________________

15. Hello! or Hi! ________________________________________________

16. Goodbye.___________________________________________________

Use the list below to write in Spanish the day of the week that follows the
one given.

domingo
lunes

jueves
martes

miércoles
sábado

viernes

17. lunes

18. sábado

19. jueves

20. miércoles
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Use the list below to write in Spanish the month that comes before the one
given.

abril
agosto
diciembre
enero

febrero
julio
junio
marzo

mayo
noviembre
octubre
septiembre

21. febrero 

22. noviembre 

23. junio 
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Fill in the blank below the clock with a sentence that tells the correct time in
Spanish.

Modelo (Model):

12

6 5
4
3

2
1

7
8

9
10

11

 Son las tres.
(It is three.)

12

6 5
4
3

2
1

7
8

9
10

1112

6 5
4
3

2
1

7
8

9
10

1112

6 5
4
3

2
1

7
8

9
10

11

24. 25. 26.

APRIL

12
doce

11
once

10
diez

7
siete6

seis

5
cinco

3
tres

79
nueve

78
ocho

4
cuatro

2
dos

1
uno

siete
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 39-40)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 41)

1. B
2. D
3. A
4. F
5. C
6. E
7. D
8. C
9. B

10. E
11. A

Práctica (Practice) (p. 42)

1. cuatro
2. nueve
3. siete
4. seis
5. dos

Práctica (Practice) (p. 43)

1. 3
2. 6
3. 10
4. 8
5. 2
6. 4
7. 1
8. 5
9. 7

10. 9

Práctica (Practice) (p. 44)

1. ocho
2. nueve
3. cuatro
4. cero
5. cinco
6. diez
7. tres

Práctica (Practice) (p. 45)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 46)

Oral practice
1. nueve-dos-cuatro-cero-uno-siete-

seis
2. dos-cero-cuatro-tres-cinco-ocho-

siete
3. tres-nueve-seis-ocho-cuatro-tres-

siete
4. ocho-cero-siete-cinco-ocho-cero-dos
5. uno-uno-tres-nueve-seis-nueve-

cinco

Práctica (Practice) (p. 47)

Answers will vary.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 49)

Oral practice
Answers will vary.

Práctica Practice (p. 50)

1. E
2. A
3. D
4. B
5. C
6. C
7. B
8. E
9. D

10. A

Práctica Practice (p. 52)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 54)

Oral practice
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 56)

Set 1
1. treinta y seis
2. veintisiete
3. cuarenta y uno
4. treinta y nueve
5. ocho
6. once
7. dos
8. treinta y tres
9. cuarenta

10. cincuenta y nueve

Set 2
1. quince
2. cincuenta y cuatro
3. diecinueve
4. veintidós
5. cuarenta y cinco
6. cincuenta y seis
7. diez
8. trece
9. cinco

10. dieciséis

Práctica (Practice) (p. 57)

1. veinticinco
2. cuarenta y tres
3. cuarenta
4. treinta y tres
5. cuarenta y cinco
6. treinta y tres
7. uno
8. treinta y cuatro

Práctica (Practice) (p. 60)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 62)

Oral practice
1. c, i, n, c, o
2. n, u con acento, m, e, r, o, s
3. s, i, e, t, e
4. d, i, e, c, i, s, e con acento, i, s
5. u, n, o
6. o, c, h, o

Práctica (Practice) (p. 63)

Answers will vary.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 64)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 65)

Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 66)

Answers will vary.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 67)

Oral practice
Answers will vary but may include
the following.

1. ¡Hola!
2. ¡Hola! ¿Qué tal?
3. Adiós.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 69)

1. ¡Hola, Marta!
2. ¿Qué tal, Hector?
3. Adiós, José.

4.-8. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 72)

1. C
2. B
3. E
4. D
5. F
6. A

Práctica (Practice) (p. 73)

Oral practice
1. ¡Hola!
2. Buenos días, señora Martinez.
3. ¿Qué tal?
4. Buenas tardes, señorita Keele.
5. ¿Qué tal, señor McAllister?
6. Buenas noches, señora Carlson.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 76)

Oral practice
1. Correct answer will be determined

by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 77)

1. lunes
2. martes
3. miércoles
4. jueves
5. viernes
6. sábado
7. domingo
8. C
9. D

10. E
11. B
12. G
13. F
14. A

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 78-79)

1. lunes
2. martes
3. miércoles
4. jueves

5. sábado
6. sábado
7. miércoles
8. domingo
9. martes

10. viernes
11. m i é r c o l e s
12. l u n e s
13. d o m i n g o
14. v i e r n e s
15. m a r t e s
16. j u e v e s
17. s á b a d o
18. ¿Qué día es hoy?

What day is today?
19. Hoy es miércoles.

Today is Wednesday.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 82)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 83)

Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 84)

1. julio
2. marzo
3. enero
4. junio
5. septiembre
6. noviembre
7. febrero
8. mayo
9. abril

10. febrero
11. diciembre
12. julio
13. junio
14. agosto
15. marzo
16. noviembre

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 87-88)

Oral practice
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 89-91)

1. diciembre; el invierno
2. noviembre; el otoño
3. marzo; la primavera
4. marzo or abril; la primavera
5. julio; el verano
6. mayo or junio; la primavera or el

verano
7. diciembre or enero or febrero;

el invierno
8. febrero; el invierno
9. abril; la primavera

10.-13. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 96)

1. Son las siete.
2. Son las diez.
3. Son las tres.
4. Son las nueve.
5. Es la una.
6. Son las seis.
7. Son las cuatro.
8. Son las dos.
9. Son las cinco.

10. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 97)

1. C
2. F
3. M
4. D
5. J
6. B
7. G
8. N
9. I

10. A
11. E
12. K
13. H
14. L

Unit Assessment (pp. 19-22TG)

1. J
2. D
3. H
4. B
5. F
6. I
7. G
8. E
9. C

10. A
11. Hasta luego.
12. Buenos días, señor.
13. Bien, gracias.
14. ¿Qué tal?
15. ¡Hola!
16. Adiós.
17. martes
18. domingo
19. viernes
20. jueves
21. enero
22. octubre
23. mayo
24. Son las cuatro.
25. Son las dos.
26. Son las cinco.
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Unit 2: Using Spanish in Your Community

This unit emphasizes nouns, plurals, definite article (the) and indefinite
articles (a and an), and the verb to be.

Unit Focus (pp. 99-100)

Communication

• Greet others and exchange essential personal information
(e.g., home address, telephone number, place of origin,
and general health). (FL.A.1.1.2)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

Culture

• Recognize patterns of social behavior or social interaction
in various settings (e.g., school, family, or immediate
community). (FL.B.1.1.2)

• Recognize various familiar objects and norms of the
target culture (e.g., toys, dresses, and typical foods).
(FL.B.1.1.3)

Connections

• Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify familiar
objects and concepts from other disciplines. (FL.C.1.1.1)

Comparisons

• Know examples of word borrowing from one language to
another. (FL.D.1.1.1)
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• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

• Identify examples and understand the significance of
true and false cognates (i.e., words derived from a
common original form). (FL.D.1.2.1)

• Recognize the similarities and differences between his or
her native language and the target language in terms of
the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms of written
expression. (FL.D.1.2.2)

Experiences

• Know that many people in the United States use
languages other than English on a daily basis. (FL.E.1.2.1)

Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Activate students’ prior
knowledge by making KWL
(Know-Want to Know-Learned)
charts. Using a large sheet of
paper divided vertically into
three parts, have students
brainstorm what they already
know about the subject and what
they want to know. After
reading, have them complete the
Learned Column. Keep the chart
posted as they read.

To further extend the KWL strategy, have the class classify the
information in the Know column. Turn the Want to Know column
responses into questions. Add a Go column before the What I
Learned column. In the Go column, have students brainstorm where
they can go to get the information. Assign pairs of students to
research the answers.

KWL Chart

Know Want
to Know

Learned
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2. Activate students’ background knowledge about a topic using an
ABC Brainstorm chart. Have students use the letters of the alphabet
to think of a word or phrase associated with the topic.

ABC Brainstorm

Topic:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Summary:

3. Use the Frayer Model as a graphic organizer for word analysis and
vocabulary building. Using the four-square Frayer Model, show
students how to analyze a word’s essential and nonessential
attributes. Help them refine their understanding by choosing
examples and non-examples of the concept. To completely
understand what a concept is, you must also know what the concept
is not. See Frayer Model 1 below.

Essential
Characteristics

Nonessential
Characteristics

Examples Non-examples

WORD
and

pronunciation
guide

Frayer Model 1
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Another sample Frayer Model prompts students to think about and
describe the meaning of a word or concept. First, students analyze
by defining the term and describing its essential characteristics.
Second, they synthesize and apply this information by thinking of
examples and non-examples. See Frayer Model 2 below.

Definition Characteristics

Examples Non-examples

Frayer Model 2

WORD

4. Use Four Square to teach new
vocabulary. Have students fold a sheet
of notebook paper into fourths. In the
top left box, have them write the word
to be defined. Give the students a
sentence in which the context provides
a good clue to the meaning of the
word. In the top right box, have them
draw an illustration of the word. In the
bottom left box, the students should
place an example of the word and in
the bottom right box, an opposite or
non-example of the word.

Vocabulary
Word

FOLD

F
O

LD

Non-exampleExample

draw picture
here
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5. Have students make picture vocabulary cards. Have them place one
of their vocabulary words on an index card and then cut out or
draw a picture that illustrates the word. To extend this activity, use
one of the following graphic organizers for visually mapping
associations of meanings for a new term.

Define in Your
Own Words

Synonyms

Use It
Meaningfully in
a Sentence

Draw a
Picture of It

Vocabulary
Word

Vocabulary Cards

Vocabulary Word Map

Dictionary Definition Written
in Your Own Words

Vocabulary Word

Antonym

Draw a Picture or Relate It to YourselfUse the Vocabulary Word in a
Sentence

Synonym
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6. Use Cubing as a vocabulary activity. Give students a pattern for a
cube similar to the one below. On each side of the cube, have the
students complete a different task as they work with the vocabulary
word.

• Side 1: Write the word.

• Side 2: Define the word.

• Side 3: Write a personal thought triggered by the word.

• Side 4: Write a synonym of the word.

• Side 5: Write an antonym of the word.

• Side 6: Illustrate the word. Create a mobile to hang of the
various cubes.

step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4

7. Have students change el, la, los, and las to un, una, unos, or unas, or
vice versa, in front of nouns. Using flashcards would be especially
helpful. Have students create short sentences using es or son and
then use either definite or indefinite articles.

8. Have each student decorate a paper lunch bag to look like a
backpack. Give the students a list of vocabulary words of school
supplies. Introduce the vocabulary for school supplies by holding
up individual items and having the class repeat the names of those
items. Have the students cut out pictures of the vocabulary school
supplies from old magazines. Ask students
simple questions about the item at hand.

Examples: ¿Es un libro? ¿Es grande? ¿Es un
lápiz? ¿Es un bolígrafo?
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Have the students get into pairs with their paper backpacks and
supplies. One student starts with “Para la clase de español,
necesitas … ” and names one or two items. The other partner finds
the pictures of those items and puts them in his or her backpack.
Have the pairs switch roles three or four times. To conclude and
summarize the lesson, collect the backpacks and hold up the real
items. Call on individual students to give the Spanish word for the
item.

9. Organize a Spanish scavenger hunt. Divide your class into teams
and give them a list of items in Spanish that they are to find in the
room. Have some of the items be things that they have to look up in
a Spanish dictionary. Other items can be things that you might have
a lot of, such as a pencil, a piece of chalk, etc. Students need to
determine what items are on the list and find them. The first team to
find all of the items on the list wins.

10. Have students use the Spanish-English dictionary to find names for
objects in the classroom and create labels for the objects.

11. Provide short activities for practice in recognizing plural forms of
nouns in Spanish. Use signs, newspapers, and magazines in
Spanish. Students can use markers to highlight or circle the
examples they find.

12. Collect a number of small objects for which the students know the
name in Spanish. Split the students into two groups. One team is
cops, the other robbers. Have them sit on chairs on opposite sides of
the classroom. You are the judge. Stand at the end of the room, next
to some empty chairs that are the prison. Count the robbers in
Spanish, asking each student to remember his or her number. Do the
same for the cops. Put the objects in the middle of the classroom.
Call out an object in Spanish and say a number.

Example: libro (book), seis (6).
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Robber number six runs to get the book while cop number six tries
to tag him. If the robber gets back to the chair without having been
touched, he or she calls out in Spanish, “I’ve got the book.” On the
other hand, if the cop has touched the robber, he or she calls out,
“I’ve caught the robber.” The object is then awarded to either the
cop or the robber. The winning team is the one that has the most
objects when all the objects are gone from the center of the room.

13. Begin many lessons with a theme picture in order to get your
students to begin “thinking in Spanish.” Collect interesting pictures.
Hold one up and ask the students to study the picture. Ask the
students to use Spanish to tell you what they see. List the students’
responses. Ask questions in Spanish to elicit more words from the
students. Read the list back to the students, having them repeat each
item after you several times. As the students become more
proficient, have them write or tell simple stories based on the
pictures.

14. Have students research Latinos in the United States either in an
almanac or on the Internet. Have them find the following
information:

• states with the largest Latino populations in the United States

• Latino population at the national level

• Latino population in border states

• Spanish-speaking countries that are most represented in the
United States.

Follow up this research by pairing your students and having them
choose one of the following activities:

• With your partner, create a puppet show in Spanish
to represent a dialog between a student from the
United States and a student who arrived a month ago
from one of the countries mentioned in the research
above.

• With your partner, prepare a news broadcast in
Spanish for the class to report the information from
your research.
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• With your partner, create an ad in Spanish for a
manufacturer to sell a product to this new Latino
market.

• With your partner, use narration, music, percussion,
and/or mimicry to create a presentation to share with
the class what you have learned about Latinos in the
United States.

• With your partner, create and color a map of the
United States displaying the distribution of the
various Latino populations throughout the country.

15. Use the Musical Spanish Web site www.musicalspanish.com to
download lyrics, music, and lesson plans for teaching Spanish using
songs, such as “La cucaracha” and “La bamba.”

The following are some ideas for using music to teach Spanish:

• Review the song you are going to present, and create
a list of target words for the lesson. It is wise to
choose a focus: pronunciation, vocabulary and
idioms, grammar concepts, or culturally rich lyrics.

• Students can listen more actively if they are listening
for specific examples. Read the list of target words or
phrases you want them to listen for. A vocabulary
example for “La bamba” could be marinero, arriba,
gracia, una poca, and cosita. These words can be used
later to create associations and word clusters.

• Another idea is to list several words in English and
ask students to listen for the equivalents in Spanish.
An example for “La bamba” might be sailor, grace, a
little, I, and another.

• The idea is to help students attach meaning to what
they hear and encourage mental associations as they
listen to the song for the first time. You may also
want to talk about what they think the song will be
about based only on the title.

• Play the song at least two times from beginning to
end.
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• Ask the students to talk about what they heard,
asking the following:

• What images did they get from the song?

• Did any of the words sound familiar or
similar to other Spanish words they know?

• Based on the rhythm and tone, what
emotional state best describes the song?

• Which phrases stand out in the song?

• What is their favorite phrase or melody?

• Which sections are the fastest or the slowest?

• Now give out handouts of the lyrics with certain
target words missing and additional words not heard
in the song, along with the correct lyrics. Ask
students to fill in the blank words and select the
words that were really in the song.

• Introduce the targeted pattern; for example,
pronunciation, vocabulary, or a grammatical element.
Ask students to identify all examples of this pattern
in the song.

• Play the song again, asking students to circle or
underline phrases or patterns.

• Present the grammar lesson, referring back to the
lyrics when possible for examples. In “La bamba”
there are several good concepts to introduce, such as
pronunciation, masculine or feminine, present tense
verbs, and first-person future tense.

16. Extend your study of a song by using the following activities:

• Have a sing-along.

• Split the class into two or more groups and have a
competing sing-along, with each group singing
alternate phrases.
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• Create skits based on the theme or words from the
song.

• Have students talk about what picture they would
draw to illustrate different phrases and concepts
from the song and then ask them to draw them.

• Have students write new lyrics to the music by
changing only verbs and nouns, thus keeping the
basic grammatical concepts the same.

• Have students write their own grammar unit and
create a lesson plan based on a song to be presented
in a small group.

• Split the class into groups and create a new dance to
the song “La macarena.” Have a contest and vote for
the winning dance.

• Have students create a music video for the song. This
could include images with the song on the audio
track or having students lip-sync lyrics and act out
themes for the song.

• Talk about culture, Latin music, different music styles
(e.g., salsa, meringue, vallenato, tango, mariachi,
bolero, flamenco, Andean).

17. Play the adjective-noun game to give students practice using
adjective-noun combinations. Begin by giving them a common first
name in Spanish, either male or female. Have them then invent a
sentence similar to the following: Albert likes awful apes, Betty likes
baby boys. The game should move quickly so you should be
prepared with a list of names to fire at your students. You should go
through the list ahead of time to make sure that you can think of
matching adjective-noun combinations within the vocabulary range
of your students. Create a list of alphabetized adjectives to hand out
and use as a reference.
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18. Place your students into pairs or small groups. Tell them their task
for the day is to become personal shoppers for a Spanish-speaking
client. It is their job as personal shoppers to help their client find
cool clothes to wear. Their task is to create an outfit for an
imaginary client attending a special event. Their report must
include the following: the person’s name, profession, event, pictures
of the items (cut from magazines), and price information converted
to U.S. dollars.

19. Conduct a Spanish newspaper scavenger hunt to support a
grammar concept that you have recently taught. For instance, have
students find all the definite articles in an assigned article. Discuss
and compare.

20. Play La lotería (Bingo) for review. Make and
copy blank Bingo cards. Have students write
one of their vocabulary words in each block.
Exchange and check the cards. Pull the
spelling words you have written on cards
from a basket or shoebox to play the game.

21. Give groups of students three of their vocabulary words. Have the
groups create short skits using all three of the words.

22. Use the overhead projector to show a single-frame cartoon. Ask
students to write a statement in Spanish telling what is happening
and have them share their ideas orally. Write some of their ideas on
a transparency or on the chalkboard. You may continue letting them
give more details about the cartoon. The information generated may
be developed into a short paragraph.

23. Show pictures on the overhead and have the students provide an
appropriate caption in Spanish.

24. Have students use cartoons and rewrite the script in Spanish. Ask
students to discuss ideas about the cartoons with a partner before
sharing with the whole class.

25. Have students do buddy or paired reading using teacher-selected
material. Student 1 reads aloud to student 2, who then reads the
same paragraph aloud to student 1. At the end of the paragraph, the
pairs stop and share thoughts and questions. The students continue
until the assigned passage is complete.

LIB
RE

libro mochila regla silla lápiz

papel mapa
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26. Have students code the text by using small sticky notes (or mark the
text in pencil) to indicate when they have questions or aha points
which lead to discussion of ideas. Students may use these marks to
indicate the following:

? I have a question about this part.

! I know this.

+ I didn’t know this—now I do.

Variation: Have students use the above strategy to code the text and
to take notes on sticky notes or index cards as they read, then use
the coding and notes for a class discussion.

27. Using teacher-selected material, have students use the “Huh”
strategy by posting a small sticky note at a point of confusion in the
text to remember to go back and see if, after further reading, the
point is now clear or if they still need to research further.

28. Use the Discussion Web to help students visualize
key elements of an issue and identify opposing
points of view on the matter. Assign a reading
selection or topic that is controversial and can
elicit clearly defined opposing viewpoints. Ask
the class to identify the main question of the
selection. Once consensus is reached, post the question
for a quick reference. Have students work with a partner and
provide them with the Discussion Web. See the Discussion Web
below.

Discussion Web

No

Question
Reasons Reasons

Yes

Conclusion

Hu
h
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Ask partners to write at least three reasons for answering the
question “Yes” and an equal number of reasons for answering the
question “No.” Have partners share supporting ideas from the
reading and from their own experiences. Have partners pair up with
another set of partners to work as a group. Ask each group to
compare their responses, come to a consensus, and reach a
conclusion on a pro or con point of view. Each group then selects a
spokesperson to report to the class. Record students’ positive and
negative responses on a simple T-Chart. See the T-Chart below.

T - Chart

Yes No

Have students evaluate each reason, pro and con, objectively and
fairly. Encourage students to decide on a position on the general
question and write his or her final conclusion on an index card.
Point out that understanding both sides of an argument does not
preclude taking a stand. Collect the cards and tally the responses.
Share the results with the class and list the most common reasons,
pro and con, for these decisions on a shared Discussion Web chart.

29. Use Exit Cards to summarize ideas from teacher-selected material.
Before students leave for the day, have them write responses to
teacher-generated questions requiring them to summarize ideas
from the lesson.

30. Have students write a short story about a person from a Spanish-
speaking country 100 years from now who finds a time capsule that
was buried this year in the United States. Ask students to include a
description of the contents of the time capsule, an analysis of the
contents, and a prediction about what the person finding the time
capsule might conclude about our American culture.
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31. Have students write a persuasive essay about the most significant
event or discovery that has been contributed to American culture by
the Spanish-speaking world.

32. Play Football—a touchdown review game. Divide the class into two
teams and choose captains for each. Follow and post these rules for
questions and answering:

1. Only the student who is asked the question
may answer.

2. The entire group can discuss and then answer
the questions.

3. If a question is missed, it is a fumble and
control goes to the other team. (Optional: You
can give the team a new question or repeat the
missed one.)

Rules for Football:

1. A correct answer is worth 10 points and a first
down.

2. A fumble results when a question is missed
and control goes to the other team. (See
optional note above.)

3. Three answers in a row are worth a field goal,
which is worth three points. The team may
choose to take the field goal, or go for a fourth
question, which is worth a touchdown. A
touchdown is worth seven points.

4. Unsportsmanlike conduct is a 15 yard penalty
and loss of the ball.

Flip a coin to give students the
choice of taking control of the ball
or letting the other team have
control. After drawing a football
field on the board, draw a football
about the 20 yard line and start the
questions. 10 20 30 40 50 40 30 20 10
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33. To review any unit of content using a Jeopardy format, divide topics
into five subtopics and students into five groups. Have each group
write five questions and the answers with a specific colored marker
on index cards and assign point values from easiest (100) to hardest
(500). Ask students to tape cards on the board under their subtopic.
The first group to finish taping
cards goes first. Then go
clockwise from group to group.
When a subtopic and point
value are chosen by the group,
read the question. If the
question is answered correctly,
assign points; if incorrectly,
subtract points and put the card
back on the board. (Students
may not pick any questions
submitted by their group).

34. Play The Groucho Marx Show. Tell students that you have a secret
word, then give them a topic from yesterday’s lesson. Ask them to
write about the topic. Tell them the more details and descriptions
they write, the better chance of writing the secret word. The one
who writes the secret word wins.

35. Play To Tell the Truth. After studying a topic in Spanish, select three
students to convince the class they are the real expert on the topic.
These three might know the topic well, or bluff their way through
the extensive questioning of their classmates.

36. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.

100 100 100 100 100

200 200 200 200

300 300 300 300 300

400 400 400 400 400

500 500 500 500 500

months weeks days
classroom

items greetings

200
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Unit Assessment

Match each Spanish word with the correct English word.

______ 1. el libro

______ 2. el estante

______ 3. la computadora

______ 4. la silla

______ 5. la estudiante, la alumna

______ 6. el profesor, el maestro

______ 7. el pupitre

______ 8. la página

______ 9. la profesora, la maestra

______ 10. la escuela, el colegio

______ 11. el bolígrafo

______ 12. el diccionario

A. bookcase

B. book

C. chair

D. computer

E. dictionary

F. page

G. pen

H. school

I. student desk

J. student (female)

K. teacher (male)

L. teacher (female)

Make the following words singular.

13. chocolates

14. libros

15. páginas

16. estudiantes

17. escuelas
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Change the following nouns from singular to plural.

18. foto

19. papel

20. pupitre

21. escritorio

Write el, la, los, or las in front of the following nouns.

22.  mapa

23.  calculadoras

24.  pupitres

25.  profesora

Write un, una, unos, or unas in front of the following nouns. Some terms
will be used more than once.

26.  lápiz

27.  papeles

28.  profesora

29.  diccionarios

30.  puerta
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 119)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 120)

1. ventana
2. libro
3. papel
4. puerta

Práctica (Practice) (p. 121)

1. a
2. c
3. a
4. b
5. c
6. a

Práctica (Practice) (p. 122)

1. B
2. G
3. C
4. E
5. D
6. A
7. I
8. F
9. J

10. H

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 125-126)

1. sandwiches
2. profesoras
3. bananas
4. radios
5. lápices
6. bicicletas
7. restaurantes
8. papeles
9. cuadernos

10. sillas
11. reglas
12. diccionarios
13. ambulancias

14. mapas
15. profesores

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 127-128)

1. chairs; dos; 2
2. books; diez; 10
3. computers; cuatro; 4
4. doors; tres; 3
5. pencil sharpeners; seis; 6

Práctica (Practice) (p. 129)

1. ventana
2. regla
3. chocolate
4. estudiante
5. libro
6. medicina
7. estante
8. página
9. mapa

10. bandera
11. silla
12. escuela

Práctica (Practice) (p. 130)

1. pupitres
2. mochila
3. calculadora
4. fotos
5. papeles
6. pizarra
7. cuaderno
8. puerta
9. escritorios

10. sacapuntas

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 134-135)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 136)

1. el
2. las
3. los
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Keys

4. el
5. las
6. los
7. las
8. los
9. las

10. la
11. los
12. los
13. las
14. el
15. la

Práctica (Practice) (p. 137)

See chart below.

el la los las

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Example: √
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Práctica (Practice) (p. 139)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 141)

1. una
2. un
3. unos
4. unos
5. un
6. un
7. un
8. una
9. unas

10. una
11. una
12. unas
13. una
14. un
15. unos

Práctica (Practice) (p. 142)

Oral practice
1. un diccionario
2. el papel
3. unos pupitres
4. la estudiante
5. unas páginas
6. una mochila
7. el estante
8. unas reglas
9. un lápiz

10. la ventana

Práctica (Practice) (p. 145)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 146)

1. usted
2. tú
3. ustedes
4. usted
5. tú
6. ustedes

Práctica (Practice) (p. 147)

1. él
2. ella
3. ellos
4. ellos
5. él
6. ella
7. ellos
8. ellas
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 149)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 150)

1. está
2. están
3. estoy
4. están
5. estás
6. está
7. está
8. está
9. están

10. estamos

Práctica (Practice) (p. 151)

1. C
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. D
6. E
7. C
8. D
9. A

Práctica (Practice) (p. 152)

1. Ella está bien.
2. Nosotros estamos en la clase.
3. Ellos están contentos.
4. Él está en el pupitre.
5. Yo estoy en la escuela.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 153)

1. A
2. B
3. D
4. C
5. E
6. K
7. I
8. F

9. L
10. H
11. G
12. J
13. una
14. unos
15. un
16. un
17. unas

Unit Assessment (pp. 43-44TG)

1. B
2. A
3. D
4. C
5. J
6. K
7. I
8. F
9. L

10. H
11. G
12. E
13. chocolate
14. libro
15. página
16. estudiante
17. escuela
18. fotos
19. papeles
20. pupitres
21. escritorios
22. el
23. las
24. los
25. la
26. un
27. unos
28. una
29. unos
30. una
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Unit 3: Expressing Yourself—Numbers, Verbs,
Weights, and Measurements

This unit emphasizes the numbers 60-100, the verbs estar and ser, and
cultural differences in expressing weights and measurements.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes and dislikes when asked simple questions
(e.g., about toys or other objects). (FL.A.1.1.1)

• Greet others and exchange essential personal information
(e.g., home address, telephone number, place of origin,
and general health). (FL.A.1.1.2)

• Use appropriate gestures and expressions (i.e., body
language) to complete or enhance verbal messages.
(FL.A.1.1.3)

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Use repetition, rephrasing, and gestures effectively to
assist in communicating spoken messages. (FL.A.1.3.4)

• Follow and give simple instructions (e.g., instructions to
participate in games or instructions provided by the
teacher for classroom tasks). (FL.A.2.1.1)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities. (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Listen and read in the target language and respond
through role playing, drawing, or singing. (FL.A.2.1.4)
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• Give and understand written and verbal instructions,
using known, verbal patterns in the target language.
(FL.A.2.2.1)

• Organize information in spoken or written form about a
variety of topics of academic and cultural interest (e.g.,
by making lists, categorizing objects, or organizing
concepts). (FL.A.2.2.3)

• Comprehend and respond to oral messages (e.g.,
personal anecdotes or narratives) based on familiar
themes and vocabulary. (FL.A.2.2.5)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

Culture

• Recognize patterns of social behavior or social
interaction in various settings (e.g., school, family, or
immediate community). (FL.B.1.1.2)

• Recognize various familiar objects and norms of the
target culture. (e.g., toys, dresses, and typical foods).
(FL.B.1.1.3)

Connections

• Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify familiar
objects and concepts from other disciplines. (FL.C.1.1.1)

• Participate in an activity in the target-language class that
is based on a concept taught in a content class (e.g.,
shapes or relationships). (FL.C.1.1.2)

• Participate in activities in the language class designed to
integrate content-area concepts (e.g., mathematical
calculations or cause-and-effect relationships) into target-
language instruction (e.g., about countries or cultures).
(FL.C.1.2.1)
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• Use target-language vocabulary or concepts to reinforce
knowledge of a related topic studied in another class
(e.g., geographical place names, parts of the body, or
basic mathematical operations). (FL.C.1.2.2)

Comparisons

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

• Recognize forms of the target language evident in the
local culture (e.g., signs, symbols, advertisements,
packages, displays, murals, songs, and rhymes).
(FL.D.2.2.2)

Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Provide students with practice in asking questions in Spanish by
providing pairs of students with the following answers. Ask
students to take turns asking an appropriate question for each given
answer.

Answers

1. It was really rather wet and windy with temperatures well
below normal.

2. Since eight o’clock this morning.

3. I was cleaning up.

4. I am buying a new house.

5. She can’t be at home—I tried to call her a few minutes ago.

6. I am studying.

7. For about two years.

8. I want to go too.

9. I am going to wear the red hat.

10. I gave it to you yesterday.
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Follow up the activity by having the students generate their own
answers and then exchange them with another pair of students to
provide respective questions.

2. Another way to provide students with practice in asking questions
in Spanish is to take a very short narrative passage and replace key
words with blanks. See the example below. Have the students work
in pairs, taking turns asking their partner for the missing
information.

Complete-a-Story Narrative

This week is very difficult for my friend  . His car was

stolen. He immediately went to his  , but she told him

that he only bought a policy against accidents; therefore, he is not

covered if his car is  . He is very angry and

 .

Sample Questions for the Complete-a-Story Narrative

• What is your friend’s name?
• Who did your friend go to?
• What did his policy not include?
• How does your friend feel?

Follow up the activity by having students generate their own
Complete-a-Story Narrative and then exchange it with another pair
of students to provide respective questions.

3. Play a Verb Inversion Game using the various tenses to have
students ask questions to corresponding statements. For example,
the teacher says, “I live in the city.” The student asks, “Where do
you live?”
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4. Using one side of a piece of construction
paper, write various questions using the
interrogatives. On the other side of the
paper write the standard response.
Select five questions and place them on
the board. Select a student to go to the
board and read a question to the class. The members of the class
should raise their hand when they think they have the correct
response. The student with the correct response will then have a
turn at the board. If there is more than one possible correct response,
write the alternatives on sticky notes and attach the correct adjective
for that day. For instance, the question is, “¿Qué tiempo hace en
Barcelona, España?” Some possible correct responses might be “Hace
mucho frío, calor, or viento” or “Está nublado, nevando, lloviendo, or
granizando.”

5. Create cards with the names of famous partners or couples (e.g.,
Batman and Robin, Tom and Jerry, Adam and Eve). Put them on the
students’ backs and ask them to circulate around the room asking
questions in Spanish until they find their partner.

6. Have students practice the Spanish interrogative words by playing
the Cup Game. Have students sit in a circle. Hand out a plastic cup
and a lyric sheet to each student. Begin the lesson by having the
students chant the lyrics together, working on correct pronunciation
and rhythm with students snapping their fingers to the beat. Once
all students have mastered the chant, they begin to add the
percussion, using the cups as their instrument. In other words, they
are saying the lyrics and tapping their cups to the beat. Once they
have mastered this, have students pass the cups (counterclockwise)
while still keeping up with the lyrics and the beat. Immediately
following the Cup Game, ask students questions using the
interrogative words they have been memorizing (e.g., ¿Quién es tu
hermano? ¿Dónde está tu mama?)

Lyric Sheet

Who * What * When Where Why How
Quién * Qué * Cuándo Dónde Por qué Cómo

* = tap your cup between the words
bold words = tap your cup on this word

Questions Response
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7. Have enough index cards for everyone in your class. Half of the
cards should contain Spanish questions and the other half the
answers in Spanish to those questions. Divide the class into two
groups: the Question Group and the Answer Group. Give the
questions to the first group and the answers to the other group.
Each student in the first group is supposed to read aloud his or her
question. Whoever has the answer in the other group reads the
answer aloud. If the question and the answer match, put the
students in pairs. If they don’t, continue until the right answer is
found. Each student can read his part only twice. When all
questions and answers are matched, ask the pairs to read them
aloud.

8. Practice asking and responding to questions by playing Survivor.
First, divide the class into groups of equal size. Distribute a selection
of cards that you have prepared ahead to each group, instructing the
members not to read them aloud or let other groups see them. On
each card is a different task in Spanish, ranging from such things as
describing the current weather to giving advice to someone with the
flu. After determining which team goes first, the chosen team gives
a member of another group one of their tasks. The teacher will be
the judge of whether the answer is adequate. If an answer is not
adequate, the respondent is removed from competition, and the first
team can proceed to their next target. If the answer is adequate, no
one is removed, and the group whose member answered now gets
to pose a question to another group. The goal is to eliminate all the
members of all the other groups.

9. After students have had some practice writing questions in Spanish,
have them write questions such as you might find in an advice to
the lovelorn column. An example might be, “How do I get Maria to
notice me?” Encourage the students to write imaginary questions.
Have the students pass their questions to a second student who
writes an answer in Spanish. When everyone has finished, have
them read their questions and answers aloud.
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10. Distribute the chart below to your students and deal out a deck of
playing cards to the class. Have each student answer the questions
in Spanish that correspond to the cards they have been dealt.

Clubs (Mixed Questions)

Ace..........What is your address in Spanish?
King..........What time do you usually get up?

Queen..........Where are you going on vacation?
Jack..........Where were you born?

10..........Why are you studying Spanish?
9..........Which do you prefer, summer or winter?
8..........What magazines do you like to read?
7..........How many hours do you usually sleep at night?
6..........Do you like shopping? Why?
5..........How often do you go to the movies?
4..........What is your favorite movie?
3..........Would you like to travel to other countries? Why?
2..........How many friends do you have and who are they?     

Spades (Describing Things)

Ace ........Describe your face.
King ........Describe your clothes.

Queen ........Describe your mother.
Jack ........Describe your father.

10 ........Describe an apple.
9 ........Describe your bedroom.
8 ........Describe your best friend.
7 ........Describe your breakfast.
6 ........Describe your English teacher.
5 ........Describe the difference between a dog and a cat.
4 ........Describe a pencil.
3 ........Describe your favorite hobby.
2 ........Describe this game.

Hearts ( What  Questions)

Ace ........What are you having for dinner?
King ........What are you having for lunch?

Queen ........What is your favorite sport?
Jack ........What are you doing tonight?

10 ........What type of music do you like?
9 ........What is your favorite game?
8 ........What does your mother do?
7 ........What does your father do?
6 ........What is your favorite school subject?
5 ........What is your favorite TV show?
4 ........What are you doing Sunday?
3 ........What are you doing in school?
2 ........What are you changing about yourself?   

Diamonds ( If  Clauses)

Ace........If you could have a pet, say what it would be.
King........If you had a million dollars, say what you would buy.

Queen........If you could meet any person in the world, say who it would be and why.
Jack........If you could change something about your school, say what it would be.

10........If you had to live in another country, say which one you would choose.
9........If you could do anything in the world, say what you would do.
8........If you could speak three languages, say what they would be.
7........If you were rich, say what you would do.
6........If you had to spend a day alone at home, say what you would do.
5........If everyone in the world suddenly disappeared, say what you would do.
4........If you could choose an age, say how old you would be and why.
3........If you could choose any meal you wanted, say what it would be.
2........If you found $100,000, say what you would do.
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11. Ask students to write one question in Spanish that they would feel
comfortable answering on an index card. They should not write
their names on the cards. Collect the index cards, put them in a bag,
and have students draw cards. Then have them ask another student
the question on that card.

12. Have students write and work math word problems in Spanish.
Teach them the following vocabulary and ask them to write short
math word problems using these words in combination with terms
they already know.

• por ciento (percent)
• comprar (to buy)
• gastar (to spend)
• descuento (discount)
• impuestos (taxes)
• ¿cuanto? (how much?)

After checking their word problems for accuracy, have them
exchange them and solve each other’s problems. Share examples on
the board (e.g., Una camiseta cuesta ochenta dólares. El impuesto es el
seis por ciento. ¿Cuál es el total?)

13. Ask students to write out notes for a telephone conversation that
they would typically have with a native Spanish speaker.

Examples:

Order: 500 boxes of tortillas
Delivery: next Friday
Payment Method: company account
Address: Student’s company address
Telephone/Fax: student’s telephone or fax

Ask students to choose another student who should respond to the
call for which he or she has written notes. If possible, borrow sets of
dummy telephones for use in your room. If not, have students sit
back to back and practice. Students will only hear the other person’s
voice. If students receiving the “phone call” do not understand, they
should ask the sending student to repeat, speak more slowly, or do
something to help them understand. Then have the students change
places.
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14. Have students perform a choral reading of a selected text in
Spanish. Have two groups do the choral reading to each other,
assigning each group a different emotion to use while reading (e.g.,
sad, happy, excited, or angry). Next assign the two groups different
gestures to use while reading to each other.

15. Have your students take a teacher-made quiz in pairs. When the
quiz is finished, correct it as a class. Ask the students to match the
various quiz questions to the different types of questioning formats
(e.g., multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, true or false, extended
response, short response). Ask students to discuss in pairs the
differences in the various structures. Have each group prepare
another quiz. Ask them to include at least two questions of each
type of questioning format. Have the students exchange and take
each other’s quizzes. Discuss.

16. Give students cut out pictures of a
person. Have them label the
following body parts in Spanish:
hair, eye(s), nose, mouth, ear(s),
neck, throat, arm(s), stomach,
hand(s), finger(s), leg(s), foot
(feet), toe(s), and back. Have them
fill in the ones they know and use
the Spanish dictionary to find the
remaining ones. Ask them to
identify and write the Spanish
plural for body parts such as eyes,
ears, and toes.

17. Play Simon Says to name parts of the body in Spanish. Tell students
what body part to touch by beginning with “Simon dice tocar su … .”
Sometimes touch the body part you named; other times be tricky
and touch a body part you did not name. If students touch the
wrong body part, they are out. If you say “tocar su … .” without
prefacing it with “Simon dice” and students touch a body part, they
are also out of the game.

18. Have students draw a person or extraterrestrial creature and label
the body parts in Spanish. Then have students describe the
appearance, qualities, and characteristics of the person or the
extraterrestrial creature.

el brazo

la pierna

el ojo
la nariz
la boca

la mano

el pie

la cabeza
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19. Have students draw a fictitious person and describe the person in
Spanish. Then have students complete a passport based on the
fictitious person which includes the person’s name, country of birth,
and profession. Extend the activity by describing the person’s
appearance, personal qualities, and characteristics.

20. Have several students draw on the board what they hear as you
describe physical features of a fictional character in Spanish. (For
example, you could describe in Spanish a person with a big nose,
three teeth, and one large eye and one small eye.)

21. Create a Spanish class newsletter for parents. Assign students
specific tasks and use the Newsletter Rubric on the following pages
as a guide for improvement.
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Newsletter Rubric

Category

Preparation

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Content
Knowledge

Organization

Audience
Awareness

showed total
knowledge of
content and is
prepared to
answer relevant
questions

showed
knowledge of
content but is
unable to
answer relevant
questions

showed
incomplete
knowledge of
content

showed no
knowledge of
content

content
presented in
orderly way,
including
introduction
and graphics

content
presented in
orderly way with
few exceptions

content
presented in
entirety but
some parts
presented out
of order

some content
omitted or most
content
presented out of
order

selected content
matches
particular
audience and
presented
in language
appropriate to
audience

selected content
matches
particular
audience but
language
occasionally
inappropriate
for audience

selected
content does
not match
particular
audience or
language
inappropriate
for audience

selected content
does not match
particular
audience and
language
inappropriate
for particular
audience

Total Points
for Preparation
Category:

Category

Graphics

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Enhanced
Content

Relative to
Content

Easy to
Understand

creative and
original

unoriginal but
vivid and well
designed

unoriginal and
poorly
designed

graphics were
not used

appropriate,
well-placed
graphics were
relevant to the
content and
helped audience
understand
essential points

appropriate
graphics were
relevant to
content

graphics were
not relevant
and distracted
from content

graphics were
not used

purpose clear,
size and shape
helped
audience
perceive
completely

purpose clear,
size and shape
slightly
obscured
audience
perception

purpose
unclear, or size
and shape
obscured
audience
perception

graphics were
not used

Total Points
for Graphics
Category:
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Category

Introduction
and Information

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Attention
Grabber

Background
and Purpose
Provided

introduction
hooked
audience s
attention through
interesting and
informative
content

introduction
hooked
audience s
attention but did
not include
relevant
information

introduction did
not hook
audience s
attention and
did not include
relevant
information

introduction was
omitted

writer explained
background and
purpose
thoroughly

writer explained
background and
purpose briefly

writer
mentioned
background but
did not explain
purpose

writer omitted
any mention of
background or
purpose

Total Points for
Introduction
and
Information
Category:

Relates to
Audience

writer clearly
established
strong link
between topic
and audience in
a creative and
original way
(e.g., points out
similar needs,
shows how
topic could be
used, etc.)

writer clearly
established
strong link but in
typical or
unoriginal way

writer only
mentioned link
but did not
elaborate

writer omitted
mention of link

%%

Total Points for Newsletter out of a Possible 36 Points:

Percentage Earned (number of points earned  36):

             © 2003 by permission of Sue Fresen
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21. After studying the numbers 60-100 in
Spanish, have the students play La
lotería (Bingo). Have students fill out
blank Bingo sheets with five boxes
across and five boxes down, marking
the middle space LIBRE (free). Have
them randomly place their choice of
numerals 60-100 in the remaining 24
boxes. Create teacher-held flash cards
of the numbers 60 through 100 in
Spanish to randomly call out the
numbers. Keep track of the numbers
called to aid in checking answers. When a student looks at his or her
Bingo chart and sees a number that has just been called, the student
covers that number with a marker. The first student with five in a
row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally calls out “La lotería” and
upon substantiation, wins the round. Check for correctness by
having the student call out the numbers of the winning row in
Spanish.

22. Have students work in pairs and roll two dice. Ask students to take
turns rolling the dice and using the first die rolled as the ten’s place
and the second die rolled as the one’s place to say the number
shown in Spanish.

23. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.

LIB
RE

60 75 86 97 74

78 64 99 61 79

88 73 78 66 92

72 65 71 81 96

77 62 98 100
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Unit Assessment

Match each numeral with the correct number written in Spanish. Write the
letter on the line provided.

______ 1. 90

______ 2. 80

______ 3. 100

______ 4. 70

______ 5. 60

A. cien

B. noventa

C. ochenta

D. sesenta

E. setenta

Write the following forms of the verb estar in English.

Modelo (Model): tú estás

6. yo estoy

7. ella está

8. él está

9. ustedes están

10. ellas están

you are (informal)
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Use the list below to write the following forms of the verb ser in Spanish.

eres
es

somos
son

soy

11. I am

12. you are (informal)

13. you are (formal)

14. they are (females)

15. we are
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 181)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 184)

1. E
2. H
3. A
4. D
5. I
6. G
7. C
8. J
9. B

10. F

Práctica (Practice) (p. 185)

1. 35—treinta y cinco
2. 47—cuarenta y siete
3. 59—cincuenta y nueve
4. 63—sesenta y tres
5. 30—treinta
6. 94—noventa y cuatro
7. 82—ochenta y dos
8. 80—ochenta
9. 100—cien

10. 13—trece

Práctica (Practice) (p. 186)

Oral practice
1. noventa y dos
2. sesenta y ocho
3. cincuenta y tres
4. setenta y siete
5. veinte
6. trece
7. cinco
8. once
9. treinta y seis

10. ochenta y cuatro

1. 93—noventa y tres
2. 69—sesenta y nueve
3. 54—cincuenta y cuatro
4. 78—setenta y ocho

5. 21—veintiuno
6. 14—catorce
7. 6—seis
8. 12—doce
9. 37—treinta y siete

10. 85—ochenta y cinco

Práctica (Practice) (p. 187)

1. E
2. F
3. G
4. J
5. D
6. I
7. A
8. B
9. H

10. C

Práctica (Practice) (p. 188)

1. treinta y cuatro
2. treinta y ocho
3. cuarenta y cinco
4. cincuenta y ocho
5. sesenta
6. setenta y cuatro
7. ochenta y tres
8. ochenta y cuatro
9. noventa y nueve

10. cien

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 189-190)

1. cuarenta y seis
2. cincuenta
3. setenta y seis
4. cuarenta y tres
5. ocho
6. veintiocho
7. ochenta y cuatro
8. treinta y tres
9. quince

10. noventa y nueve
11. sesenta
12. cincuenta
13. veinte
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Keys

14. cinco
15. cincuenta
16. veintidós

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 191-192)

1. treinta pupitres
2. cuarenta y dos papeles
3. veintiuna mesas
4. noventa y tres libros
5. sesenta y cinco profesores
6. doce calculadoras
7. setenta y cuatro banderas
8. cincuenta y siete sillas
9. ocho mochilas

10. noventa y nueve páginas

Práctica (Practice) (p. 195)

1. 454 grams
2. 240 milliliters
3. 56 grams
4. 480 milliliters
5. 112 grams
6. 80 milliliters
7. 84 grams

Práctica (Practice) (p. 196)

1. 20° C
2. 37° C
3. 35° C
4. 38° C
5. 33° C
6. 26° C
7. 32° C

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 199-200)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 201)

1. Ella está mal.
2. Tú estás bien.
3. Nosotros estamos así, así.

4. Ellos están mal.
5. Yo estoy regular.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 204)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 205-206)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 207)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 209-210)

1. Yo estoy en el restaurante.
2. El profesor está en la escuela.
3. El libro está en el pupitre.
4. La página está en el libro.
5. Los diccionarios están en el estante.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 213)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 214)

1. C
2. C
3. E
4. B
5. D
6. A
7. C
8. D
9. D

10. B

Práctica (Practice) (p. 215)

Oral practice
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 216)

1. soy
2. es
3. somos
4. Son
5. eres
6. son
7. es
8. es
9. son

10. es
11. Es
12. son
13. es
14. es
15. soy
16. son

Práctica (Practice) (p. 217)

1. Es el bolígrafo de mi hermano.
2. Es el sandwich de Pedro.
3. Son los libros de la profesora.
4. Es la mesa de mi hermana.
5. Es el perro de Sra. García.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 219)

1. estoy
2. es
3. es
4. están
5. está
6. eres
7. estamos
8. soy
9. son

10. somos

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 220-221)

1. sesenta
2. setenta y siete
3. noventa y nueve
4. ochenta
5. noventa
6. setenta
7. sesenta y cinco

8. ochenta y cuatro
9. noventa y dos

10. sesenta y tres
11. 70—setenta
12. 91—noventa y uno
13. 62—sesenta y dos
14. 80—ochenta
15. 90—noventa
16. el libro
17. la mochila
18. la calculadora
19. la silla
20. el lápiz

Unit Assessment (pp. 63-64TG)

1. B
2. C
3. A
4. E
5. D
6. I am
7. she is
8. he is
9. you are (plural)

10. they are (all females)
11. yo soy
12. tú eres
13. usted es
14. ellas son
15. nosotros somos
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Unit 4: Describing Present Actions

This unit emphasizes the -ar verbs, how to determine the omitted subject
of a sentence, and how to tell what you are not doing by making a
sentence negative.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes and dislikes when asked simple questions
(e.g., about toys or other objects). (FL.A.1.1.1)

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities). (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Give and understand written and verbal instructions
using known verbal patterns in the target language.
(FL.A.2.2.1)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

Culture

• Recognize patterns of social behavior or social
interaction in various settings (e.g., school, family, or
immediate community). (FL.B.1.1.2)
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Connections

• Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify familiar
objects and concepts from other disciplines. (FL.C.1.1.1)

Comparisons

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Help students acquire new vocabulary words with the use of
Vocabulary Charts. Distribute copies of the example Vocabulary
Chart in English below. Divide students into small groups, asking
them to create vocabulary charts in Spanish based on a particular
subject area (e.g., the home, sports, the office). First check and then
copy the student-created vocabulary charts to distribute the copies
to the other groups. In this way, the class generates a large number
of new vocabulary words in a relatively short amount of time.

football

players

tackle, center,
quarterback, half
back

mascots

tiger, dolphins,
jets, lions

uniform
colors

green and orange, red and
white, blue and orange,
burgundy and gold

plays

quarterback
sneak, throw, run,
kick

Vocabulary Chart
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2. Cut out news items from a Spanish newspaper. Cut the news
stories from their headlines. Paste the news items and headlines on
separate sheets of paper and photocopy them. Ask students to
work in pairs. Give each pair the photocopies of the news items and
headlines. Ask them to match the headlines with the news items.
(Optional: Have students write their own headlines and then
compare them to the original headlines.)

3. Instruct the students to use capital letters
to print “MUCHAS FELICIDADES” on a
sheet of 9” x 12” white construction
paper, one letter per row. Have the
students make three or more columns
across the paper, printing the headings
Noun, Verb, and Adjective at the top of
each column. Supply a Spanish
newspaper, Spanish magazine, scissors,
and glue to each student. Instruct the
students to locate words in their
newspapers or magazines that match the
column headings. Cut them out and glue
them into the appropriate spaces.

4. Have gridded sheets available labeled with letters across the top
and numbers down the side. Let students write their vocabulary
words on the grids to play Battleship. Have students work in pairs,
each with his or her own gridded sheet of vocabulary words and a
book placed between their papers to block their vision. The first
player guesses a coordinate in Spanish, such as B-2. If there is a
word in that box the second player tells the first player the word in
Spanish. The first
player must say the
word in English to gain
a point. If the first
player does not say the
correct word, the turn
passes to the second
player. The first
student to “sink” all
the words wins.

M
U
C
H
A
S

F
E
L
I
C
I
D
A
D
E
S

Noun Verb Adjective

manzana
(app le )

comer
( t o  ea t )

d i ve r t i do
(amusing)

A B C D E

1

2

3

4

5

el carro

las fotos

hablar

el libro la

bicicleta
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5. Have an incorrect sentence in Spanish written on the board as
students enter the room. Let them spend the first five minutes of
class writing the sentence correctly on their papers. Discuss.

6. Have each student make a journal by stapling five sheets of
notebook paper between two sheets of construction paper. Give
each student 10 bingo chips and these instructions:

• For the next hour, no conversation is permitted.

• All communication is to be done by writing
in Spanish.

• Write any message or question in your journal and
pass it to your intended recipient. The recipient is to
read your message and respond.

• If the recipient catches any grammar mistakes you
made, he or she may take one of your bingo chips.

• If anyone catches anyone else talking, he or she may
take a bingo chip.

• If, at any time, you run out of bingo chips, you may
no longer participate in this activity.

At the end of the hour, the winner is the person with the most bingo
chips.

Note: Before the game, you may wish to explicitly teach and then
target only one or two types of errors.

7. Have students close their eyes and listen. With their eyes closed,
they should write down all the things making the sounds they hear
for two to three minutes. After this, have them rewrite the sounds in
Spanish and then rearrange their writing into a poem beginning
with the line, “I listen and I hear … .”

8. Think of some sensory words to
describe some part of nature:
sea, a brook, a tree, etc. List the
words in Spanish under a chart
of the five senses. Create a poem
in Spanish using these words.

Taste Smell Hearing Touch Sight
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9. Prepare very short Spanish stories on a sheet of paper and then
cutting them into four to six sections. Distribute the sheets to the
students in your room, giving each student one section of the
stories. They are to go around the room, speaking only in Spanish,
until they assemble all the parts of their story. When all the stories
are together, have each group of students go to the front of the room
and read their story aloud.

10. Practice Spanish while getting to know each other better by playing
“What’s the Truth?” On the board, list five sentences in Spanish
about yourself, two that are false and three that are true.

Examples might be as follows:

• I love to cook and eat Indian food.

• I speak three languages: Spanish, English, and
Russian.

• I am married and have two children.

• I love to write short stories and poetry.

• I have been to England.

Tell the students that some of these statements are true while others
are false. Read the sentences aloud and have the class vote on which
are true and which are false. Count the votes. Next, reveal the three
statements that are true and ask the class which one they would like
to know more about. After answering the question fully, have the
students play the game. On a sheet of paper, have them write in
Spanish two false statements and three true statements about
themselves. After completion, put the students into paired teams
and have them begin to play “What’s the Truth?” in the same
manner as above. The final phase is for the paired teams to stand up
and tell one true, interesting fact about one another.
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11. As students give oral presentations, stress that listeners also have
responsibilities. Display the following rules for effective listening
throughout the time presentations are being given:

• Look at the speaker.

• Concentrate on what is being said.

• Help the speaker by giving encouraging looks and
nods.

• Ask questions at the end of the presentation.

12. Try to give listeners further responsibility. Have listeners evaluate
different aspects of oral presentations using the Oral Presentation
Analysis chart on the following page. (You may wish to post an
enlargement of the chart in class.) Before each presentation, tell
listeners what elements you would like for them to evaluate. Discuss
evaluations following each presentation.
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VOLUME

TEMPO

PITCH

Too Loud Loud & Clear Too Quiet Comments

Too Fast Even Pace Too Slow Comments

Too Low Moderate Pitch Too High Comments

VISUAL
AID(S)

CONTENT

Comments

Comments

Too Few Moderate
Amount

Too Many

Unorganized Organized &
on Subject

Off Subject

Oral Presentation Analysis
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13. Have students research the background of a famous Spanish
individual and prepare an introduction for him or her.

14. Students can work in groups to discuss any material you want to
introduce or review. Each group chooses a recorder to write down
ideas and a second person to report a summary to the full class.

Variation: Have five or six volunteers bring their chairs to the
middle of the room for a discussion of a controversial topic. After
about 10 minutes, allow students outside the circle a chance to
respond to what they have heard.

15. Have students write an opinion of a topic dealing with a Spanish-
speaking country on the board and then select the next person to
write an opinion. Continue until everyone has had a chance.

16. After teaching the elements of simple debate, do the following:

• pass out “argument cards” you develop and ask
students to prepare an argument for the other side

• write a controversial statement on the board and ask
a student to write an opposing statement, then
alternate students writing pro and then con
statements until everyone has had a chance to write a
statement

• make a class survey before and after a “debate-like”
activity to see if any students have changed their
position on the topic.

17. Do a body language exercise. Have students take turns
demonstrating an emotion or an attitude through body language.
Then have the students who were watching write down what the
emotion or attitude was in Spanish, as well as the specific nonverbal
cues that they saw.

18. Have students use the Spanish interrogative words (e.g., quién, qué,
cuándo, dónde, por qué, cómo, and cuál) and develop body gestures to
match the interrogative words.
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19. Have students see how many different meanings they can give to
selected sentences in Spanish by stressing particular words. Here are
two examples of sentences that will convey different meanings
depending on voice inflection: “¿Qué pasa?” (“What’s going on?”)
and “No te preocupes.” (“Don’t worry.”) Have competition in the
class to see who can create the most variations and declare a winner.

20. Use the following rubrics for presentations to help students
understand key elements of a multimedia presentation. If possible,
show a video of a professional speaker making a presentation and
have the class use the rubric and then discuss their scoring. For
scoring each student’s presentation, assign an odd number of
students (e.g., three or five) to fill in rubrics and then explain their
scoring. (For objective balance, you may want to include yourself in
each group.) Students may also use the rubrics as a guide for self-
scoring their presentations.
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Mult imedia Presentat ion Rubric
Category

PREPARATION

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Content
Knowledge

Organization

Audience
Awareness

showed total
knowledge of
content and is
prepared to
answer relevant
questions

showed
knowledge of
content but is
unable to
answer relevant
questions

showed
incomplete
knowledge of
content

showed no
knowledge of
content

content
presented in
orderly way,
including
introduction
and visual aids

content
presented in
orderly way with
few exceptions

content
presented in
entirety but
some parts
presented out
of order

some content
omitted or most
content
presented out of
order

selected
content
matches
particular
audience and
presented in
language
appropriate to
audience

selected
content
matches
particular
audience but
language
occasionally
inappropriate
for audience

selected
content does
not match
particular
audience or
language
inappropriate
for audience

selected
content does
not match
particular
audience and
language
inappropriate
for particular
audience

TOTAL POINTS
FOR
PREPARATION
CATEGORY:

Use of
Rehearsal

speaker has
rehearsed often
and
incorporated
suggestions
from peer and
teacher critiques

speaker has
rehearsed often
but has
incorporated
only a few
suggestions
from peer and
teacher
critiques

speaker has not
rehearsed often
and has not
incorporated
suggestions
from peer and
teacher
critiques

speaker has not
rehearsed

Category

SPEAKING

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Pronunciation

Volume

Tempo

all words
spoken clearly
and distinctly

many words
were mumbled
or run together

most words
were not
spoken clearly

audience found
volume varied
to match
changing
content

audience found
volume varied
to match most
of the content

audience found
volume was
neither too loud
nor too soft but
did not vary to
match content

audience
found volume
was either too
loud or too soft

pace helped
audience hear
words clearly
and maintain
interest

pace helped
audience hear
words clearly
but occasionally
sped up or
down without
purpose

pace was
either too fast
or too slow
throughout for
comfort of
audience

pace varied
without reason
and
disoriented
audience

TOTAL POINTS
FOR
SPEAKING
CATEGORY:

Pitch tone matched
content
throughout

tone matched
content with few
exceptions

tone did not
match content

tone did not
match and
distracted from
intent

most words
spoken clearly
and distinctly
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Category

VISUAL AIDS

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Enhanced
Content

Relative to
Content

Effects
Enhanced
by Slide
Show

creative and
original

unoriginal and
poorly
designed

visual aids were
not used

appropriate,
well-placed
graphics were
relevant to the
content and
helped audience
understand
essential points

appropriate
graphics were
relevant to
content

graphics were
not relevant
and distracted
from content

graphics were
not used

transitions,
sounds, and/or
animations were
used in a way
that the slide
show was
enhanced

transitions,
sounds, and/or
animations were
used in a way
that did not
interfere with
understanding
of the slide show

transitions
and/or sounds
were used

neither
transitions nor
sounds were
used

TOTAL POINTS
FOR VISUAL
AIDS
CATEGORY:

Held
Audience’s
Attention

speaker
manipulated
aids flawlessly

speaker
manipulated
aids with few
mistakes

speaker
miscued often
in handling aids

visual aids
were not used

unoriginal but
vivid and well
designed

Easy to
Understand

purpose clear,
size and shape
helped audience
perceive
completely

purpose clear,
size and shape
slightly
obscured
audience
perception

visual aids
were not used

purpose
unclear, or size
and shape
obscured
audience
perception

speaker made
appropriate eye
contact with
each listener
but did not hold
contact long
enough

Category

BODY
LANGUAGE

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Eye contact

Gestures

Posture

speaker made
appropriate eye
contact with
listeners

speaker looked
in direction of
audience but
did not make
eye contact
with individual
members

speaker did not
look at
audience
(gazed at floor,
ceiling, etc.)

speaker used
hands, head,
and other body
parts to express
content
appropriately

speaker often
used gestures
appropriately
but occasionally
lapsed into
inactivity

speaker used
gestures only
for part(s) of
the content

speaker did not
gesture or used
gestures
inappropriately

speaker carried
and held body
straight while
standing, sitting,
or walking,
except to
emphasize a
part of the
content

speaker carried
and held body
straight but
lapsed
occasionally into
a slouch, then
regained erect
posture

speaker
lapsed into a
slouch and
did not regain
erect posture

speaker
slouched
throughout

TOTAL
POINTS FOR
BODY
LANGUAGE
CATEGORY:
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Category
INTRODUCTION

AND
INFORMATION

Exemplary

4

Accomplished

3

Developing

2

Beginning

1

Self
Score

Teacher
Score

Attention
Grabber

Background
and Purpose
Provided

Summary
of Content
Provided

introduction
hooked
audience’s
attention
through
interesting and
informative
content

introduction did
not hook
audience’s
attention and
did not include
relevant
information

introduction
was omitted

speaker
explained
background
and purpose
thoroughly

speaker
explained
background
and purpose
briefly

speaker
mentioned
background but
did not explain
purpose

speaker
omitted any
mention of
background or
purpose

speaker
summarized
content with
relevant detail
and had
additional
information
which enriched
understanding

speaker
summarized
content with
relevant detail

speaker briefly
summarized
content

speaker
omitted
summary

TOTAL POINTS
FOR
INTRODUCTION
AND
INFORMATION
CATEGORY:

Relates to
Audience

speaker clearly
established
strong link
between topic
and the
audience in a
creative and
original way
(e.g., points out
similar needs,
shows how
topic could be
used, etc.)

speaker clearly
established
strong link but
in a typical or
unoriginal way

speaker only
mentioned link
and did not
elaborate

speaker
omitted
mention of link

introduction
hooked
audience’s
attention but
did not include
relevant
information

%%

Total Points for Multimedia Presentation out of a Possible 80 Points:

Percentage Earned (number of points earned ÷ 80):

© 2003 by permission of Sue Fresen
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21. Have students create a video, audio, or a computer presentation on a
topic that interests them dealing with a Spanish-speaking country or
person.

22. Demonstrate the desired behavior by showing students a videotape
of an effective discussion. Note the qualities that make it effective—
clear speech, minimal interruptions, participants paying attention to
one another. You can show an ineffective discussion—with
interruptions, yelling, inattention, etc. The examples can be recorded
from talk or news shows.

23. Review the following rules of active listening:

• Maintain direct eye contact.
• Stop other things you are doing.
• Listen not merely to the words but the

feeling content.
• Be sincerely interested in what the other

person is talking about.
• Provide no interruptions.
• Keep an encouraging facial expression.
• Use positive body language.
• Be aware of your own feelings and

strong opinions.

• If the person who is speaking gets stuck,
ask, “Is there more you would like me to
know?” and then resume listening.

• Restate what the person said.
• Ask clarification questions once in a

while.
• If you have to state your views, say them

only after you have listened.
• Give appropriate feedback and send

appropriate verbal and nonverbal signals.

Nonverbal Signals Verbal Signals

good eye contact
facial expressions
body languages
silence
touching

“I’m listening” cues
disclosures
validating statements
statements of support
reflection or mirroring statements

Now ask for two student volunteers to model the skill of active
listening in a brief conversation in Spanish about “something
surprising that happened to me this week.” One student will be the
speaker, and one student will be the active listener.

24. Give students the opportunity to practice seeing an issue from
different points of view and practice active listening. On four pieces
of chart paper write one of the following: Strongly Agree, Agree,
Disagree, or Strongly Disagree. Tape each piece of chart paper on
the wall in a different corner of the room. Explain to students that
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you will make a controversial statement, and they will have the
opportunity to express their opinion on it by moving to one of the
four corners of the room. When they have moved to their desired
corner, ask students to discuss the reasons why they have taken this
position on the issue.

Make the following statement: “My way of doing things is the best
way of doing things.” Have students move to their desired corner—
the one that expresses his or her opinion on this issue. Ask students
to form pairs and explain the reasons behind their opinions to each
other (using active listening). After students have had a chance to
discuss the reasons for their position, ask a spokesperson from each
corner to state the reasons behind their group’s position.

Next, tell students they will now have an
opportunity to see the issue from another
point of view. Ask the “Strongly Agree”
group to move to the “Disagree” group’s
corner and the “Disagree” group to move to the “Strongly Agree”

corner. Then ask the “Strongly Disagree”
group to move to the “Agree” group’s
corner, as the “Agree” group moves to the
“Strongly Disagree” group’s corner. When

students have moved to their designated corners, ask them to put
their first opinion aside for a moment, to keep an open mind, and to
try to think of all the reasons why they might take the opposite
position on the same statement: My way of doing things is the best
way of doing things.

After students have had a chance to discuss the reasons for their
“new” position with a partner (again, using active listening), ask a
spokesperson from each corner to state the reasons behind their
group’s “new” position. Ask students how it felt to let go of their
original positions and see the issue from another viewpoint.

When the discussion has ended, explain to students that the
discomfort they might have felt having to take a position opposite
to their true feelings is somewhat like the discomfort they might feel
when they are in another culture that sees some things differently
than they do. Remind students how easy it can be to misunderstand
things people do in a cross-cultural setting. To keep from
misunderstanding the behavior of others from another culture, you

Strongly
Agree Disagree

Strongly
Disagree Agree
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have to try to see the world from their point of view, not yours. Ask
students: How would putting this idea into practice make our world
a better place? Make our school a better place? Ask them to respond
to this question first in a class discussion and then in writing.

Variation: Ask students to select one of the following writing
activities:

• Imagine you are a Dominican from the Dominican
Republic (or other teacher-chosen nationality) in a
community where a Peace Corps Volunteer serves.
Write a letter to a fellow Dominican (or other teacher-
chosen nationality) describing two or three things
Americans do that seem puzzling, odd, or humorous.

• Describe a situation in which others misunderstood
you. Write about it from two points of view—your
own point of view and the other person’s point of
view. Explain how your position could be justified
and how the other person’s position could be
justified. Provide concrete examples.

25. Videotape class discussions. Initially, the teacher may want to act as
moderator, calling on speakers in order to get all students involved.
Allow students to watch and comment on their own effectiveness as
a speaker.

26. Discuss the Techniques for Good Class Discussion Skills chart on the
following page. Hold a discussion about a topic of interest to a
Spanish-speaking country. Give each student three minutes to say
his or her views. Set guidelines—no interrupting, no talking outside
of the discussion. Afterwards, evaluate the class discussion, first
pointing out any positive aspects of the discussion.
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Techniques for Good Class Discussion Skills

Technique When Used When Ignored

Body
Language

1.  Look at the 
     person speaking

•  Lets person speaking know 
   how you feel and what you do
   or do not understand

2.  Nod your head
     when you agree or
     understand

3.  Sit up and don't
     fidget

Active
Listening

4.  Take notes on
     main points

5.  Allow the speaker
     to pause

6.  Ask follow-up
     questions for
     further information

7.  Ask open-ended
     questions
     (questions that can't be
    answered yes or no)

•  Helps you to review what has
   been said

Speaking

8.  Stay on the subject

9.  Summarize/restate 
the point you are 
responding to

10.  Make connections

11.  Respond to
       others' points

12.  Calmly respond
       to the feelings
       behind the words

•  Helps person speaking and
listeners to examine all aspects
of the discussion

13.  Think about where
       the subject is going

14.  Do not interrupt

•  Person speaking will be unsure
   if you are following points

•  You may distract the person     
speaking and other listeners

•  You may lose track of the         
    main topic of the conversation
    and have trouble participating

•  Person speaking will not receive
any challenge or support to
move beyond the original ideas
of the presentation

•  Discussion may become
   disconnected and difficult for 
   participants to follow

•  Helps you grasp the
   whole point of what is being
   said

•  Helps everyone to stay aware
   of the time and allow for
   conclusions and follow-up

•  Helps to avoid tension and
   encourages people to be
   honest and clear

Type

•  Person speaking assumes you are 
not listening—loses confidence

•  You may become tired•  Helps you to concentrate on
   what the person speaking is
   saying

•  Helps you to follow the
   discussion and remember
   it later

•  Person speaking will feel rushed
   and uncomfortable

•  Helps the speaker to feel
   relaxed

•  Makes the subject clearer
•  Allows the person speaking to

go over difficult issues again;
reassures the person speaking
of your comprehension

•  Encourages other people who
   are confused to ask questions

•  Person speaking may mistakenly
   assume that you understand
    what's being said

•  Other listeners may feel
   alone in their confusion

•  Reveals and encourages         
the speaker to share his 
thoughts

•  Helps everyone to see both
   sides of the subject and
   encourages a smooth
   discussion

•  Others may feel their ideas
are not being heard

•  Discussion may become
   sidetracked or bogged down
   with issues unhelpful to

participants

•  Encourages the person
speaking to finish his or her
points

•  You may anticipate and           
react to something not yet said

•  Person speaking may become
afraid to voice opinions

•  Helps you to listen and
   concentrate

•  Lets the person speaking
   know that you are listening

•  You may become distracted
    and lose concentration on
    the person speaking

•  You may be tempted to blurt     
out something irrelevant

•  Allows you to discuss the
    subject in depth

•  You may turn the
   spotlight on yourself

•  Helps everyone to follow
   the discussion

•  You may not be aware that your 
 point has already been made

•  You may unintentionally hurt 
someone's feelings—tension

   may build
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27. Ask students to observe a discussion. It could be in a class, at home,
on television, or at a public forum (a county meeting, a political
meeting, a government meeting, etc.). As students observe and
listen to the discussion, ask them to take notes on the form on the
following page, listing ways to have a more effective discussion.
Then ask students to list suggestions of ways to improve the
discussion.
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Body
Language

Listening

Speaking

Techniques
Observed

Problems
Observed

Techniques
Observed

Problems
Observed

Techniques
Observed

Problems
Observed

Notes on Observed Discussion

Type of discussion:

Date observed:
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28. Vary the format for discussions as follows:

• Use small groups that can then make presentations to
the class.

• Ask each small group to discuss a unique aspect of
the topic. Rotate the small groups so that each new
group has one member from each original group.
Each group member will then represent a specific
aspect of the general topic.

• Form an inner and outer circle. Ask the outer circle to
listen to the inner circle, then switch places.

• Form an inner and outer circle. Ask the two circles to
face each other. Hold one-on-one discussions,
rotating one of the circles at the end of each
discussion.

• Conduct one-on-one interviews, followed by each
person summarizing a partner’s position to the class.

• After students feel comfortable with one another,
hold debates, forums, or mock talk shows.

29. Have students use the rubric on the following page to rate their
participation in class discussions. Then have them review each of
their scores to improve on any skills which they rated themselves a 2
or 1.
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Discussion Rubric

Active Listening during Discussion: Total Points for Active Listening: ________

always sat up and
didn't fidget

always asked follow-
up questions when
more information was
needed

always stayed on
subject

always took notes on
main points when
necessary

always nodded your
head when you
agreed or
understood

Followed Discussion

Encouraged Speaker

Total Points for Body Language: ________Body Language during Discussion:

Clarified Points

always permitted
speaker to pause
without
interrupting

usually asked
follow-up questions
when more
information was
needed

usually stayed on
subject

usually looked at
each speaker

usually nodded your
head when you
agreed or
understood

usually sat up and
didn't fidget

sometimes nodded
your head when you
agreed or
understood

sometimes looked at
each speaker

usually permitted
speaker to pause
without
interrupting

usually took notes on
main points when
necessary

never permitted
speaker to pause
without
interrupting

sometimes sat up and
didn't fidget

did not look at each
speaker

did not nod your head
when you agreed or
understood

did not sit up and
did fidget

sometimes took notes
on main points when
necessary

sometimes permitted
speaker to pause
without
interrupting

sometimes asked
follow-up questions
when more
information was
needed

never took notes on
main points when
necessary

never asked
follow-up
questions when
more information
was needed

sometimes stayed
on subject

never stayed on
subjectStayed Focused

Used Correct Posture

Stayed Involved

Showed Interest

4 3 2 1

always looked at
each speaker

Deepened Discussion

always made
connections and built
on others' points

usually made
connections and
built on others'
points

sometimes made
connections and
built on others'
points

never made
connections and did
not build on others'
points

Encouraged Others always responded
calmly to others

usually responded
calmly to others

sometimes
responded calmly to
others

never responded
calmly to others

Speaking during Discussion: Total Points for Speaking: ________
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30. Use a ball of yarn during an informal discussion. Unwind the ball of
yarn as it is passed from speaker to speaker until a visual speech
web is formed which can then be analyzed.

31. Allow students to create their own topics for debate. Ask some
students to serve as audience members and then to evaluate the
debaters in a constructive manner.

32. From your local newspaper, find two articles with two different
viewpoints about a particular topic dealing with a Spanish-speaking
country or person. Give half the class one article and the other half
of the class the other article. Then hold a discussion about the topic.

33. Ask students to bring in articles from their local newspaper with
opposing points of view on a topic about a Spanish-speaking
country or person and then debate the articles.

34. Ask students to identify their position on a controversial issue. In
groups have students develop an argument to support an opinion
contrary to their own and present the argument to the class.

35. Following a discussion about a controversial Spanish-related topic,
present students with the following value examination matrix for
analyzing perspectives on a teacher-generated topic. Have students
record statements or concepts they strongly support (or oppose) and
assign a value, plus or minus, reflecting their opinion. Next have
students record the logic behind their assigned value to point out
that there is usually a system of logic or reasoning underlying their
values.

Value Examination Matrix for
Analyzing Perspectives

Statement or
Concept

Assigned
Value

Reasoning or
Logic behind My

Value
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36. Present students with the following conflict clarification matrix for
analyzing values and perspectives relative to particular topics. Have
students record a statement they support (or oppose) in the first
row of the matrix and assign a value, plus or minus, reflecting their
opinion of it beside the “Assigned Value” in the second row. In the
third row, have students identify the logic behind their assigned
value. In the fourth row, have students identify an opposing value
for the concept or statement. In the fifth row, ask students to
describe the logic behind the opposing value. In the last row, have
students describe a conclusion or awareness they have come to and
identify some current events for which this process might be useful.

Conflict Clarification Matrix
for Analyzing a Current Issue

Statement of
Concept

Assigned Value

Reasoning/Logic
behind My Value

Opposing Value

Reasoning/Logic
behind My
Opposing Value

Conclusion/
Awareness
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37. Ask students to interview their parents and grandparents about an
opinion concerning the Spanish-speaking world. Have the students
write a paragraph to support or refute their parents’ or
grandparents’ opinion.

38. Present students with the following decision-making matrix to
analyze a teacher-generated “decision question” with choices or
alternatives to be considered. Have students rank or weight the
criteria in the first column using a three-point numeric ranking or
weighting system as follows:

3 = very important
2 = somewhat important
1 = not very important

Next, ask students to determine the degree to which each alternative
possesses each of the criteria as follows:

3 = totally
2 = somewhat
1 = a little
0 = not at all

Finally, have students calculate the quality points each alternative
has by multiplying the criterion weights by the alternative weights.
(In other words multiply the number in each cell by the number at
the beginning of each row and then enter that product in each cell.)
Tally the quality points for each alternative and determine which
alternative has the most points. (Explain to students that after
seeing the results of the matrix process, they may legitimately
change the weights they are assigned.) Have students make a
decision based on their quantification and explain the reasoning
behind their decision.
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Decision-Making Matrix

Decision Question:

(rank or weight from 1-3)

Criteria Weight =

Criteria

Alternatives

(rank or weight from 1-3)

Criteria Weight =

(rank or weight from 1-3)

Criteria Weight =

(rank or weight from 1-3)

Criteria Weight =

Total of Quality Points

alternative
weight x

criteria weight
= quality points

x = x = x =

x = x = x =

x = x = x =

x = x = x =

Criteria Weight
Ranking system:

Alternative Weight
The degree to which each alternative 
possesses each criteria:

3 = very important
2 = somewhat important
1 = not very important

3 = totally
2 = somewhat
1 = a little
0 = not at all
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39. Play Baseball—a Home Run
Review game. Draw a baseball
diamond with bases for 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
and home on the board.
(Optional: Make a large baseball
diamond with masking tape on the
floor. Have students move around
the bases.) Divide the class into two teams and choose captains for
each. Decide if players are to come to bat in random or sequential
order. The pitcher asks a question of the batter at home plate. A
correct answer results in a hit and moves the student to 1st base. An
incorrect answer is an out. Subsequent answers allow the students
to move around the four bases until a run is scored. The “10 run
rule” applies if one team is dominant over the other, and the other
team then gets a chance at bat. If a question is missed, the opposing
team has a chance to make a double out if one of their team
members can answer it correctly.

40. Play Hollywood Squares. A student is given a topic. If the student
knows about it, he or she will state facts in Spanish, if not, he or she
will bluff. The other students will decide whether statements made
are factual or not.

41. Play Password. Prepare a set of duplicate index cards with
vocabulary words from the unit. Divide the class into teams and
have the students work in pairs. Give one player from each team the
same word. The player must give their partner a one-word
description or synonym for the word on the card. The first player on
a team to get the correct word from the clues wins the points. The
points are as follows:

A correct guess on the

• 1st clue = 150 points
• 2nd clue = 100 points
• 3rd clue = 75 points
• 4th clue = 50 points.

The first team to reach 500 points wins.

42. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.

Team 1 Team 2
3 4
2 1
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Unit Assessment

Match each Spanish -ar verb with the correct English translation. Write the
letter on the line provided.

______ 1. bailar

______ 2. cocinar

______ 3. desear

______ 4. entrar

______ 5. estudiar

______ 6. hablar

______ 7. practicar

______ 8. sacar

______ 9. trabajar

______ 10. visitar

A. to cook

B. to dance

C. to enter

D. to practice

E. to speak, talk

F. to study

G. to take (photos)

H. to visit

I. to want

J. to work

Write the correct form of the verb to complete the following sentences.

(hablar) 11. Tú  español.

(sacar) 12. Nosotros  fotos.

(estudiar) 13. Ellos  mucho.

(viajar) 14. Ella  en Panamá.
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Use the list below to choose the correct verb in Spanish for the following
sentences. Then rewrite the sentences in Spanish, using the correct form of
the verb and omitting the subject from the sentence.

bailar hablar nadar

15. I am talking.

verb: 

sentence: ___________________________________________________

16. You dance.

verb: 

sentence: ___________________________________________________

17. We swim.

verb: 

sentence: ___________________________________________________
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Write in Spanish that the following people are not doing the things mentioned.

18. Viajo mucho. _______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

19. Ellos ganan la lotería. ________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

20. Ella entra en la clase. _________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 239)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 243)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 244)

1. E
2. D
3. E
4. B
5. E
6. A
7. C
8. D
9. E

10. A

Práctica (Practice) (p. 245)

1. contestamos
2. estudia
3. practicas
4. hablan
5. sacan
6. compro
7. baila
8. buscan
9. viaja

10. entro

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 246-247)

1. entra
2. hablo
3. compra
4. escuchas
5. estudiamos
6. sacan

7.-12. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 248-249)

1. Ella desea un libro.
2. Yo hablo español.
3. Nosotros bailamos.
4. Ellos (ellas) contestan.

5.-10. Correct answers will be
determined by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 251-252)

1. Escuchamos.
2. Cantas. (Canta or Cantan.)
3. Compro.

4.-10. Correct answers will be
determined by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 254-255)

1. Pablo no visita con María.
2. No viajo mucho.
3. No nadamos en el océano.
4. No buscas el libro.
5. Ellos no ganan la lotería.
6. Ustedes no trabajan en el colegio.
7. Ella no entra en la clase.
8. No bailamos mucho.
9. Él no canta bien.

10. No escuchas la música.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 256)

1. B
2. A
3. D
4. F
5. E
6. C
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 257-258)

1. I
2. G
3. H
4. F
5. E
6. A
7. B
8. D
9. C

10.-11. See chart below.

o

as

a

a

a

amos

amos

an

an

an

Subject Pronoun Verb Ending

Present Tense of Regular -ar Verbs

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Unit Assessment (pp. 95-97TG)

1. B
2. A
3. I
4. C
5. F
6. E
7. D
8. G
9. J

10. H
11. hablas
12. sacamos

13. estudian
14. viaja
15. Hablo.
16. Bailas. (Baila or Bailan.)
17. Nadamos.
18. No viajo mucho.
19. Ellos no ganan la lotería.
20. Ella no entra la clase.
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Unit 5: Where to Go and What to Do

This unit emphasizes names of places, how to say someone is going
somewhere, and how to say what someone is going to do.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes and dislikes when asked simple questions
(e.g., about toys or other objects). (FL.A.1.1.1)

• Greet others and exchange essential personal information
(e.g., home address, telephone number, place of origin,
and general health). (FL.A.1.1.2)

• Use appropriate gestures and expressions (i.e., body
language) to complete or enhance verbal messages.
(FL.A.1.1.3)

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Use repetition, rephrasing, and gestures effectively to
assist in communicating spoken messages. (FL.A.1.3.4)

• Follow and give simple instructions (e.g., instructions to
participate in games or instructions provided by the
teacher for classroom tasks). (FL.A.2.1.1)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities). (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Listen and read in the target language and respond
through role playing, drawing, or singing. (FL.A.2.1.4)
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• Give and understand written and verbal instructions
using known verbal patterns in the target language.
(FL.A.2.2.1)

• Organize information in spoken or written form about a
variety of topics of academic and cultural interest (e.g., by
making lists, categorizing objects, or organizing
concepts). (FL.A.2.2.3)

• Comprehend and respond to oral messages (e.g.,
personal anecdotes or narratives) based on familiar
themes and vocabulary. (FL.A.2.2.5)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

• Give responses in spoken or written form (e.g., answering
simple questions, formulating questions, and making
simple statements) to age-appropriate stories, poems or
other literature, songs, films, or visual works. (FL.A.3.2.3)

Culture

• Participate in age-appropriate cultural activities (e.g.,
games, songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling,
dramatizations, and role playing). (FL.B.1.1.1)

• Recognize patterns of social behavior or social interaction
in various settings (e.g., school, family, or immediate
community). (FL.B.1.1.2)

• Recognize various activities and celebrations in which
children participate in the target culture (e.g., games,
songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling, dramatizations,
and role playing). (FL.B.1.2.1)

Connections

• Participate in activities in the language class designed to
integrate content-area concepts (e.g., mathematical
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calculations or cause-and-effect relationships) into
target-language instruction (e.g., about countries or
cultures). (FL.C.1.2.1)

• Use target-language vocabulary or concepts to reinforce
knowledge of a related topic studied in another class
(e.g., geographical place names, parts of the body, or
basic mathematical operations). (FL.C.1.2.2)

Comparisons

• Know examples of word borrowing from one language
to another. (FL.D.1.1.1)

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

• Identify examples and understand the significance of
true and false cognates (i.e., words derived from a
common original form). (FL.D.1.2.1)

• Recognize the similarities and differences between his or
her native language and the target language in terms of
the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms of written
expression. (FL.D.1.2.2)

• Know the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreation, celebration, holidays, customs, and the
patterns of behavior of the local culture. (FL.D.2.1.1)

• Distinguish the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreations, holidays, celebrations and the patterns of
behavior of the local culture. (FL.D.2.2.1)

• Recognize forms of the target language evident in the
local culture (e.g., signs, symbols, advertisements,
packages, displays, murals, songs, and rhymes).
(FL.D.2.2.2)
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Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Divide students into groups. Have each group research, through
books or the Internet, a town or city located in a Spanish-speaking
country. You might want to give them a list of choices.

esp
añol

esp
añol esp

añol

esp
añolesp

añolArgentina
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Guatemala

Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Puerto Rico
Spain
Uruguay
Venezuela

espSpanish-Speaking Countries

Their job will be to develop a brochure for tourists who visit the
town. The brochure should include a description of the town, places
to visit, a simple map, directions, etc. Encourage them to sell their
town by using vivid words and descriptions. The brochures should
be entirely written in Spanish.

2. Have students work in small groups to brainstorm about the
following vacation topics: outdoor activities, indoor activities,
problems that might occur while on vacation, things to pack, etc.
Have students choose a spot in a Spanish-speaking country for
which they will plan a vacation researching each of the above topics
about the chosen location. Then have each group extend their work
by choosing one or more of the following activities:

• Create a travel itinerary in Spanish.

• Write a diary entry in Spanish telling where they went
and what they did on one day of their vacation.

• Roleplay with scripted conversations a travel agent
and a tourist.
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• Create a 3-D project showing the location and the
surrounding attraction. A legend should be included
that describes each location.

• Create a board game such as Candyland, but using
vacation themes—”Vacationlandia.” Include the
following topics: clothing, transportation, costs,
things to pack, problems that might occur, indoor
activities, outdoor activities, etc.

• Create a PowerPoint presentation about the location.

3. The day before this lesson, pass out a list of vocabulary and phrases
related to location and direction in Spanish. Have students work in
pairs to roleplay with one student as a tourist and the other as a
native Spanish speaker. The students should prepare to have a
conversation in Spanish with their partners in front of the class. The
tourist is to ask the native Spanish speaker for directions to a
specific place. The native Speaker is to respond. The entire dialogue
should be in Spanish.

4. Teach the location words below by dividing the class into two
groups. Have the first group write commands using the location
words for the other group to follow, for instance: “by the door” or
“under the window.” When the second group has met the intended
goal, reverse group roles.

derecho(a) ............... right
izquierdo(a) ............ left
a la .......................... to the
cerca........................near
lejos......................... far
al lado .....................next to, beside
detrás ......................behind
enfrente................... in front, facing
entre .......................between
debajo ......................under, beneath
encima ....................on top of
arriba ......................above
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5. Have students write directions in Spanish to guide a new student
from the principal’s office to the cafeteria using the location words
in the previous suggestion.

Have students use a school map to write directions to a location in
the school. Exchange directions with a partner. The partner should
be able to tell what the intended destination is. If not, the student
should see at what point the partner was confused and correct the
mistake by rewriting the directions. The partner should then try
again.

Using a map of either the city, state, or country, have students pick a
beginning point and a destination. Ask them to write directions to
the destination.

6. Ask your students to write directions in Spanish for drawing
something simple on a sheet of paper, such as drawing an X in the
upper and lower right-hand corner of the paper. Pair students up.
They should not tell their partners what the finished product should
be. Have the partners sit back to back. The first partner reads the
directions aloud while the other follows the directions to complete
the task. Discuss the results.

7. Prior to this lesson, prepare (or have students prepare) an enlarged
map of the downtown area of your city on butcher paper. Make the
street areas wide enough to label them and to label a few of the
prominent locations. Using a red pen, mark an X and “You are here”
somewhere on the map to use as a starting point. Write driving
instructions from “You are here” to different locations (two different
locations per group). Have one toy car available for each group. Go
over the following vocabulary words in Spanish demonstrating
them with the map and car:

go straight, turn right, turn left, go past … , go one block, two
blocks, signal, light.

Divide the class into small groups. Give them a large map, a car and
directions to several destinations. Let them take turns giving and
following directions. You can modify this lesson by getting your
class to move around the room and following your directions in
Spanish (e.g., turn right, straight ahead, turn left).
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8. Many American places have Hispanic names (e.g., Boca Raton).
Write costa, pueblo, and boca on the chalkboard. Explain that each
term has a geographic meaning (coast, town, and mouth). Tell
students that in some areas of the United States there are strong
links to Spanish language and culture. One way to determine the
location and extent of this connection is to see how many places
have Spanish terms in their names. Using atlases of the United
States, have students work in pairs to find places that have Spanish
terms in their names and discuss.

Spanish terms: amarillo, blanco, boca, cerro, morro, colorado, costa, de,
del, este, grande, laguna, los, las, nevada, norte, oriente, paso, pueblo.

9. Many Spanish cities are built around a plaza or city square. In places
in the United States where Spanish influences are strongest, you will
find many towns with a similar configuration. After discussing the
plaza concept, place students in pairs and have each pair select a city
where there is a plaza. The following is a partial list of some cities
appropriate for this study: Buenos Aires, Argentina; Mexico City,
Mexico; Santiago, Chile; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Have the students research the history of “the plaza”
and then complete some or all of the following activities.

• Draw a map or picture of the plaza in the city that
they are studying.

• Identify the major streets and buildings surrounding
the plaza.

• Discuss and compare the plazas in the chosen cities.

• Prepare an audio walking tour of the plaza in
Spanish describing the architecture and interesting
historical happenings or characters.

• Hold a video interview in which a roleplaying tourist
comments on the life of the plaza.

• Research an important historical, political, or social
event that took place in the chosen city or country,
then imagine they are witnessing the celebration of
the event and describe it.
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• Imagine that their own great-great grandmother
lived in an apartment overlooking the plaza and
make a list of 10 people whom she would see daily
and describe why they were in the plaza.

• Establish a key-pal with a Spanish-speaking student
in his or her city and report on the function that the
plaza has in his or her daily life.

10. Spanish influences in our country are so strong that most students
live close to a Spanish-American historic site. Many of these are
listed in the National Register of Historic sites. If possible, study the
history of these sites and plan a field trip to visit one of them.

11. Assign gestures to action verbs. Check class comprehension by
saying the words in Spanish and having the class perform the
action. First, have the students make the gestures with their eyes
open and then repeat the activity with their eyes closed to observe
their individual responses.

12. Have students act out the action of the Spanish verbs they are
studying. Then have students use index cards and write the verb
and draw the action of the verb on the index card.

13. Create an exercise in which you verbally give the students a set of
five or more instructions in Spanish. Make a game out of it. Have
the winners raise their hands. Then do this game again on other
days until the whole class gets it right.

14. Put the students in pairs. Give one student in each pair five minutes
to discuss a particular topic either of your choosing or their
choosing about Spanish. Then the other must paraphrase what he
or she heard beginning with the words “What I heard you say
is … .” Then reverse the process.

15. Have students look for examples of bumper stickers. Make a
display of the bumper stickers they bring in. Discuss the opinions
that the person in the car might hold. Have students design their
own bumper stickers in Spanish.
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16. Play Bingo for a final review of the unit. Develop a list of 25 key facts
and vocabulary words. Design a Bingo grid with five columns and
five rows. Have students write clues in the form of a question or
complete a statement using one- or two-word answers. Have them
place the clues on one side of a 3” x 5” card and the correct response
on the other side. Have students print the word or words on the
Bingo-card grid. Allow students to practice with a partner and the
clue cards. Collect the clue cards and have students exchange Bingo
cards and play the Bingo review game.

17. St. Augustine, Florida has strong Spanish influences (its plaza,
architecture, history, merchants, food). Have students use the
Internet to research the city or arrange a field trip to take advantage
of this local insight into Spain.

18. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.
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Unit Assessment

Match each Spanish word with the correct picture. Write the letter on the line
provided.

______ 1. el museo

______ 2. la biblioteca

______ 3. la iglesia

______ 4. el estadio

______ 5. la piscina

______ 6. la tienda

______ 7. el cine

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.
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Use the list below to complete the following statement with the correct form of
the verb to go—ir.

your name

8. Ella  .

9. Tú  .

10. Ustedes  .

11. Ellos  .

12. Él  .

13. Yo  .

14. Usted  .

15. Jorge  .

16. La profesora  .

17. Nosotros  .

18. Ellas  .

19. Elena  .

20.   .

va
vamos
van

vas
voy
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Choose five people from numbers 8-20 on the previous page and five places
from numbers 1-7 on page 111. Then write in Spanish where each person is
going.

Remember: Add a in front of a feminine word
Add al in front of a masculine word and drop the el.

Modelos (Models): Alicia va a la discoteca.

Ustedes van al banco.

21. ___________________________________________________________

22 ___________________________________________________________

23. ___________________________________________________________

24. ___________________________________________________________

25. ___________________________________________________________
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 286)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 287-288)

1. a
2. c
3. b
4. c
5. a
6. c
7. b
8. a
9. a

10. c

Práctica (Practice) (p. 289)

1. E
2. C
3. B
4. G
5. H
6. I
7. D
8. J
9. A

10. F

Práctica (Practice) (p. 293)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 294)

1. E
2. C
3. D
4. A
5. A
6. C
7. A
8. A
9. B

10. B

Práctica (Practice) (p. 295)

1. va
2. vamos
3. vas
4. va
5. van
6. van
7. voy
8. va
9. va

10. van
11. vamos

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 296-298)

1. Ella va a la iglesia.
2. Nosotros vamos a la piscina.
3. Ustedes van a la fiesta.
4. Tú vas al partido de fútbol.
5. Usted va al banco.
6. Yo voy al circo.
7. Él va al aeropuerto.
8. Ellos van al concierto.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 300-301)

1. Ella va a hablar.
2. Nosotros vamos a viajar.
3. Yo voy a escuchar.
4. Mamá va a cocinar.
5. Ustedes van a cantar.
6. Tú vas a sacar fotos.
7. María va a trabajar.
8. Ellos van a practicar
9. Usted va a ganar.

10. Mis amigos van a nadar.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 302-303)

1. la fiesta
2. la playa
3. el circo
4. la escuela
5. el partido de fútbol
6. el aeropuerto
7. la iglesia
8. el parque de atracciones
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Keys

9. el cine
10. la biblioteca
11. B
12. A
13. C
14. F
15. E
16. D

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 304-307)

Part 1
Oral practice

Part 2
Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher for changes in the
partners’ dialogues.

Unit Assessment (pp. 111-113TG)

1. C
2. B
3. A
4. E
5. D
6. F
7. G
8. va
9. vas

10. van
11. van
12. va
13. voy
14. va
15. va
16. va
17. vamos
18. van
19. va

20.-25. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.
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Unit 6: Family, Adjectives, Likes, and Dislikes

This unit emphasizes identification of family members, how to describe
others, and how to express likes and dislikes.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes and dislikes when asked simple questions
(e.g., about toys or other objects). (FL.A.1.1.1)

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities). (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Listen and read in the target language and respond
through role playing, drawing, or singing. (FL.A.2.1.4)

• Give and understand written and verbal instructions using
known verbal patterns in the target language. (FL.A.2.2.1)

• Comprehend and respond to oral messages (e.g., personal
anecdotes or narratives) based on familiar themes and
vocabulary. (FL.A.2.2.5)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

• Describe important people (e.g., family members and
friends) and objects present in his or her everyday
environment and in school. (FL.A.3.2.1)
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• Give responses in spoken or written form (e.g.,
answering simple questions, formulating questions, and
making simple statements) to age-appropriate stories,
poems or other literature, songs, films, or visual works.
(FL.A.3.2.3)

Culture

• Recognize patterns of social behavior or social
interaction in various settings (e.g., school, family, or
immediate community). (FL.B.1.1.2)

Comparisons

• Know examples of word borrowing from one language
to another. (FL.D.1.1.1)

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

• Identify examples and understand the significance of
true and false cognates (i.e., words derived from a
common original form). (FL.D.1.2.1)

• Recognize the similarities and differences between his or
her native language and the target language in terms of
the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms of written
expression. (FL.D.1.2.2)

• Know the similarities and differences between the patterns of
behavior of the target culture related to recreation, celebration,
holidays, customs, and the patterns of behavior of the local
culture. (FL.D.2.1.1)
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Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Pass out the following list of adjectives and phrases about friends to
pairs of students in your class, asking them to do the following:

• Determine the Spanish equivalent for the adjective or
phrase

• Place each Spanish adjective or phrase into one of the
following two categories: Qualities I Appreciate in a Friend or
Qualities I Look for in a Friend

• Give explanations for choosing to put the various
descriptions into one or the other of the categories.

Follow with a whole class discussion asking students to speak in
Spanish as much as possible throughout the entire activity.

Adjectives and Phrases Used to Describe Friends

confident in his or her abilities
outgoing
punctual
rich or well off
artistic ability
well-traveled
creative
interested in the same things
from the same social background
rather reserved
loves to tell stories
plans for the future
ambitious

handsome or beautiful
timid
trustworthy
intelligent
athletic
fun-loving
inquisitive mind
interested in different things
from different social backgrounds
free spirit
speaks language well
happy with what he or she has
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2. Using the letters of the Spanish alphabet, have students brainstorm
a list of words related to emotions in English and then write the
word in Spanish.

3. Have students work in groups. Distribute sets of English-language
magazines to each group. Describe something in Spanish that the
teams should look for in the magazine. For example, find a thin man
relaxing and watching television. Use adjectives that you want the
students to review. Ask students to quickly look through their
magazines to find a picture that is similar to the one that you
described. When they have found a picture, the team shouts
“Found” and gets a point. The first team to get five points wins the
round. In the next stage of the game, ask students to take their
magazines and create a number of Spanish sentences for other
teams to look for based on pictures in their magazines. Have two
teams pair up and swap magazines. The teams should alternate
asking the other team to find the picture that matches their
description.

4. After a vocabulary lesson, have the students practice their new
vocabulary by giving each student three index cards of different
colors (e.g., one blue, one white, and one red). Call out a vocabulary
word with the following instructions:

If  means father, hold up your blue card.

If  means sister, hold up your white card.

If  means brother, hold up the red card.

Give no more than three choices for each vocabulary word. When
you give the signal, students raise their card to answer. If some
students miss the answer, go over the word again.

5. Following instruction about Spanish adjectives and adverbs, put
students into groups of four. The first student creates a simple
Spanish sentence with no modifiers on a topic of his or her choice.
Student 2 adds one adjective or adverb. Student 3 adds another
modifier. Student 4 proofs and perfects the sentence. Share
sentences with the whole class.

6. Have each student bring in pictures of his or her family. In class,
have the students work to write captions in Spanish for each picture
describing the people in the pictures and what they are doing.
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7. Divide the class into groups. Assign roles to members of each group
(e.g., photographer and specific family members). Ask the
photographer to write commands telling the family members where to
stand in the picture, without sharing this information until it is time
for the group to pose for the photo. Each group presents their photo
to the class by following the photographer’s commands. Reassign
the roles to allow others to participate as the photographer and
different family members.

8. Tell your students that they are going to the movies with a friend
and they need to leave their mother a note on the refrigerator in
Spanish that explains the following:

• which movie theater they are going to

• which show they are seeing

• how much the movie ticket costs

• who they are going with

• when the movie starts

• when they will be home.

Give time in class for them to research and complete the refrigerator
note.

9. Have students work in groups. Post several four-foot sheets of
butcher paper or newsprint (one for each group) around the room.
Place a picture of your choice on each sheet of paper. Give each
group a different colored marker. Give the groups a set amount of
time to write as many Spanish words that describe the picture as
they can (based on your class’s Spanish vocabulary knowledge, you
may want to let them use a Spanish–English dictionary). When the
time is up, have the groups move to the next picture and add new
words to the ones already there. Continue until all groups have
worked on each picture. When students return to their seats, read
and discuss their words. (Optional: Have groups write a paragraph
in Spanish describing the pictures using the adjectives listed beneath
their original picture.)
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10. Have students create a Profile Paper. Ask each student write a list of
at least five personal characteristics (these could be physical
characteristics or relating to their personality) and a list of five life
goals. Have students translate their lists into Spanish. Use the
overhead projector to trace their profile on butcher paper. Have
students transfer their writing to their Profile Paper and add
drawings, using favorite colors and images.

11. Have students cut a picture of a person out of a magazine and attach
the picture to a piece of construction paper. Prepare a set of index
cards with a different adjective in Spanish on each card. Have the
students choose an index card with an adjective that describes the
person in their picture. Next have students write a sentence in
Spanish describing the person using the adjective on the index card.

12. Use your study of adjectives to teach your students the inaccuracy
of national stereotypes. Give students the following list of
adjectives:

punctual, tolerant, romantic, respectful, hard-working,
emotional, outgoing, nationalistic, well-dressed, humorous,
lazy, sophisticated, hospitable, talkative, sociable, serious,
quiet, formal, aggressive, polite, rude, arrogant, ignorant,
casual, and intelligent.

Ask them to find the equivalent terms in Spanish in their English–
Spanish dictionary. Teach the concept of stereotyping by asking
them to complete the following phrase:

All Americans are  .

Choose an adjective to complete the phrase. Hopefully, they will
determine that there are few words that could complete this phrase.
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Have the students write the following headings on a sheet of paper.

American Spanish British Japanese
sophisticatednationalistic serious

quiet

romantic

Ask them to work in groups to see if they can place at least two of
the adjectives under each of the headings. Follow by a discussion of
national stereotypes and how they can be harmful or helpful.

13. Introduce the vocabulary for pet (animal doméstico) in Spanish.
Provide each student with a picture of an animal from a magazine to
represent their “pet.” Ask students to write adjectives in Spanish to
describe their pet (e.g., color, texture, and size). Let them give their
pet a Spanish name and write five to 10 adjectives that apply to their
pet. Make a bulletin board of all the students’ pets and their
adjectives in Spanish.

14. Have students work in groups to write a book in Spanish. Have each
group develop an imaginary Spanish family, identifying family
members and names. As you present new vocabulary words to the
students, have them develop new chapters for the book. Suggest
that they build the book around the idea of “A Day in the Life
of … .” Have the students begin their story by having the mother
urging her children to hurry and get up as it is late. The family
greets one another and gets their clothing organized to begin the
day. The family gathers in la cocina (the kitchen) to eat. Add new
chapters to the book as the students’ vocabulary develops.
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15. Introduce names of clothing items in Spanish. Give students cut-out
pictures of a person. Have them label the following clothing items
in Spanish: blouse, shirt, T-shirt or undershirt, sweatshirt, jeans,
pants or shorts, skirt, dress, socks, tennis shoes, shoes, jacket, and
sweater. Have them fill in the ones they know and use a Spanish
dictionary to find the remaining ones. Ask them to identify and
write the Spanish plural for each of the clothing items that people
have two of, such as socks, shoes, and tennis shoes.

16. Play Simon Says to name clothing items in Spanish. Tell students
what clothing items to touch by beginning with “Simon dice tocar
tu … .” Sometimes touch the clothing item you named, other times
be tricky and touch a clothing item you did not name. If students
touch the wrong clothing item, they are out. If you say “tocar tu … .”
without prefacing it with “Simon dice” and students touch a clothing
item, they are also out of the game.

17. Have students draw a person or extraterrestrial creature and label
the clothing items in Spanish. Then have students describe the
appearance, qualities, and characteristics of the person or the
extraterrestrial creature.

18. Have students create a fictional person to draw and describe the
person in Spanish. Then have students complete a fictional passport
based on the fictional person which includes the person’s name,
country of birth, and profession. Extend the activity by describing
the fictional person’s appearance, personal qualities, and
characteristics.
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19. After studying the Spanish for colors and clothing, have students
make “un payaso” (a clown). Pass out one piece of black paper,
along with many smaller sheets of multi-colored construction
paper. Ask students to create a clown dressed in extremely bright
colors—the more detail, the better. Use the clowns to review and
discuss vocabulary for color, numbers, body parts, and clothing.
Have a student talk about his or her payaso in Spanish. For example,
“My clown has two red shoes, three green buttons, red hair, and a
yellow hat.” You can use the same activity to review the following
units:

• houses (flowers, trees, chimneys, doors, etc.)

• weather (four different types of weather on four
quarters of the paper)

• family (three or four family members, all sizes and
ages, including their clothing)

• rooms in a house (furniture in each room)

• town setting (different buildings or locations such as
the park, the library, etc.)

• classroom (school items including the students and
teacher).

20. Use pictures of people in magazines and have students describe the
clothing.

21. Play Ir pesca (Go Fish) in Spanish using a set of cards with pictures
of various pieces of clothing.
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22. Have students write a Summary Cinquain in Spanish about what
they have read or learned. Have them use the following formula.

Summary Cinquain Formula

• Line 1: one-word title—usually a noun

• Line 2: two-word description of the topic—usually two
adjectives

• Line 3: three words expressing an action connected with the
topic—usually the -ing form

• Line 4: four-word phrase showing some feeling for the topic

• Line 5: one-word synonym or restatement of the title or topic

23. Have students give Grab Bag People Talks. After researching a
person from a Spanish-speaking country, students select and put
some objects, used for retelling the person’s story, in a bag. They
pull out each object one by one, explaining how the object relates to
the person. You may wish to set the following requirements:

• six objects representing different parts of the person’s
life

• one paragraph about each object written on an index
card

• an appropriate bag for the story, such as a suitcase for
a character who moved around a lot or a sports bag
for an athlete, with at least one illustration attached
to the bag

• time limit of five to seven minutes and evidence of
having rehearsed the talk.

24. Put students into groups and assign each group a period in Spanish
history. Have them copy paintings and photographs out of books
and make a visual timeline—with pictures of writers next to
paintings or photographs from that time period.
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25. Have students create a tri-fold report on the life and works of a
famous Spanish artist. See organizational plan for students below.

Directions: Choose a Spanish artist whose life and work you would
like to research. Find at least five reference books or articles on the
artist. Some suggested references are books, encyclopedias,
newspaper and magazine articles, and Internet articles. See the
example below for correct placement of the eight components to
create a tri-fold report. Then read how to create each component
and fill in the accompanying graphic organizers to help plan your
report. Check off each requirement after you have completed it.

The following are some Spanish artists you may choose to research:
Pablo Picasso, El Greco, Diego Velazquez, Francisco de Zurbaran,
Bartolome Esteban Murillo, Francisco de Goya, Salvador Dali, Diego
Rivera, and Joan Miro.

1. Tri-Fold Report Title—Write in the artist’s
name using eye-catching and colorful letters.
Write your name below the artist’s name.

2. Timeline of Artist’s Life—Design a timeline of
the artist’s life that includes at least 15 events.
Use the graphic organizer on the following
page to organize information and place each
event in chronological order.
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As you do your research, fill out the following Graphic Organizer
for Timeline and Biography of the Artist. Use the information to
help you create a timeline and biography. List events in
chronological order before starting your timeline.

Graphic Organizer for
Timeline and Biography of Artist

Timeline/
Biography

for

Major Works
Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Artistic Periods (Styles)

Education

Marriage(s)

Date(s):

Spouse(s):

Birth

Death

Early Life

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:
Awards

Interesting Facts

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Children/Family
Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

When:

Where:

When:

Where:

How:

Personal Life Artistic Life
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3. Biography of the Artist—Use the graphic
organizer and timeline information to write a
biography of the artist. Write one paragraph
about his or her early life and one paragraph
about his or her personal life. Then write at
least two paragraphs about major events in the
artist’s life.

4. Reproduction of One of the Artist’s Major
Works—Choose one of the artist’s major works
and recreate it so it looks as much like the
original as possible. Write a paragraph
describing why this work was significant,
what medium the artist used to create it, and
when it was completed.

5. Create Your Own Artwork in the Artist’s
Style—Study the style of your artist and create
a new picture, keeping that style in mind.

6. Letter to the Artist—Use the graphic organizer
below to brainstorm things you like and
dislike about your artist’s style and work.
Then use these notes to help you write a letter
to your artist. Write one paragraph about what
you like and one paragraph about what you
do not like. As you examine the artist’s work,
think about his or her choice of colors, subject
matter, composition, and use of line, light,
shape, texture, and shading.

Graphic Organizer for Likes and Dislikes about the
Artist’s Work for a Letter to the Artist
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7. Interviewees’ Responses to the Artist’s
Artwork—Interview 10 people of different
ages. Show them a color copy that you chose
to reproduce of the major artwork of your
artist. Ask each person to describe the
artwork. Use the graphic organizer below to
summarize each person’s response in a
complete sentence.

Graphic Organizer for
Interviewees’ Responses to Artwork

Interviewee’s
Name Age Response

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

8. Bibliography—List at least five references in
alphabetical order by the author’s last name.
Follow the format assigned by your teacher.
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26. Have students write a word pyramid by giving them the following
directions:

• Select an initial from your name and place it on your
paper.

• Find of a three-letter word in Spanish that begins
with your letter and place it below your letter.

• Find a four-letter word in Spanish that begins with
your letter and place it below the three-letter word.

• Continue adding one letter at a time until you can
find no more Spanish words to list.

• Write a seven word sentence in which your four-
letter pyramid Spanish word occupies the fourth
position.

Suzy

S A N I D A D

S A L I R
S A C O

S A L
S

We should meet sábado at the fair.

S A C A R I N A
S A N I T A R I O

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. (salt)
2. (bag or sack)
3. (to leave)
4. (Saturday)
5. (health)
6. (saccharin)
7. (sanitary)
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27. Have students write Bio-Poems in Spanish. Ask students to answer
the following about themselves to form the Bio-Poem:

• 1st line—your first name only

• 2nd line—four traits that describe you

• 3rd line—son, daughter, brother, sister of …

• 4th line—lover of … (three people or ideas)

• 5th line—who feels … (three things)

• 6th line—who needs … (three things)

• 7th line—who gives … (three things)

• 8th line—who fears … (three things)

• 9th line—who would like to see … (three things)

• 10th line—resident of … (city, street, or state)

• 11th line—your last name only.

28. Collect children’s books (especially legends and folktales) written in
Spanish. Have the students work in groups to translate the stories.
Extend the activity by having the students practice until they are
proficient reading the stories in Spanish and then ask them read the
stories aloud in class. Another extension would be to have students
act out the stories and present them to younger students in the
school. Students could also work in groups to develop and write
their own Spanish folktales.
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29. Have students play Bingo with vocabulary words. Make a
transparency master of a large square divided into 25 equal squares.
Give each student a copy for a blank game board. Put the
vocabulary terms on the chalkboard or transparency. Ask students
to fill in the game board writing one term per square in any order.
Play a Bingo game by calling out the definitions or asking questions
for which the terms are answers. Ask students to put markers on the
terms that are the correct answers. Answers can be verified and
discussed after each definition or question. When a student gets five
markers in a row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally, have the
student shout out an agreed-upon word. Keep a record of the terms
used and continue to play another round.

30. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.
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Unit Assessment

Use the list below to write the correct Spanish word for each English word
representing a García family member.

la abuela
el abuelo
la hermana

el hermano
la mamá
el papá

la prima
el primo
la tía

el tío
yo

La familia García
(The García Family)

(grandmother) (grandfather)

(aunt) (uncle)(dad)(mom)

(brother) (sister) (I) (cousin, female)(cousin, male)

1. 2.

3. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 10. 11.9.
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Match each Spanish word with the correct English word.

______ 12. la esposa

______ 13. la familia

______ 14. la hermana

______ 15. la hija

______ 16. la madre

______ 17. el primo

______ 18. la sobrina

______ 19. el sobrino

A. cousin, male

B. daughter

C. family

D. mother

E. nephew

F. niece

G. sister

H. wife
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Use the list of adjectives in Spanish below to find the English adjective in
parentheses. The spelling of these particular adjectives do not change from
masculine to feminine. Fill in the blanks with the proper form of the adjective in
parentheses.

impaciente
inteligente
interesante

joven
paciente

popular
responsable

20. (intelligent) Tomás es  .

21. (young) Lola es  .

22. (responsible) Ria es  .

23. (popular) Santiago es  .

24 (interesting) La clase de historia es muy  .

25. (patient) La chica es  .

26. (impatient) Elena es  .
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 337)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 338)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 339)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 340)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 341)

1. Cierto
2. Falso
3. Falso
4. Cierto
5. Falso
6. Cierto
7. Cierto
8. Cierto
9. Falso

10. Falso

Práctica (Practice) (p. 342)

1. hermano
2. padre
3. prima
4. tía
5. abuelos
6. tío
7. hermana
8. abuela
9. bisabuelos

10. madre

Práctica (Practice) (p. 344)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 345)

1. Carlos es el hijo de Alberto.
Alberto es el padre de Carlos.

2. Luz es la hija de Ana y José.
Es la esposa de Antonio.
Es la madre de Pablo y Pilar.
Es la hermana de Alberto

3. Son primos or
Carlos es el primo de Pablo.
Pablo es el primo de Carlos.

4. Se llaman Rosa y Alberto.
5. Rosa es la tía de Pilar.

Pilar es la sobrina de Rosa.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 346)

1. el hermano
2. la hija
3. la familia
4. el padre
5. la madre
6. la hermana
7. el hijo

Práctica (Practice) (p. 347)

1. el primo
2. la prima
3. la sobrina
4. el sobrino
5. el esposo
6. la esposa

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 351-352)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 354)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 355)

Answers will vary.
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 356)

1. guapo
2. rubia
3. serio
4. popular
5. simpático
6. aburrida
7. antipática
8. pelirroja
9. feo

10. inteligente
11. gordo
12. romántica

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 358-359)

1. bajas
2. listos
3. pacientes
4. morenos
5. aburridas
6. serio
7. popular
8. cómicas

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 360-361)

1. Catalina es bonita.
2. Gloria y Claudia son rubias.
3. Inés es delgada.
4. Marco es simpático.
5. Paula es joven.
6. Enrique y Lourdes son

impacientes.
7. Omar es responsable.
8. La profesora de inglés es divertida.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 362)

1. morena or pelirroja
2. guapo
3. aburrida
4. antipático
5. baja
6. delgada
7. perezoso

8. alto
9. impaciente

10. Answers will vary.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 363-364)

Drawings will vary but should
include the following:

1. María—blonde (fair-haired), thin,
tall, and pretty.

2. Isabel—brunette (dark-haired), tall,
fat, and smart.

3. Paco—brunet (dark-haired), short,
fat, and serious.

4. Rafael—blond (fair-haired),
handsome, thin, and short

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 366-367)

Oral practice
1.-3. Answers will vary.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 368)

1. la chaqueta
2. la blusa
3. los jeans
4. los calcetines
5. los tenis
6. la camisa
7. los pantalones
8. los zapatos

Práctica (Practice) (p. 371)

Oral practice
1.-3. Answers will vary.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 372)

1. morado
2. marrón
3. anaranjado
4. azul
5. amarillo
6. verde
7. rojo
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Keys

8. rosado
9. blanco

10. negro
11. gris

Práctica (Practice) (p. 374)

1. E
2. G
3. F
4. B
5. H
6. I
7. A
8. J
9. D

10. C

Práctica (Practice) (p. 375)

1. el abuelo
2. el hijo
3. el nieto
4. la bisabuela
5. el bisabuelo
6. la abuela
7. la nieta
8. el suegro
9. el sobrino

10. el tío
11. el esposo
12. la esposa
13. la madre
14. el hijastro

Práctica (Practice) (p. 376)

1. M
2. L
3. E
4. A
5. D
6. F
7. B
8. G
9. C

10. J
11. K
12. I
13. False

14. False
15. True
16. True
17. True

Unit Assessment (pp. 135-137TG)

1. la abuela
2. el abuelo
3. la mamá
4. el papá
5. la tía
6. el tío
7. el hermano
8. la hermana
9. yo

10. el primo
11. la prima
12. H
13. C
14. G
15. B
16. D
17. A
18. F
19. E
20. inteligente
21. joven
22. responsable
23. popular
24. interesante
25. paciente
26. impaciente
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Unit 7: Asking Questions and Getting Information

This unit emphasizes the -er and -ir verbs, the expression of the verb tener,
the expression called tener que, how to ask questions, and how to exchange
information. The unit also uses and reviews -ar verbs.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Exchange information necessary to plan events or
activities (e.g., picnics, birthday parties, science projects,
and crafts). (FL.A.1.2.2)

• Use repetition, rephrasing, and gestures effectively to
assist in communicating spoken messages. (FL.A.1.3.4)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities). (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

Culture

• Recognize various familiar objects and norms of the
target culture (e.g., toys, dresses, and typical foods).
(FL.B.1.1.3)
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Connections

• Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify familiar
objects and concepts from other disciplines. (FL.C.1.1.1)

Comparisons

• Know examples of word borrowing from one language
to another. (FL.D.1.1.1)

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

• Know the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreation, celebration, holidays, customs, and the
patterns of behavior of the local culture. (FL.D.2.1.1)

• Distinguish the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreations, holidays, celebrations and the patterns of
behavior of the local culture. (FL.D.2.2.1)

Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Play Simon Says using commands students have learned in Spanish
(e.g., touch your nose, clap your hands, count to five, etc.). Review
the commands with the class and then play Simon Says. Have one
student tell the other students what to do by beginning with “Simon
dice” followed with one of the commands. If the student says a
command without prefacing it with “Simon dice” and students
perform the command, they are out.
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2. Play a “Simon dice” (Simon Says) board game. Make copies of the
board game on the following page. Have students work in groups
of four or five members and write commands in Spanish on the
board in the empty spaces. Ask groups to exchange their board
game with another group. Students then take turns using the other
group’s board game. Moves are based on the toss of a coin:

• heads—move two spaces

• tails—move one space.

The student must correctly perform the command written in
Spanish in the space he or she lands. The first member of each
group to finish wins the game.
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Start

Fi
ni
sh

“Simon dice” Board Game
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3. Have students listen as you give commands in Spanish and act them
out. Ask students to respond by moving the way you move. Next
have students give commands to each other.

4. Have students close their eyes and respond to commands in Spanish
such as stand, walk, jump, look, sit, turn, raise your hand, lie down,
run, bark, throw, read, drink, etc.

5. Tell a story in Spanish which uses a lot of commands. Have students
act out the commands in the story. Tell the story several times,
changing it slightly each time. Include students’ names in the story
as it is told. Have the students draw the story as you draw it on the
overhead. Have the students write the story in a journal as you
write the story on an overhead. Continue with activities such as fill
in the blank, true-false, and questions about the story. Have
students write the story from the drawing to assess comprehension
and to stimulate thinking in Spanish.

6. Ask students to write directions in Spanish for how to perform a
physical exercise or physical activity. Require revisions until the
directions are clear and complete. Assign students various
audiences for their directions, then roleplay each audience. For
example, ask a student to write directions for a tourist from another
country or for a small child. Students who attempt to follow the
directions would then roleplay the tourist and the child.

Variation: Have students write instructions in Spanish for how to
solve a problem or perform a skill they just learned.

7. Prepare sentences concentrating on the grammar or vocabulary you
have been studying. Cut up each sentence and place each scrambled
sentence on tables at the front of the class. Arrange the students into
teams, with each team standing behind a line or marker. One at a
time, have students run to their table and correctly arrange the
words of one of the sentences. They are then to run back and tag the
next member of their team. The first team to correctly arrange all of
their sentences is the winner.

8. Have students work in pairs. Give each pair a spinning top. One
student says as many Spanish words as he or she can before the top
stops spinning. The partner counts. The student who says the most
words wins. Let the winners compete in class-wide spin-offs.
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9. Divide the class into two groups. Put two chairs at the front of the
room facing the class. The chairs should be directly in front of the
board. Explain to the groups that you will be writing some Spanish
phrases on the board, and one team member from each group will
sit in the chairs at the front of the room with their backs to the
board. Their teammates will be able to read what is written there,
but the two students with their backs to the board will not. The goal
will be for each team in turn to try to explain to their team members
what is written on the board without actually saying any of the
words or parts of the words in either Spanish or English. Each team
will have a given amount of time (about 30 seconds) to talk to their
teammate.

After the time is up, if the teammate cannot guess what is on the
board, the other team is given the same amount of time to talk to
their teammate (who has been listening to the other team’s
discussion). This goes back and forth until one of the team members
correctly guesses the complete phrase. The team gets a point, and
the students with their backs to the board change places with other
member of their team.

10. Have students divide a sheet of paper into three vertical columns. In
the first column, students will write the names of all of their
classmates. For the second column, challenge the students to write a
noun in Spanish beginning with the same letter as the classmate’s
name. For the third column, have them place a verb in Spanish
beginning with the same letter. Continue until all are completed.

11. Have your students each choose two to three verbs to illustrate on
separate pages. The illustrations must be neat and colorful. At the
bottom of the pages, ask the students to write a simple sentence in
Spanish stating what the picture illustrates. Laminate the pages and
compile them into a book to present to younger students. Have a
committee of students assemble the book, which will include
creating an attractive cover page and author acknowledgment
pages. Have another committee draft a letter of presentation to the
class chosen to receive the book. If possible, have a third committee
deliver the book.
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12. Have students write a five line Concrete BioPoem about themselves
using the following formula.

• line 1: your first name

• line 2: two adjectives that describe you

• line 3: three activities you enjoy

• line 4: what you want to be

• line 5: your last name

Ask students to choose a shape that is important to them (e.g.,
football, flower, car, or heart) and write the poem inside the shape
or around the edges.

13. Have students play Baseball with vocabulary words and verb
conjugations. Divide the class into two teams. Push desks to the
side. Tell the students where first, second, third, and home plate
are. The students take turns “at bat.” Give them a vocabulary word
either in Spanish or its English translation. They are to respond
with the correct form in the opposite language. If they get it right,
they advance to first base. Make this task more competitive by
asking harder questions and giving them more weight—resulting
in a double or a triple.
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14. Have students use the final scene of a movie rated G (general
audience—all ages permitted) to generate grammar review
questions and explanations. The final scene of any movie is full of
information. For example, in Westerns, the final scene contains
information about what is happening and why. With permission,
bring in only the last scene of an old G-rated Western. (Do not use
content containing negative stereotypical portrayals of any race,
religion, gender, or ethnicity.) Ask students various questions in
Spanish concerning the scene:

• What is happening?

• Why is the cowboy riding into the sunset?

• What is causing him to leave?

• Where is he going to ride?

Have students respond in Spanish. (Optional: Ask students to draw
images from the final scene of their favorite G-rated movies. Have
students work in pairs and explain to each other in Spanish what is
happening and why.)

15. Prepare several slips of paper with simple subject and simple verb
sentences (e.g., “The child laughed”) in Spanish.

• Divide the class into four teams.

• One member chooses a slip of paper with the
sentence written on it. He or she then states up to five
adjectives that describe the subject.
Example: small, young, cute, or sweet to describe
“child.”

• The team then tries to guess the subject. If they are
correct, the team scores one point.

• The clue-giver than states up to five adverbs that
describe the verb.
Example: happily, joyfully, gleefully, or humorously to
describe “laughed.”
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• If the team guesses correctly, they earn three points. If
the team misses either the subject or the verb, the next
team has an opportunity to steal points by having one
of their members give one clue.

The player is disqualified if he or she gives a noun instead of an
adjective, gives a verb instead of an adverb, or says the word in
English rather than Spanish.

16. Give your students practice speaking Spanish using some of the
following ideas:

• From your local newspapers, find two articles with two
different viewpoints about a particular topic. Give one half
of the class one article and the other half of the class the
other article. Ask the students to prepare a Spanish
response to their article. Present the responses and discuss.

• When a student gives an oral presentation, ask the rest of
the class to summarize that student’s presentation in
writing.

• Have students work in pairs. Give one student in each pair
five minutes to discuss a topic that you have been studying
in Spanish. The second student must paraphrase what he
or she heard beginning with the words, “What I heard you
say is … .” Then reverse the process.

17. Have one student stand up and start a debate or discussion on a
teacher-generated topic about a current Spanish topic. The student
can outline an opinion or write it on the board. Then select the next
person to write or speak until all students have had a chance.

18. Hold a discussion about a topic of interest to most of the students.
Give each student three minutes to state his or her views in Spanish.
Set guidelines—no interrupting, no talking outside of the discussion.
Afterwards, evaluate the class discussion, first pointing out any
positive aspects of the discussion.
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19. Play the $100,000 Pyramid. Have students work in pairs. Students
give descriptive sentences in Spanish to help their partner guess the
correct vocabulary word.

20. Play Wheel of Fortune. Create a wheel and spinner with desired
markings. Form teams and have students guess letters to correctly
complete phrases or vocabulary words.

Variation: Play Hangman with Spanish phrases or vocabulary words.

21. Review concepts of the unit through a silent Jeopardy activity. Select
10 categories of topics (five for the first round and five for the
second round). Have each student divide a piece of paper into two
values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for the first round and 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 for the
second round. Randomly read questions from any topic and ask
students to silently write the answers on the divided paper. After a
set time, do a final Jeopardy question and allow students to wager
from 0-10 points. Check papers and tally the scores.

22. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.
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Unit Assessment

Match each Spanish word with the correct picture. Write the letter on the line
provided.

______ 1. abrir

______ 2. aprender

______ 3. beber

______ 4. comer

______ 5. dividir

______ 6. escribir

______ 7. querer

______ 8. subir

______ 9. ver

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

I want a
balloon.
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Match each Spanish sentence with the correct English translation. Write the
letter on the line provided.

______ 10. ¿Adónde vas?

______ 11. Buscas tu cuaderno.

______ 12. ¿Cuándo estudias?

______ 13. ¿Estudia él mucho?

______ 14. ¿Qué estudian ellos?

______ 15. Tienes un libro.

A. Does he study a lot?

B. What are they
studying?

C. When do you study?

D. Where are you going?

E. You are looking for
your notebook.

F. You have a book.
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 402)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 403)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 404)

1. comemos
2. aprende
3. vendo
4. bebe
5. comprende
6. corren
7. lees
8. responden

Práctica (Practice) (p. 405)

1. C
2. A
3. E
4. D
5. F
6. B

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 406-407)

1. come
2. comemos
3. como
4. comen
5. comes

6.-10. Correct answers will be
determined by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 411)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 412)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 413)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 414)

1. veo
2. ve
3. vemos
4. ven
5. ves

6.-10. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 415)

1. quiero
2. quiere
3. queremos
4. quieres
5. quieren

6.-10. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 416)

1. sé
2. sabe
3. sabemos
4. sabes
5. saben

6.-10. Correct answers will be determined
by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 417)

1. nosotros
2. él, ella, usted
3. yo
4. ellos, ellas, ustedes
5. yo
6. tú
7. ellos, ellas, ustedes
8. tú
9. él, ella, usted

10. ellos, ellas, ustedes
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 420)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 421)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 422)

1. E
2. A
3. D
4. C
5. F
6. B

Práctica (Practice) (p. 423)

1. abren
2. abro
3. abre
4. abrimos
5. abres

6.-10. Correct answers will be
determined by the teacher.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 424)

1. C
2. E
3. H
4. F
5. A
6. B
7. G
8. D

Práctica (Practice) (p. 426)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 427)

1. tenemos
2. tiene
3. tengo
4. tiene
5. tiene
6. tienes
7. tienen
8. tiene

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 428-429)

1. Nosotros tenemos un cuaderno.
2. Ellos tienen un bolígrafo.
3. Tú tienes tres reglas.
4. Yo tengo un diccionario.
5. Ella no tiene una mochila.
6. La clase tiene dos estantes.
7. Ustedes tienen un mapa.
8. Él tiene una computadora.
9. La profesora no tiene una

calculadora.
10. Mis amigos tienen unos radios.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 431)

1. Paco tiene que buscar un libro.
2. Tenemos que practicar.
3. Tienen que visitar la abuela.
4. Tengo que hablar español.
5. Ana y Pilar tienen que trabajar el

sábado.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 433-434)

1. ¿Tienes una computadora?
2. ¿Tienen ellos unos bolígrafos?
3. ¿Viajan ustedes por México?
4. ¿Trabaja ella mucho?
5. ¿Tengo que estudiar?
6. ¿Saca papá fotos?
7. ¿Gana él mucho dinero?
8. ¿Practicamos la guitarra?
9. ¿Sabes jugar al fútbol?

10. ¿Quieres mirar la televisión?
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 436)

1. Qué
2. Adónde
3. A qué hora
4. Cómo
5. Por qué

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 437-438)

1. come
2. comemos
3. quieres
4. como
5. quieren
6. F
7. A
8. B
9. C

10. H
11. G
12. D
13. E
14. C
15. B
16. D
17. A

Unit Assessment (pp. 153-154TG)

1. F
2. E
3. A
4. C
5. B
6. I
7. H
8. D
9. G

10. D
11. E
12. C
13. A
14. B
15. F
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Unit 8: The House, Food, and Place Settings

This unit emphasizes rooms of a house, furnishings, a variety of foods,
place settings, and the use of the words this, that, these, and those.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Express likes and dislikes when asked simple questions
(e.g., about toys or other objects). (FL.A.1.1.1)

• Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the everyday
environment. (FL.A.1.2.1)

• Use repetition, rephrasing, and gestures effectively to
assist in communicating spoken messages. (FL.A.1.3.4)

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities). (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

• Describe important people (e.g., family members and
friends) and objects present in his or her everyday
environment and in school. (FL.A.3.2.1)

Culture

• Recognize patterns of social behavior or social
interaction in various settings (e.g., school, family, or
immediate community). (FL.B.1.1.2)
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• Recognize various familiar objects and norms of the
target culture (e.g., toys, dresses, and typical foods).
(FL.B.1.1.3)

Connections

• Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify familiar
objects and concepts from other disciplines. (FL.C.1.1.1)

Comparisons

• Know examples of word borrowing from one language to
another. (FL.D.1.1.1)

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)

• Identify examples and understand the significance of
true and false cognates (i.e., words derived from a
common original form). (FL.D.1.2.1)

• Recognize the similarities and differences between his or
her native language and the target language in terms of
the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms of written
expression. (FL.D.1.2.2)

• Know the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreation, celebration, holidays, customs, and the
patterns of behavior of the local culture. (FL.D.2.1.1)

• Recognize that there are similarities and differences
between objects from the target culture and objects from
the local culture (e.g., inside dwellings). (FL.D.2.1.2)

• Recognize that there are similarities and differences
between objects from the target culture and objects from
the local culture (e.g., inside dwellings). (FL.D.2.2.1)
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Suggestions for Enrichment

1. Ask students to draw a diagram of the
inside of a house, labeling each room and
the furniture in Spanish. Have students
design one room to be very unusual with
atypical items (e.g., el elefante está en el
armario or hay una palma en la cama).
Without showing their diagrams to other
students, have pairs of students work
together. Ask one student to describe his
or her room to the other student while
that student draws what his or her
partner describes. Upon finishing the
description and the drawing, the speakers then compare their
partner’s drawing with their own original diagram. Have students
reverse roles and then display the unusual rooms in the classroom.

2. Have the students work in groups and decorate the classroom to
create a department store. Each group will be assigned a
department for which they will make items (from construction
paper or magazine pictures). Have them label the items in Spanish
and give the prices in Spanish currency. (See Unit 1 for a list of
countries and the currency each country uses.) Include women’s
wear, sporting goods, toys, small appliances, and furniture
departments. Divide the students into new groups to present skits
in Spanish according to teacher-generated situations. For instance,
“newlyweds shop for furniture and end up in their first
disagreement over a sofa.” Give the students one day to prepare
their skits prior to presenting them to the class.

3. Have students bring in clean, empty boxes, cans, and bags of food
items. Have students classify items as latas, bolsas, botes, cajas,
comidas congeladas, carnes, etc. Have students set up una tienda de
abarrotes (grocery store) somewhere in the classroom. Have each
student prepare a list of grocery items that is to be exchanged with
other students. Once the lists are completed and collected, the
teacher divides the class into dependientes y clientes. The clientes
receive their shopping lists from the teachers and they go shopping,
asking for help from the dependientes. The teacher monitors the
activity and evaluates students’ participation and interaction using

el elefante está en el armario
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appropriate conversation in Spanish. Once the items are collected
the teacher compares the list to the items in the basket to rate
competency. Students then switch roles.

4. Discuss what typical lunches are like in the United States, then give
examples of typical Spanish lunches, introducing the new
vocabulary by writing the new words on the board or overhead
projector and asking the students to copy them. Have the students
work in groups to construct a mini-poster of a typical Spanish lunch,
labeling the pictures with the correct Spanish words. Then ask the
students to write three to five sentences in Spanish describing the
poster. Share the sentences with the class. This activity could be
extended by having the students participate in skits or dialogues
while using the new vocabulary.

5. Have students work in groups to create a commercial (audio or
video) or an advertising poster for a Spanish food. The work must
all be done in Spanish.

6. Ask students to make a list of foods or flavors that come to us from
the Spanish-speaking areas of the world. Ask them to bring in a
recipe from a Spanish or Mexican cookbook. Have them work in
groups to research a specific recipe and complete the following
assignment: List the cooking terms in the recipe. List the ingredients
of the dish. Write all the action words in the recipe. When the
groups have completed this portion of the assignment, have them
follow up by choosing one of the following activities:

• Illustrate the steps of the recipe in comic strip form.
Be sure to include captions written in Spanish. The
comic strip must contain at least 10 panels, each with
an illustration and a caption.

• Make a videotape of a cooking show segment in
which you summarize in Spanish one of the recipes.

• Invent a new pan-hispanic dish in which you combine
tortillas with two or more other flavors or ingredients
that come to us from a Spanish-speaking area of the
world. You must write the recipe in Spanish,
following general recipe format.
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7. Have students create a classroom recipe book that includes their
favorite Spanish, Mexican, or Latin American recipes, adding
recipes throughout the term.

8. Bring in the food ads from a Spanish-language newspaper. Have the
students look through them and make a list of all the items that are
unfamiliar to them. Have them research the unknown foods and
make posters describing them.

9. Bring in advertisements for food. Have students list 10 sentences
from the advertisement. Translate the sentences into Spanish. Now
have the students exchange lists and write next to each sentence
whether they think it is a fact or an opinion. Have students choose
any three of the statements and explain their reasoning.

10. Have students work in groups to search for (either in books or on
the web) and print a recipe from a certain category. Give each group
an index card with one of the following categories: postres y bebidas,
carnes, salsas, huevos, verduras, sopas. Have each group carefully read
their recipe and compile a list of ingredients, measuring terms, and
key words for directions. List the terms on a poster in the class
(using a different color marker for each group) and have students
search cookbooks and references for their meaning. Post English
meanings next to the Spanish.

11. Have students watch television for an hour on a Saturday morning
and list all the food that is advertised. Have them bring their list to
class and use a Spanish-English dictionary to translate all the foods
listed into Spanish words.

12. Have students collect menus from local restaurants that serve foods
from various Spanish-speaking countries. Have the students use the
menus to plan three meals and illustrate each meal on a chart. Using
the illustrated meal charts, have students determine which meal is
the most nutritious and explain.
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13. Bring in samples of foods or ingredients from various Spanish
countries (e.g., jicamas, tomatillos, jalapeños). Arrange the food at
several tasting stations. Using the chart below, ask students to taste
and rate each item on a scale of 1 (least desirable) to 10 (most
desirable). Discuss.

1.

2.

3.

4. 

5.

Item Rating (1 – 10) Comments

jicama

tomatillo

jalapeño 2 hot, burned my tongue

9 sweet, nutty flavor

7 tasted a little like
lemons and apples

14. Bring in food items such as M&Ms, potato chips, marshmallows,
and pickle slices. Divide the class into as many groups as you have
food items. On a given signal, have groups brainstorm as many
adjectives in Spanish as they can to describe that food item, then
signal again and pass the item until all items have rotated to all
groups. The group with the most creative descriptors for the item
wins.

15. After researching Spanish or Mexican food, have students work in
teams to create restaurant menus. Have students include prices in
pesos or Euros and convert the currencies into U.S. dollars. When
the menus are completed, have students roleplay ordering food
from their teammates playing waiters or waitresses.

16. Place students in groups to prepare reports on different aspects of
Spanish culture. Have each group research one of the following
categories: daily life, mealtimes, recreation, holidays, music, and
famous people. Let the students present their findings to the class
by a skit, a poster, or oral reports.

17. Have students research a famous Spaniard or Spanish-American
and write an article about him or her, or, using the information,
conduct a fictitious interview in Spanish with the person.
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18. Pick a controversial topic of interest; for instance, “The United States
should open its borders to anyone from Mexico who would like to
enter.” Ask the students to pick a side and look for information
supporting their view. List the arguments on both sides of the
issues. Draw an imaginary line on the floor, with one end
representing “for” and the other “against.” Ask students literally to
“take a stand” on the line where they feel they belong; depending
on the strength of their belief. (If all students stand on one side, play
“devil’s advocate” and stand on the other side). When everyone is
standing along the line, open a debate with spokespersons on each
side. The goal is to have the students move closer to one point of
view. At the end, students may stand anywhere but in the
“undecided” middle position. After students are seated, have them
write their views on the issue in an editorial.

19. Set up an inner circle and an outer circle of chairs. Have students in
the inner circle debate a Spanish-related issue for 10 minutes. Then
have students in the outer circle respond to what they have heard.

20. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.
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Unit Assessment

Use the list and numbers in the diagram below to identify the following
rooms in the floor plan.

el baño
la cocina
el comedor

el dormitorio
el pasillo
el patio

el ropero
la sala
el zaguán

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1.

2.

4.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Match the furnishings in Spanish with the correct English word. Write the
letter on the line provided.

______ 10. el cuadro

______ 11. la estufa

______ 12. el sillón

______ 13. el sofá

______ 14. el televisor

______ 15. la alfombra

______ 16. la cama

______ 17. la mesa

______ 18. la nevera or el refrigerador

A. armchair

B. bed

C. couch

D. painting

E. stove

F. refrigerator

G. rug

H. table

I. television set

20
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Use the list below to correctly answer the following in Spanish.

el agua
la cuchara
la fruta

la hamburguesa
el helado
los huevos

la leche
la servilleta

19. What food do you eat out of a cone and is a dessert?

20. This drink comes from a cow, is white, and has lots of calcium.

21. What food do you order from a fast food restaurant and many times

eat with french fries? 

22. What food does a chicken lay that you can eat boiled, fried, or

scrambled? 

23. Into what group of foods do apples, oranges, and bananas fall?

24. We should all have eight glasses a day of this drink, which is found

in rivers and rain. 

25. What do you use to eat your soup? 

26. What do you use to wipe your mouth with while eating?
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Use the lists and the diagram of a room below to tell what the teacher sees
in Spanish.

     this, that, and those

aquel
aquella

                 nouns

estante
mesa

Modelo (Model): door

Veo esta puerta. I see this door.

mesa
(table)

papeles
(papers)

ventana
(window)

estante
(bookcase)

teacher

puerta
(door)

27. table

___________________________________________________________

28. bookcase

___________________________________________________________

29. window

___________________________________________________________

30. papers

___________________________________________________________

esos
esta

papeles
ventana
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 458)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 459)

1. el dormitorio
2. la cocina
3. el ropero
4. el comedor
5. el baño
6. el zaguán
7. el patio
8. la sala
9. el pasillo

Práctica (Practice) (p. 462)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 463)

1. la estufa
2. la cama
3. el cuadro
4. la mesa
5. el televisor
6. la nevera
7. el sillón
8. la alfombra
9. el sofá

Práctica (Practice) (p. 464)

1. a
2. c
3. a
4. c
5. a; b
6. b

Práctica (Practice) (p. 467)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 468)

1. F
2. D
3. B
4. E
5. A
6. C

Práctica (Practice) (p. 470)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 471)

1. el jamón; los huevos
2. el pescado
3. la hamburguesa; las papas fritas
4. las papas
5. la carne de res
6. el pollo
7. la ensalada
8. las legumbres

Práctica (Practice) (p. 473)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 474-475)

1. Hay un queso, un jamón, y una
ensalada

2. Hay un pollo, una sopa, y unas
papas.

3. Hay un pescado, arroz, y unas
legumbres.

4. Hay un helado y agua.
5. Hay unos huevos y unas frutas.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 476-477)

Answers will vary but should
include the following:
Me gusta or no me gusta before any
singular noun.
Me gustan or no me gustan before
any plural noun.
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 479)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 480-481)

1. No hay un vaso.
2. No hay una servilleta.
3. No hay una cuchara.
4. No hay una taza.
5. No hay un plato.
6. No hay un tenedor.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 485-487)

1. Ve aquel estante.
2. Ve esos papeles.
3. Ve esa ventana.
4. Ve este pupitre.
5. Ve esos estudiantes.
6. Ve esta mesa.
7. Ve aquella computadora.
8. Ve ese profesor.
9. Ve aquellos lápices.

10. Ve aquel libro.

Práctica (Practice) (p. 488)

1. A
2. D
3. B
4. F
5. I
6. C
7. E
8. G
9. H

10. painting
11. stove
12. couch
13. bed
14. table

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 489-490)

1. F
2. C
3. A
4. E
5. B
6. D
7. a
8. c
9. b

10. b
11. a
12. c

Unit Assessment (pp. 167-170TG)

1. el ropero
2. el dormitorio
3. la sala
4. el baño
5. el patio
6. la cocina
7. el comedor
8. el pasillo
9. el zaguán

10. D
11. E
12. A
13. C
14. I
15. G
16. B
17. H
18. F
19. el helado
20. la leche
21. la hamburguesa
22. los huevos
23. la fruta
24. el agua
25. la cuchara
26. la servilleta
27. Veo esta mesa.
28. Veo aquel estante.
29. Veo aquella ventana.
30. Veo esos papeles.
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Unit 9: Present Progressive and Direct Object
Pronouns

This unit emphasizes the present progressive tense and direct object
pronouns.

Unit Focus

Communication

• Restate and rephrase simple information from materials
presented orally, visually, and graphically in class.
(FL.A.2.1.2)

• Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities). (FL.A.2.1.3)

• Comprehend and respond to oral messages (e.g.,
personal anecdotes or narratives) based on familiar
themes and vocabulary. (FL.A.2.2.5)

• Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects present
in his or her everyday environment, or common school
and home activities). (FL.A.3.1.1)

• Describe important people (e.g., family members and
friends) and objects present in his or her everyday
environment and in school. (FL.A.3.2.1)

Comparisons

• Know examples of word borrowing from one language
to another. (FL.D.1.1.1)

• Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the target
language. (FL.D.1.1.2)
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• Identify examples and understand the significance of
true and false cognates (i.e., words derived from a
common original form). (FL.D.1.2.1)

• Recognize the similarities and differences between his or
her native language and the target language in terms of
the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms of written
expression. (FL.D.1.2.2)

Suggestions for Enrichment

1. A good way to have students practice the present tense is to use a
Life Now circle. Distribute sheets of papers to students with one
circle drawn on them. The circle should be labeled Life Now and
have Me written in the center. Ask students to write in Spanish the
names of friends, hobbies, places, and relationships they have with
others. Have students work in pairs and explain their diagrams to
each other in Spanish.

Life Now

Me

2. Hold a Sentence Auction. Have the class work to groups of three or
four students. The objective of the game is to buy as many correct
sentences as possible. Each group will have $3,000 to spend. Bids
begin at $200. Bids increase by $100 each bid. The sentence will be
sold to the highest bidder. The winner of the game is the group that
has bought the most correct sentences. Once the game has finished,
go through each sentence saying whether it is correct or incorrect.

3. Provide extra practice for students to listen to Spanish. Choose a
sample for listening (e.g., a spoken or musical tape) that highlights
some element of Spanish that you have been teaching. During the
listening task students will be asked to listen for one specific
element only. The listening task can range from names, animals,
colors, verbs, nouns, lexical sets or small expressions, questions and
answers, or words beginning with a certain letter. Before beginning
the tape, tell students the topic of the tape and ask them what
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Spanish words they might expect to hear on the tape. Write their
answers on the board. For example, a tape about an airplane might
include the words for airport, travel, flying, or weather. After
playing the tape, have students share what they heard and compare
it to their original list.

4. Bring to class a recording of a Spanish song. Choose a song that is
easy to understand and somewhat enjoyable. Have students work in
groups of four to five and ask them to translate the lyrics into
English. When they feel they have translated it, have them write the
words on paper and practice singing the song in English. Have the
groups stand up as a whole and sing along with the recording.

5. Play Concentration. Place cards with pairs of vocabulary words
English-Spanish or Spanish-English face down. Have students
match words by remembering the location of the cards that have
been revealed. Each player is allowed to turn two cards face up. If
the cards match, the player removes them from the board, if not, the
player turns them face down again and loses the turn. Continue
until all cards are matched. The player or team with the most
matches wins the game.

6. Use the Flip It strategy. Show your students an interesting picture of
a person. Invite the students to describe in Spanish whatever they
see in the picture. Ask them to look beyond the picture and think
about what the person’s name is, where the scene might have taken
place, what the person’s favorite food, show, hobbies, and books
might be. Now have the students work in pairs. Give each pair a
laminated picture mounted on construction paper. Ask one student
in each pair to start a description of the picture in Spanish, using the
same strategy you demonstrated. After 10 seconds, say “Flip It” and
have the second student take over the description. After another 10
seconds, say “Flip It” again and the description reverts back to the
first student. Do this for as long as you want and then tell the
students to stop. Have one of the students describe the picture using
the details they related to each other during the Flip It.

Variation: Use the Flip It format to review grammar points or a story
that you have just finished reading or at the end of a class period by
having the students say things that they learned in class that day.
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7. At the conclusion of the term, have your students write friendly
letters in Spanish of three to five paragraphs to next year’s students,
advising them regarding how to study, homework, class behavior,
teacher quirks, and anything else they feel is important. Proof the
letters for grammar and content and ask students to correct and
rewrite. Laminate the letters and place them in a book to share at the
beginning of the term for next year’s students.

8. List Spanish vocabulary words on 4” x 6” index cards. Make two
identical sets of vocabulary word cards. Tape the cards to the wall
board in alphabetical order, one set on the right and one set on the
left. Divide the class into two teams. Have one student from each
team approach and face the board, picking up a fly swatter you have
placed there. Call out the English version of one of the words. The
first student to successfully locate and swat the Spanish word wins a
point for their team. These two students sit down and the next two
students approach the board and face the vocabulary words.
Continue to play the game until all vocabulary words have been
called out. (Optional: Call out a verb and have students swat a form
of the verb.)

9. Make four large posterboard wheels. Divide each into fourths.
Complete the wheels by writing the following into the divisions:

• 1st wheel—adverb,
preposition, conjunction,
adjective

• 2nd wheel—proper,
possessive, common,
collective

• 3rd wheel—future, linking,
past, present

• 4th wheel—comma,
contraction, quotation marks,
prepositional phrase.

Laminate the wheels and attach a spinner to them. Have a student
come up and spin each wheel, then have students write a sentence in
Spanish that contains all of the selected grammatical elements. These
wheels may be used again and again.

ad
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Wheel #4Wheel #3

Wheel #2
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10. Make a set of classroom dice out of small blocks of wood; place a
sticky dot on each side. Determine the skill you want the students
to practice and write a word, symbol, etc., on each face. Some types
of dice might include types of sentences, punctuation marks,
affixes, and parts of speech. There are many uses for the dice:

• Roll a die and write the particular type of sentence
shown on the face (e.g., declarative, exclamatory,
imperative, interrogative).

• Mix a sentence die with a punctuation die and have
students create sentences using the two faces shown.

• Use a part of speech die in conjunction with
punctuation and sentence type die to create
sentences.

• Use an affix die and a set of cards
upon which are written base
words and root words. Have
students create a word from the
combination and use it in a
sentence. Score points for correct
spelling and usage.

11. Have students choose a picture of a person, place, thing, or idea and
answer the following in Spanish to create a word bank to use as a
reference in writing a cinquain.

• What colors do you see?

• What objects do you see?

• Which action words apply?

• Which descriptive words apply?

Ask students to use their list to help them write their cinquain if
they get stuck for ideas or words. Have students use the following
formula to write their cinquain.

Sentence Die
Punctuation Die

?
IN

TERROGATIV
E

!

D
E
C
L
A
R
A
T
IV

E

EXCLAMATORY
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Formula for a Cinquain

• line 1: one noun (subject of poem)

• line 2: two adjectives describing the noun

• line 3: three -ing words describing the noun

• line 4: one simile describing the noun

• line 5: one synonym for the noun

12. Have students choose two pieces of art and use the following
formula to create a poem in Spanish comparing two selected pieces
of artwork.

   

Comparison/Contrast Poem

title of work

description (word or phrase)

two colors

two colors

description (word or phrase)

title of work

type of work

description (word or phrase)

two shapes

two shapes

description (word or phrase)

type of work

© 2002 by permission of Viki D. Thompson Wylder
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13. Ask students to illustrate a Florida ecosystem. Then have them use
the following formula to create a poem in Spanish about their
chosen ecosystem.

Formula for a Florida Ecosystem Poem

• line 1: What is the name of your Florida ecosystem?

• line 2: Describe your ecosystem using your five senses:
What would you see, hear, smell, taste, feel
(touch) if you were there?

• line 3: How would being there make you feel (mood)?

• line 4: What plants and animals live there?

• line 5: Why is the ecosystem important?

                                                                                       © 2002 by permission of Fran Krautz

14. Have students create a diamente poem and a dichotomy diamente
poem in Spanish. Diamente is the Italian word for diamond. Both
finished poems will consist of seven lines and be shaped like a
diamond. The diamente poem presents an image of an object,
person, or idea. The dichotomy diamente poem starts out with one
theme and then begins to move toward an opposite theme.

Formula for a Diamente Poem

• line 1: one noun to name the subject

• line 2: two adjectives (describing words) to describe
the subject

• line 3: three -ing words about the subject

• line 4: four nouns about the subject

• line 5: three -ing words about the subject

• line 6: two adjectives to describe the subject

• line 7: one noun—a synonym of the subject
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Formula for a Dichotomy Diamente Poem

• line 1: one noun to name the first subject

• line 2: two adjectives to describe the first subject

• line 3: three -ing words about the first subject

• line 4: two nouns to describe the subject, then two
nouns to describe the second subject

• line 5: three -ing words to describe the second subject

• line 6: two adjectives to describe the second subject

• line 7: one noun—an antonym of the first subject

See the examples on the following page.
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15. Break students into groups and have students create a tune or a beat
to sing to a poem and then present their “song” or “rap” to the rest
of the class.

16. Have students write an “experimental” modernist poem in Spanish
using free verse about something important to them: a local team,
their friends, their dog, etc.

17. Have students select a statement about a teacher-generated topic.
Ask the groups to prepare a list of pros and cons pertaining to the
specific teacher-generated issue. Then ask students to devise and
conduct a concept inventory poll to asses the extent of agreement or
disagreement with each statement using the rating scale below.

+3 = strongly agree (SA)
+2 = tend to agree (A)

0 = undecided (U)
-2 = disagree (D)
-3 = strongly disagree (SD)

Have students sit in a circle with two chairs in the center for a pro
and a con representative to sit in. Only the students in these chairs
may contribute to the discussion. A student wishing to sit in one of
the debate chairs may tap the debater; if the debater wishes to
relinquish the seat, he or she may return to the circle. After the
argument has continued for a set time, have students exchange
chairs and debate the other side of the issue. Allow the discussion to
continue until no additional benefit appears to be derived.

After the issue has been thoroughly discussed, give the concept
inventory poll again and tally the scores to see if a significant
change in opinions occurred after the discussion. Then have
students critique the issue their group discussed, expressing how
their group handled the topic, listing pros and cons, stating their
own opinions and how they reached their conclusions, and giving
ideas about the benefits of using this type of analysis.

18. Have students use the Internet to research a topic related to the
Spanish-speaking world and build a case for or against a
controversial issue.
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19. Have groups discuss a topic from the unit. Ask each group to
choose a recorder to write down ideas and a second person to
summarize the discussion to the class.

20. Play Tic Tac Toe. Have students work in teams to answer teacher-
generated questions. To begin, teams decide to use either Xs or Os
for the game. If the team answers the question
correctly, they are allowed to place their
chosen marking on the grid. The first team
to get three of their marks in a row wins.

Variation: Instead of a drawn Tic Tac Toe
grid on the board, make a large Tic Tac
Toe board with masking tape on the
floor. Have team members stand or sit
in the square of his or her choice.
(Optional: Have students wear red or
blue sheets of construction paper with ribbons over their shoulders.)

21. Have students use Spanish vocabulary and definitions to create
crossword puzzles to trade with other students and to solve each
other’s puzzles.

22. Review the unit using a cooperative group Jeopardy activity. Divide
students into groups of two to five. Give each student a colored
marker and a piece of paper divided into a grid that matches the
number of topics and questions. Ask students to write answers to all
questions as they are asked, then circulate around the room to check
and award points. Ask students to keep their own scores.

23. See Appendices A, B, and C for other instructional strategies,
teaching suggestions, and accommodations.
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Unit Assessment

Use the list below to complete the following sentences with the correct form of
the verb estar. Some forms of the verb estar will be used more than once.

está
estamos
están

estás
estoy

1. Ella  bailando.

2. Ustedes  leyendo.

3. Yo  viviendo.

4. Ellos  corriendo.

5. Tú  comprendiendo.

6. Él  estudiando.

7. Usted  buscando.

8. María  respondiendo.

9. Pablo y Alberto  hablando.

10. Nosotros  cantando.
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Use the list below to rewrite the following sentences by replacing the direct
object noun with a direct object pronoun.

la
las

lo
los

Modelo (Model): Tengo los lápices. Los tengo.

11. Miran la televisión.

___________________________________________________________

12. Compro los regalos.

___________________________________________________________

13. Lee las revistas.

___________________________________________________________

14. Mis hermanos estudian el álgebra.

___________________________________________________________
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Keys

Práctica (Practice) (p. 512)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 513)

1. D
2. E
3. G
4. B
5. I
6. F
7. H
8. C
9. A

Práctica (Practice) (p. 516)

Oral practice

Práctica (Practice) (p. 517)

1. E
2. D
3. G
4. B
5. I
6. A
7. H
8. F
9. C

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 518-519)

1. están mirando
2. está aprendiendo
3. estamos comiendo
4. están vendiendo
5. está comprando
6. están visitando
7. está leyendo
8. estás bebiendo
9. está comprendiendo

10. estoy abriendo
11. está escribiendo
12. está nadando
13. están viviendo
14. está subiendo
15. estamos leyendo

Práctica (Practice) (p. 520)

1. 1
2. 1
3. 2
4. 1
5. 2
6. 1
7. 2
8. 2
9. 1

10. 2

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 521-522)

1. Pablo está buscando el diccionario.
2. Nosotros estamos corriendo en el

parque.
3. Ustedes están respondiendo a la

pregunta.
4. Tú estás hablando español.
5. Ellas están cantando bien.
6. Yo estoy estudiando mucho.
7. Ana está comprendiendo

perfectamente.
8. Ustedes no están viviendo en la

ciudad.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 525-527)

Part 1

1. Ella estudia las matemáticas.

2. Nosotros comemos los tacos.

3. Ustedes suben el bus.

4. Yo compro una bicicleta.

5. Ellos venden las casas.
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Keys

Part 2

1. Ella estudia las matemáticas. las

2. Nosotros comemos los tacos. los

3. Ustedes suben el bus. lo

4. Yo compro una bicicleta. la

5. Ellos venden las casas. las

Part 3

1. Ella las estudia.
2. Nosotros los comemos.
3. Ustedes lo suben.
4. Yo la compro.
5. Ellos las venden.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 528-529)

1. La miran.
2. Lo invitan.
3. Los compro.
4. La comprendemos.
5. Ana y Pilar la limpian.
6. Las lee.
7. Los comen.
8. Mis hermanos lo estudian.
9. No los tengo.

Práctica (Practice) (pp. 530-531)

1. C
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. D
6. E
7. C
8. D
9. están

10. está
11. estoy
12. estamos
13. estás
14. Ella lo lee.

15. Yo la visto.
16. Él los lee.
17. Ellos las venden.

Unit Assessment (pp. 185-186TG)

1. está
2. están
3. estoy
4. están
5. estás
6. está
7. está
8. está
9. están

10. estamos
11. La miran.
12. Los compro.
13. Las lee.
14. Mis hermanos lo estudian.
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Instructional Strategies

Classrooms include a diverse population of students. The educator’s
challenge is to structure the learning environment and instructional
material so that each student can benefit from his or her unique strengths.
Instructional strategies adapted from the Florida Curriculum Frameworks
are provided on the following pages as examples that you might use,
adapt, and refine to best meet the needs of your students and instructional
plans.

Cooperative Learning Strategies—to promote individual responsibility
and positive group interdependence for a given task while
communicating in the target language.

Jigsawing: each student becomes an “expert” on a topic and shares his
or her knowledge so eventually all group members know the content.

Divide students into groups and assign each group member a
numbered section or a part of the material being studied. Have each
student meet with the students from the other groups who have the
same number. Next, have these new groups study the material and
plan how to teach the material to members of their original groups.
Then have students return to their original groups and teach their
area of expertise to the other group members.

Corners: each student learns about a topic and shares that learning with
the class (similar to jigsawing).

Assign small groups of students to different corners of the room to
examine and discuss particular topics from various points of view.
Have corner teams discuss conclusions, determine the best way to
present their findings to the class, and practice their presentation.

Think, Pair, and Share: students develop their own ideas and build on
the ideas of other learners.

Have students reflect on a topic and then pair up to discuss, review,
and revise their ideas. Then have the students share their ideas with
the class.
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Debate: students participate in organized presentations of various
viewpoints using the target language.

Have students form teams to research and develop their viewpoints
on a particular topic or issue. Provide structure in which students can
articulate their viewpoints.

Brainstorming—to elicit ideas from a group and communicating them in
the target language in written or oral form.

Have students contribute ideas about a topic. Accept all contributions
without initial comment. After a list of ideas is finalized, have students
categorize, prioritize, and defend their contributions.

Free Writing—to express ideas in writing in the target culture.

Allow students to reflect on a topic, then have them respond in writing
to a target language prompt, a quotation, or a question. It is important
that they keep writing whatever comes to mind. They should not self-
edit as they write.

K–W–L (Know–Want to Know–Learned)—to provide structure for
students to recall what they know regarding a target language or culture
topic, deciding what they want to know, and then after an activity, list
what they have learned and what they still want or need to learn.

Before engaging in an activity, list on the board under the heading
“What We Know” all the information students know or think they know
about a topic. Then list all the information the students want to know
about a topic under, “What We Want to Know.” As students work, ask
them to keep in mind the information under the last list. After
completing the activity, have students confirm the accuracy of what was
listed and identify what they learned, contrasting it with what they
wanted to know.
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Learning Log—to follow-up K–W–L with structured writing in the
target culture.

During different stages of a learning process, have students respond in
written form under three columns:

“What I Think”
“What I Learned”
“How My Thinking Has Changed”

Interviews—to gather information and report.

Have students prepare a set of questions in interview format. After
conducting the interview, have students present their findings to the
class.

Cloze—to replace words or phrases that have been eliminated from a
sentence or paragraph.

Eliminate a word or phrase from a sentence and have students complete
the sentence with a word that “makes sense.” You may select random
words or a specific part of speech, or even provide the initial letter of the
word.

Read and Retell—to retell a passage in the target language as
remembered.

Have students read a passage either as a class, small group, in pairs, or
alone. Then ask students to retell the passage as they remember it either
orally or in writing using the target language.

Language Experience Approach—to elicit an orally described experience
using the target language.

Plan a shared experience for the class. Have students describe the
experience as a designated student (or the teacher) records what is said.
Next, have students read the story aloud and then use it as a basis to
engage in various teacher-planned activities, both oral and written.
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Total Physical Response (TPR)— to exhibit comprehension through
responses to increasingly complex sets of commands.

Use the target language to ask students to perform a physical activity to
demonstrate comprehension. Encourage active listening by using an
unpredictable sequence of commands.

Natural Approach—to promote communication proficiency by
providing real-world, authentic experiences and language experiences
within meaningful contexts.

Discuss pictures and objects using a sequence of meaningful questions
to elicit at first simple “yes” or “no” answers and then either/or
responses. Follow with “what,” “where,” and “who” questions and
eventually culminate activity with responses of full sentences or
phrases.

Password/Language Ladders—to learn to speak sentences or phrases
(“passwords”) that are associated with desired activities.

Introduce a series of phrases of increasing complexity in the target
language that students must say in order to do the desired activity, such
as “Can I go to the bathroom?” “May I sharpen my pencil?” “Can you
help me?”

Gouin Series—to learn to use short sentences or phrases to describe a
logical sequence of actions.

As you pantomime, describe a set of logical steps or daily routine using
action verbs in the same tense. Have students pantomime the action as
they repeat your description of the action. Eventually request original
sequences from students based on their own daily experiences.

Dialogue Journals—to provide a way to hold private conversations in
the target language with the teacher or share ideas and receive feedback
through writing in the target language (this activity can be conducted by
e-mail).

Have students write on topics on a regular basis. Respond in
conversational writing to their writings with advice, comments, and
observations.
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Continuums—to indicate the relationships among words or phrases.

Using a selected topic, have students place words or phrases on the
continuum to indicate a relationship or degree.

Interactive Language Tasks—to work together to accomplish a
meaningful target language activity.

Have small groups or pairs of students perform a specific task using
target language, such as finding differences and similarities identifying
objects or persons, arranging things, giving and following directions,
interviewing, surveying, choosing, explaining, and solving problems.

Cultural Presentations—to create an exhibit focused on aspects of the
target culture.

Have groups of students create exhibits of the target culture.

Mini-Museums—to create a focal point.

Have students work in groups to create exhibits that represent, for
example, the setting of a novel.

Reflective Thinking—to reflect on what was learned after a lesson.

Have students write in their journals about a concept or skill they have
learned, comment on the learning process, note questions they still
have, and describe their interest in further exploration of the concept or
skill. Or have students fill out a questionnaire addressing such
questions as Why did you study this? Can you relate it to real life?

Problem Solving—to apply knowledge to solve problems.

Have students determine a problem, define it, ask a question about it,
and then identify possible solutions to research. Have them choose a
solution and test it. Finally, have students determine if the problem has
been solved.
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Predict, Observe, Explain—to predict what will happen in a given
situation when a change is made.

Ask students to predict what will happen in a given situation when
some change is made. Have students observe what happens when the
change is made and discuss the differences between their predictions
and the results.

Literature, History, and Storytelling—to bring culture and history of
another country to life through literature, folktales, and folksongs.

Have students locate books, brochures, and tapes relevant to the
language being studied. Ask students to write their own observations
and insights afterwards.
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Graphic Organizers—to transfer abstract concepts and processes into
visual representations.

Provide a specific format for learning, recalling, and organizing
linguistic or cultural concepts learned through the target language.

Graphic Organizer Strategies

Consequence Diagram/Decision Trees: illustrates real or possible
outcomes of different target cultural actions or situations.

Have students visually depict outcomes for a given problem by
charting various decisions and their possible consequences.

Problem

Possible
Solution

Advantages Disadvantages

Possible
Solution

Advantages Disadvantages

Possible
Solution

Advantages Disadvantages

Flowchart: depicts a sequence of events, actions, roles, or decisions.

Have students structure a sequential flow of events, actions, roles, or
decisions graphically on paper.
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Venn Diagram: creates a visual analysis of the similarities and
differences among, for example, two target language concepts or target
culture, objects, events, or people.

Have students use two overlapping circles to list unique
characteristics of two items or concepts (one in the left part of the
circle and one in the right); in the middle have them list shared
characteristics.

Unique
Characteristics

Unique
Characteristics

Shared
Characteristics

Webbing: provides a picture of how target language words or phrases
connect to a topic.

Have students list topics and build a weblike structure of words and
phrases.

Topic
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Concept Mapping: shows relationships among concepts using the
target language.

Have students select a main idea and identify a set of concepts
associated with the main idea using the target language. Next, have
students rank the concepts in related groups from the most general to
most specific. Then have students link related concepts with verbs or
short phrases.

Portfolio—to capture the extent of students’ learning within the context
of the instruction.

Elements of a portfolio can be stored in a variety of ways; for example,
they can be photographed, scanned into a computer, or videotaped.
Possible elements of a portfolio could include the following selected
student products.

Written Presentations
• expressive (diaries, journals, writing logs)
• transactional (letters, surveys, reports, essays)
• poetic (poems, myths, legends, stories, plays)

Performances
• role playing, drama
• dance/movement
• reader's theater
• mime
• choral readings
• music (choral and instrumental)

Representations
• maps
• graphs
• dioramas
• models
• mock-ups
• displays
• bulletin boards
• charts
• replicas

Oral Presentations
• debates
• addresses
• discussions
• mock trials
• monologues
• interviews
• speeches
• storytelling
• oral histories
• poetry readings
• broadcasts

Media Presentations
• films
• slides
• photo essays
• print media
• computer programs
• videotapes and/or audiotapes

Visual and Graphic Arts
• murals
• paintings
• storyboards
• drawings
• posters
• sculpture
• cartoons
• mobiles
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Learning Cycle—to engage in exploratory investigations, construct
meanings from findings, propose tentative explanations and solutions,
and relate target language and culture concepts to their lives.

Have students explore a concept, behavior, or skill with a hands-on
experience and then explain their exploration. Through discussion,
have students expand the concept or behavior by applying it to other
situations.

Field Experience—to use the community as a laboratory for observation,
study, and participation in expressions of the target culture.

Before the visit, plan and structure the field experience with the
students. Engage in follow-up activities after the trip.
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Teaching Suggestions

The standards and benchmarks of the Sunshine State Standards are the
heart of the curriculum frameworks and reflect Florida’s efforts to reform
and enhance education. The following pages provide samples of ways in
which students could demonstrate achievement of specific benchmarks
through the study of Spanish.

Communication

1. Have students ask and respond to questions of low difficulty level
that relate to preferences (e.g., Do you like to … ? I like to … {play,
study, eat, etc.}). (FL.A.1.1.1.a)

2. Have students ask and answer simple questions when meeting
others (students, adults) (e.g., How are you? I am fine. What is your
name? My name is … ). (FL.A.1.1.2.a)

3. Have students appropriately greet and take leave when addressed
by others (students, adults), using a combination of verbal and
nonverbal cues (e.g., “My name is … Pleased to meet you,” with a
handshake or bow. “Goodbye!” with accompanying gestures).
(FL.A.1.1.3.a)

4. Have students role play ordering from a menu, asking for prices,
selecting specific items, and paying for the meal (e.g., I want …
{chicken, fish} Do you have … {chicken, fish}? We have … {rice,
soup} today. I do not want {rice}, I want … {soup}. How much is
the … {soup?}). (FL.A.1.2.1.a)

5. Have small groups of students design a calender that compares and
contrasts holiday events in the target culture and in his or her own
culture. (FL.A.1.2.2.a)

6. Have students paraphrase, repeat, and restate questions or answers
for clarification, while giving specific directions to a place. Have
students use nonverbal communication (e.g., facial expressions and
hand and body gestures) to add meaning (e.g., communicates “The
supermarket is three blocks away,” while mimicking walking,
counting with fingers, and looking for an imaginary sign).
(FL.A.1.3.4.a)
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7. Have students give simple commands in the target language to
another student (e.g., “Simon Says” activity: “John touch your
nose.” {John touches his nose.} “John, tell Bob to touch his nose.”
{John responds: “Bob, touch your nose.”; and Bob touches his
nose.}). (FL.A.2.1.1.a)

8. Have students verbally paraphrase written instructions or visual
signs (e.g., the teacher writes on the blackboard “Today is {date}.”
Then have students explain what the teacher wrote to another
student who does not understand or who cannot see the board).
(FL.A.2.1.2.a)

9. Have small groups of students reinterpret short descriptions or
narratives about known topics (e.g., leisure time or school
activities), acting out the intended meaning through skits, plays, or
songs. (FL.A.2.1.3.a)

10. Have students participate in a skit in the target language (e.g., What
do we do at night? We sleep. {Student acts as if sleeping.} What do
we do in the morning? We have breakfast and go to school.
{Student acts out waking up, eating breakfast, and attending
school.}). (FL.A.2.1.3.b)

11. Have students draw, arrange, and count in logical sequence a series
of pictures to tell a known target-language story or song.
(FL.A.2.1.4.a)

12. Have students read a series of simple, known commands and
performs the appropriate action (e.g., “Walk to Mary and show me
her shoes” or “Carry the apple to John and put the apple on John’s
head”). Then have students produce a similar, original string of
commands directed toward another student. (FL.A.2.2.1.a)

13. Have students create and illustrate a target-language catalog of
household items, classified by each of the rooms of their house, and
make a multimedia presentation (i.e., visual and oral) of the catalog
to the class. (FL.A.2.2.3.a)

14. Have students tell or retell personal anecdotes, journal entries, or
personal stories to a group (e.g., “What do you do on weekends?”
“I … ”) and then answer short questions from peers about the
activities. (FL.A.2.2.5.a)
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15. Have students explain the behaviors and actions that take place
during and after lunch, after being exposed to a similar response
pattern (Gouin Series*) (e.g., The bell rings. I keep quiet. The
teacher dismisses the class. I leave the room. I walk to the cafeteria.
I see my friends in the cafeteria. The cafeteria is clean. I get a tray. I
get in line. The food is ready. Grilled cheese is being served today. I
do not like grilled cheese.). (FL.A.3.1.1.a)

*A foreign language teaching strategy first outlined in 1984 by Donna Gouin, a
French language teacher in Montgomery County, Maryland, and further refined
by Constance K. Knop (1985) and Helena Anderson Curtain (1988). The teacher
prepares a series of statements that describe a logical sequential set of actions
that take place in a specific context for the student to emulate. Later the student
uses the sequence to create an original sequence (see Appendix A).

16. Have students create a family tree that includes at least three
generations, using pictures and short sentences. Then have students
present the tree to the class and answer questions about the
depicted family relationships. (FL.A.3.2.1.a)

17. Have students select a favorite popular or famous figure from the
target culture (e.g., a singer, artist, historical figure, or politician)
and present his or her brief biography to the class (e.g., when the
person lived, why he or she is famous, descriptions of the
individual’s physical characteristics, and personal opinions about
the person’s work or performance). (FL.A.3.2.3.a)

Culture

1. Have students compare and contrast holidays or special occasions
of target culture(s) with those in their own culture. Then have
students plan and participate in selected celebrations of the target
culture(s). (FL.B.1.1.1.a)

2. Have students roleplay greetings and presentations for both formal
and informal situations with different audiences (e.g., parents,
teachers, friends, other age-group peers, and community members).
(FL.B.1.1.2.a)
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3. Have students copy models or create a variety of objects from the
target culture(s) (e.g., realia*, arts, crafts, or religious or
mythological objects). (FL.B.1.1.3.a)

*Realia is a term borrowed from anthropology, used to label objects and
materials produced by the culture(s) being studied (e.g., Mexican pyramids,
Swiss cowbells, French Brie cheese, Japanese “manga” cartoons, Chinese fans).

4. Have students listen to songs, play games, or view or perform plays
from the target culture(s). Have small groups of students develop a
similar song, game or play that reflects an aspect of the target
culture (e.g., a song about a mythological legend or a game based
on a historical event). (FL.B.1.2.1.a)

Connections

1. Have students play a color-and-number game with fruits and
vegetables (e.g., How many bananas? Five; Are the bananas blue or
yellow? Yellow; How many yellow bananas are there? Five; How
many blue bananas? None.). (FL.C.1.1.1.a)

2. Have students identify, label, and draw cities and geographical
points on a map of the target country. Then have students describe
their relative locations using cardinal directions (North, South,
East, West). (FL.C.1.1.2.a)

3. Have students write and prepare a specific food recipe of the target
culture, using measurements, explaining simple processes, and
discussing food sources. (FL.C.1.2.1.a)

4. Have students draw a variety of maps that visually describe natural
resources, populations and the geography of countries in which the
target language is spoken. Then have students add keys or legends
to the maps to clarify meaning. (FL.C.1.2.2.a)

5. Have students listen to and/or read a fairy tale or mythological
story from the target culture and dramatizes the action through
play, drawings, or skits. (FL.C.2.1.1.a)
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Comparisons

1. Have students identify known objects, food items, and cities in their
native language whose names are derived from the target language,
after practicing with similar vocabulary in the target language (e.g.,
The English word “mosquito” derives from the Spanish noun
“mosquito”; the English word “spaghetti” derives from the plural
form of the Italian “spaghetto,” meaning “string”). Have students
do one or more of the following activities. (FL.D.1.1.1.a)

• sing a song that uses both language word versions

• match pictures with words (e.g., match a picture of a
mosquito or of spaghetti with the appropriate word)

• identify cities or places on a map of the U.S. whose
names are derived from the target language.

2. Have students listen to a recording or a live performance of a song
in both the target language and in their own language, then sing
both songs and role play the story line and/or characters with their
peers. (FL.D.1.1.2.a)

3. Have students listen to or read authentic target-language texts (e.g.,
short stories and poems), then compare and contrast unknown
words and phrases with similar words and phrases in their native
language to identify any true or false cognates. (FL.D.1.2.1.a)

4. Have students identify and list similarities and differences between
the punctuation, left-right, and up-down orientation of written
language expression, alpha-numeric codes (e.g., letters and numbers
in Western style vs. Cryrillic or Greek, Kanji vs. Chinese ideograms),
and oral and written syntax (word order) of both the target
language and their own language. (FL.D.1.2.2.a)

5. Have students assume the roles of different family and society
members before, during, and after a major target-culture holiday or
celebration. (FL.D.2.1.1.a)

6. Have students compare, contrast, count, and discuss the objects
found in different rooms of the target-culture home and those found
in their own home. (FL.D.2.1.2.a)
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7. Have students compare, contrast, and discuss the behaviors of
individuals and organizations before, during, and after major
holidays and celebrations of the target culture and the behaviors of
their own culture. (FL.D.2.2.1.a)

8. Have students observe a variety of commercial advertisements (e.g.,
TV commercials and magazine advertisements) and identify those
elements that reflect the target culture. (FL.D.2.2.2.a)

Experiences

1. Have small groups of students create a list of languages that are
commonly spoken in the United States. (FL.E.1.2.1.a)

2. Have small groups of students create a list of employment and/or
travel-abroad opportunities for individuals who can communicate
in the target language. (FL.E.1.2.2.a)
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Accommodations for Students

The following accommodations may be necessary for students with
disabilities and other students with diverse learning needs to be
successful in school and any other setting. Specific strategies may be
incorporated into each student’s individual educational plan (IEP) or 504
plan, or academic improvement plan (AIP) as deemed appropriate.

Environmental Strategies

Provide preferential seating. Seat student near someone who will be
helpful and understanding.

Assign a peer tutor to review information or explain again.
Build rapport with student; schedule regular times to talk.
Reduce classroom distractions.
Increase distance between desks.
Allow student to take frequent breaks for relaxation and small

talk, if needed.
Accept and treat the student as a regular member of the class. Do not

point out that the student is an ESE student.
Remember that student may need to leave class to attend the ESE

support lab.
Additional accommodations may be needed.

Organizational Strategies

Help student use an assignment sheet, notebook, or monthly calendar.
Allow student additional time to complete tasks and take tests.
Help student organize notebook or folder.
Help student set timelines for completion of long assignments.
Help student set time limits for assignment completion.
Ask questions that will help student focus on important information.
Highlight the main concepts in the book.
Ask student to repeat directions given.
Ask parents to structure study time. Give parents information about

long-term assignments.
Provide information to ESE teachers and parents concerning

assignments, due dates, and test dates.
Allow student to have an extra set of books at home and in the ESE

classroom.
Additional accommodations may be needed.
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Motivational Strategies

Encourage student to ask for assistance when needed.
Be aware of possibly frustrating situations.
Reinforce appropriate participation in your class.
Use nonverbal communication to reinforce appropriate behavior.
Ignore nondisruptive inappropriate behavior as much as possible.
Allow physical movement (distributing materials, running

errands, etc.).
Develop and maintain a regular school-to-home communication

system.
Encourage development and sharing of special interests.
Capitalize on student’s strengths.
Provide opportunities for success in a supportive atmosphere.
Assign student to leadership roles in class or assignments.
Assign student a peer tutor or support person.
Assign student an adult volunteer or mentor.
Additional accommodations may be needed.

Presentation Strategies

Tell student the purpose of the lesson and what will be expected
during the lesson (e.g., provide advance organizers).

Communicate orally and visually, and repeat as needed.
Provide copies of teacher’s notes or student’s notes (preferably before

class starts).
Accept concrete answers; provide abstractions that student can handle.
Stress auditory, visual, and kinesthetic modes of presentation.
Recap or summarize the main points of the lecture.
Use verbal cues for important ideas that will help student focus on

main ideas. (“The next important idea is … .”)
Stand near the student when presenting information.
Cue student regularly by asking questions, giving time to think, then

calling student’s name.
Minimize requiring the student to read aloud in class.
Use memory devices (mnemonic aids) to help student remember facts

and concepts.
Allow student to tape the class.
Additional accommodations may be needed.
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Curriculum Strategies

Help provide supplementary materials that student can read.
Provide Parallel Alternative Strategies for Students (PASS) materials.
Provide partial outlines of chapters, study guides, and testing outlines.
Provide opportunities for extra drill before tests.
Reduce quantity of material (reduce spelling and vocabulary lists,

reduce number of math problems, etc.).
Provide alternative assignments that do not always require writing.
Supply student with samples of work expected.
Emphasize high-quality work (which involves proofreading and

rewriting), not speed.
Use visually clear and adequately spaced work sheets. Student

may not be able to copy accurately or fast enough from the board or
book; make arrangements for student to get information.

Encourage the use of graph paper to align numbers.
Specifically acknowledge correct responses on written and verbal class

work.
Allow student to have sample or practice test.
Provide all possible test items to study and then student or teacher

selects specific test items.
Provide extra assignment and test time.
Accept some homework papers dictated by the student and recorded

by someone else.
Modify length of outside reading.
Provide study skills training and learning strategies.
Offer extra study time with student on specific days and times.
Allow study buddies to check spelling.
Allow use of technology to correct spelling.
Allow access to computers for in-class writing assignments.
Allow student to have someone edit papers.
Allow student to use fact sheets, tables, or charts.
Tell student in advance what questions will be asked.
Color code steps in a problem.
Provide list of steps that will help organize information and facilitate

recall.
Assist in accessing taped texts.
Reduce the reading level of assignments.
Provide opportunity for student to repeat assignment directions and

due dates.
Additional accommodations may be needed.
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Testing Strategies

Allow extended time for tests in the classroom and/or in the
ESE support lab.

Provide adaptive tests in the classroom and/or in the ESE support lab
(reduce amount to read, cut and paste a modified test, shorten,
revise format, etc.).

Allow open book and open note tests in the classroom and/or ESE
support lab.

Allow student to take tests in the ESE support lab for help with
reading and directions.

Allow student to take tests in the ESE support lab with time provided
to study.

Allow student to take tests in the ESE support lab using a word
bank of answers or other aid as mutually agreed upon.

Allow student to take tests orally in the ESE support lab.
Allow the use of calculators, dictionaries, or spell checkers on

tests in the ESE support lab.
Provide alternative to testing (oral report, making bulletin board,

poster, audiotape, demonstration, etc.).
Provide enlarged copies of the answer sheets.
Allow copy of tests to be written upon and later have someone

transcribe the answers.
Allow and encourage the use of a blank piece of paper to keep pace

and eliminate visual distractions on the page.
Allow use of technology to check spelling.
Provide alternate test formats for spelling and vocabulary tests.
Highlight operation signs, directions, etc.
Allow students to tape-record answers to essay questions.
Use more objective items (fewer essay responses).
Give frequent short quizzes, not long exams.
Additional accommodations may be needed.

Evaluation Criteria Strategies

Student is on an individualized grading system.
Student is on a pass or fail system.
Student should be graded more on daily work and notebook than on

tests (e.g., 60 percent daily, 25 percent notebook, 15 percent tests).
Student will have flexible time limits to extend completion of

assignments or testing into next period.
Additional accommodations may be needed.
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Correlation to Sunshine State Standards

Course Requirements for Spanish I - Course Number 0708340

These requirements include, but are not limited to, the benchmarks from
the Sunshine State Standards that are most relevant to this course.
Benchmarks correlated with a specific course requirement may also be
addressed by other course requirements as appropriate.

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.A.1.1.1  Express likes and dislikes when asked simple
questions (e.g., about toys or other objects). 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8

FL.A.1.1.2  Greet others and exchange essential personal
information (e.g., home address, telephone number,
place of origin, and general health).

1. Engage in conversation in Spanish to express feelings and ideas and exchange
opinions.

FL.A.1.1.3  Use appropriate gestures and expressions (i.e.,
body language) to complete or enhance verbal
messages.

FL.A.1.2.1 Express likes or dislikes regarding various objects,
categories, people, and events present in the
everyday environment.

FL.A.1.2.2 Exchange information necessary to plan events or
activities (e.g., picnics, birthday parties, science
projects, and crafts).

FL.A.1.3.4 Use repetition, rephrasing, and gestures effectively
to assist in communicating spoken messages.

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.A.2.1.1  Follow and give simple instructions (e.g., instructions
to participate in games or instructions provided by
the teacher for classroom tasks).

FL.A.2.1.2  Restate and rephrase simple information from
materials presented orally, visually, and graphically
in class.

2. Demonstrate understanding of spoken and written Spanish on a variety of topics.

FL.A.2.1.3  Understand oral messages that are based on familiar
themes and vocabulary (e.g., short conversations
between familiar persons on familiar topics such as
everyday school and home activities).

FL.A.2.1.4 Listen and read in the target language and respond
through role playing, drawing, or singing.

1, 2, 3, 5

1, 3, 5

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

7

1, 3, 5, 7, 8

1, 3, 5

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

1, 3, 5, 6
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Correlation to Sunshine State Standards

Course Requirements for Spanish I - Course Number 0708340

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.A.3.1.1  Provide simple information in spoken form (e.g.,
descriptions of family members, friends, objects
present in his or her everyday environment, or
common school and home activities).

FL.A.3.2.1  Describe important people (e.g., family members
and friends) and objects present in his or her
everyday environment and in school.

3. Present information and ideas to an audience through speaking and writing in Spanish.

FL.A.3.2.3  Give responses in spoken or written form (e.g.,
answering simple questions, formulating questions,
and making simple statements) to age-appropriate
stories, poems or other literature, songs, films, or
visual works.

FL.A.2.2.1 Give and understand written and verbal instructions,
using known, verbal patterns in the target language.

FL.A.2.2.3 Organize information in spoken or written form about
a variety of topics of academic and cultural interest
(e.g., by making lists, categorizing objects, or
organizing concepts).

FL.A.2.2.5 Comprehend and respond to oral messages (e.g.,
personal anecdotes or narratives) based on familiar
themes and vocabulary.

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

3, 4, 5, 6

2. Demonstrate understanding of spoken and written Spanish on a variety of topics.
(Continued)

1, 3, 5

1, 3, 5, 6, 9

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

6, 8, 9

5, 6
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Correlation to Sunshine State Standards

Course Requirements for Spanish I - Course Number 0708340

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.C.1.1.1  Use simple vocabulary and phrases to identify
familiar objects and concepts from other disciplines.

FL.C.1.1.2  Participate in an activity in the target-language class
that is based on a concept taught in a content class
(e.g., shapes or relationships).

5. Apply knowledge of Spanish language and culture(s) to further knowledge of other
disciplines.

FL.C.1.2.1  Participate in activities in the language class
designed to integrate content-area concepts (e.g.,
mathematical calculations or cause-and-effect
relationships) into target language instruction (e.g.,
about countries or cultures).

FL.C.1.2.2  Use target-language vocabulary or concepts to
reinforce knowledge of a related topic studied in
another class (e.g., geographical place names, parts
of the body, or basic mathematical operations).

FL.C.2.1.1  Use the target language to gain access to information
that is only available through the target language
or within the target culture (listen to a story told in
the target language).

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.B.1.1.1  Participate in age-appropriate cultural activities (e.g.,
games, songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling,
dramatizations, and role playing).

1, 5

FL.B.1.1.2  Recognize patterns of social behavior or social
interaction in various settings (e.g., school, family,
or immediate community).

4. Demonstrate understanding of social interaction patterns within Spanish culture(s)
through participation in cultural activities.

FL.B.1.1.3  Recognize various familiar objects and norms of
the target culture (e.g., toys, dresses, and typical
foods).

FL.B.1.2.1 Recognize various activities and celebrations in
which children participate in the target culture (e.g.,
games, songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling,
dramatizations, and roleplaying).

3, 4, 5, 6, 8

2, 3, 7, 8

1, 5

2, 3, 4, 7, 8

1, 3

1, 3, 5

1, 3, 5

1
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Correlation to Sunshine State Standards

Course Requirements for Spanish I - Course Number 0708340

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.D.1.1.1  Know examples of word borrowing from one
language to another. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

FL.D.1.1.2  Use simple vocabulary and short phrases in the
target language.

6. Analyze and use different patterns of communication and social interaction appropriate
to the setting.

FL.D.1.2.1  Identify examples and understand the significance
of true and false cognates (i.e., words derived from
a common original form).

FL.D.1.2.2  Recognize the similarities and differences between
his or her native language and the target language
in terms of the pronunciation, alphabet, and forms
of written expression.

FL.D.2.1.1  Know the similarities and differences between the
patterns of behavior of the target culture related to
recreation, celebration, holidays, customs, and the
patterns of behavior of the local culture.

FL.D.2.1.2  Recognize that there are similarities and differences
between objects from the target culture and objects
from the local culture (e.g., inside dwellings).

FL.D.2.2.2  Recognize forms of the target language evident in
the local culture (e.g., signs, symbols,
advertisements, packages, displays, murals, songs,
and rhymes).

FL.D.2.2.1  Distinguish the similarities and differences between
the patterns of behavior of the target culture related
to recreation, holidays, celebrations and the patterns
of behavior of the local culture.

Benchmarks Addressed
in

Unit(s)

Addressed in
Class on
Date(s)

FL.E.1.2.1  Know that many people in the United States use
languages other than English on a daily basis.

FL.E.1.2.2  Demonstrate an awareness of employment
possibilities (and other applications) for those who
are able to master the target language.

7. Demonstrate knowledge of use of the Spanish language within and beyond the school
setting.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9

2, 5, 6, 8, 9

1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9

5, 6, 7, 8

7, 8

1, 5, 8

1, 3, 5

1, 2

1
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Production Software

Adobe PageMaker 6.5. Mountain View, CA: Adobe Systems.

Adobe Photoshop 3.0. Mountain View, CA: Adobe Systems.

Macromedia Freehand 8.0. San Francisco: Macromedia.

Microsoft Word 5.0. Redmond, WA: Microsoft.
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